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Upfront

Local news, information and analysis

Mobile-home park faces redevelopment
Buena Vista residents could be forced out
to make way for apartments
by Sue Dremann
uena Vista, the only surviving mobile-home park in Palo
Alto, could soon be history,
according to city officials.
Residents in the 117-unit park located at 3980 El Camino Real received a letter from property owner/
manager Joe Jisser last week inform-

B

ing them that his family is exploring
redevelopment options.
The family has owned Buena Vista, located near Los Robles Avenue
behind a strip mall, since 1986, Jisser said on Monday. They are working with Prometheus Real Estate
Group in San Mateo.

Prometheus specializes in the acquisition, development and management of residential and commercial
properties and builds apartments, according to its website. It also focuses
on transit-oriented development in
areas that are close to corporate campuses, such as Apple in Cupertino
and Google in Mountain View.
Jon Moss, Prometheus executive
vice president and partner, said
Wednesday the company is considering buying the property from

the Jissers and building up to 187
one- and two-bedroom apartments
that are between 750 square feet and
1,050 square feet. The property is
being considered because it fits into
the Grand Boulevard Initiative for
El Camino Real, which envisions
higher-density housing with access
to transit, schools and retail.
Prometheus would likely seek to
have the 4 1/2 acres rezoned from 15
units per acre to 40 units per acre,
said Amy French, Palo Alto’s chief

planning official. The property borders single-family homes in the Barron Park neighborhood and is currently home to 104 mobile homes,
12 studio apartments or cabins and
a single-family residence. The redevelopment could rise from two stories closest to the homes behind the
park to three or four stories closer to
El Camino Real.
No application has been submitted,
(continued on page 7)

CITY BUDGET

Police
building tops
priority list
Palo Alto plans to form
citizens committee, hire
communication strategist
by Gennady Sheyner

W

(continued on page 12)
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Veronica Weber

were reported. The numbers stayed
down for May through July, with
between 10 and 14 for each of those
months. But in August, the number of burglaries rose to 26. So far
in September five have occurred.
Three took place this past weekend,
according to police.
Most of the burglaries in August
and September took place in the
northern and southernmost parts of
the city. (A map of the August and
September home burglaries is posted at www.PaloAltoOnline.com/
pivot/?Map12.)
Capt. Ron Watson said more
homes are empty during the day as
children have returned to school. In
response, police have almost dou-

hile the nation is fixated
on the heated presidential race and the slew of
state and local measures that will
populate the November ballot, Palo
Alto officials are looking two years
ahead and methodically laying the
groundwork for a 2014 measure
they hope will help them resolve
the city’s infrastructure woes.
The measure, which the City
Council plans to discuss Tuesday
evening, Sept. 18, is a major component of the city’s plan to fix up aged
infrastructure and replace obsolete
buildings. The city’s most glaring
infrastructure need is a new publicsafety building, a prize that has been
eluding elected officials for nearly
a decade. A recent report from the
Infrastructure Blue Ribbon Commission has described the cramped
police headquarters at City Hall as
“unsafe and vulnerable,” echoing
prior findings by various panels and
experts. The task force’s report notes
that when public-safety facilities
“decline into substandard or unsafe
conditions, both those who use them
and the community that depends on
them are in jeopardy.”
The public-safety building, which
would house Palo Alto’s police
headquarters, its fire administration and its Emergency Operations
Center, tops the list of infrastructure
items that voters could be asked to
fund with a bond on the November
2014 ballot, according to a new report from the office of City Manager James Keene. It is not, however,
the only public-safety facility on the
list. It is immediately followed on
the 20-project list by “fire stations,”

Quite a week
This past week was both “Linkoping, Sweden Week,” celebrating Palo Alto’s sister city, and “National Suicide Prevention Week.” Above,
Palo Alto Mayor Yiaway Yeh lights a candle for Ann-Cathrine Hjerdt, right, mayor of Linkoping, and Palo Alto City Councilwoman Nancy
Shepherd during a moment of silence for suicide victims on Sept. 10. (See page 12 for more about Linkoping.)

CRIME

Residential burglaries
hit five-year high
Thefts from Palo Alto homes are up 56 percent
over 2011, according to police
by Sue Dremann

H

ome burglaries in Palo Alto
have jumped by 56 percent in
2012, prompting alarmed residents in one neighborhood to start
organizing a surveillance program.
The police-department analysis,
which was released to concerned
residents on Tuesday, Sept. 11,

identified 151 burglaries from Jan.
1 through Sept. 10 this year, compared to 97 for the same time period in 2011.
This year’s numbers are the highest in five years. The trend nearly
reverses declines in burglary since
2008, when there were 130 incidents

from January to September, and in
2009, when 102 burglaries took
place. The lowest number was 85 in
2010, according to the report.
The high 2012 figures were due in
part to a spike during the first three
months of the year. In January there
were 21 residential burglaries, with
22 in February and 32 in March, according to police.
The department started a vigorous
anti-burglary program on March 28,
dubbed “Lock It or Lose It!” The
program includes a public-education
campaign urging residents to lock
their homes and vehicles, increased
police patrols, and basic training for
city workers and others who work
outside on identifying and reporting
suspicious behavior.
In April only seven burglaries
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Why Home Care Assistance Is The
Leading Provider of 24/7 Live-In Care:
 We offer experienced, bonded and insured caregivers, who
are trained in our Balanced Care MethodTM of promoting
healthy aging.
 We provide culinary training for our caregivers at Sur La
Table to improve their skills and our clients’ meals.
 Our founders wrote the book Handbook for Live-In Care,
which is a resource for the industry as well as families.
Call us for a FREE consultation:

650-462-6900
1-866-4-LiveIn (454-8346)

www.HomeCareAssistance.com
148 Hawthorne Ave, Palo Alto, CA
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Scott Turow 9/19

Amy Tan 9/27

An Evening with Scott Turow
Inspired by his career as an attorney, award-winning author
Scott Turow is known for his bestselling novels Presumed
Innocent, Innocent, One L and Ultimate Punishment. Joined
by KQED’s Michael Krasny.

Wednesday, 9/19 at 7:30 PM
$30; $25 Members & students; $22 Moldaw residents in advance
$35 at the door

An Evening with Amy Tan
The beloved author of The Joy Luck Club, The Bonesetter’s
Daughter and The Kitchen God’s Wife talks about the
intersection of science and creativity. Joined by Louann
Brizendine, M.D., author of The Female Brain and The Male
Brain.

Thursday, 9/27 at 7:30 PM
$30; $25 Members & students;
$22 Moldaw residents in advance
$35 at the door

For more information and to purchase tickets, visit

www.paloaltojcc.org/arts.
Oshman Family JCC
3921 Fabian Way | Palo Alto, CA | (650) 223-8700 | www.paloaltojcc.org/arts
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I don’t want to see us dither.
—Larry Klein, Palo Alto City Councilman, on the
city’s need to briskly review a plan that would include construction of a new police headquarters. See
story on page 5.

Around Town
TAKE THE TESLA BRIDGE TO THE
PACKARD PLAYGROUND ... Palo
Alto’s wish list for recreational amenities seems to grow every month
or so, with current items including a
bike bridge over U.S. Highway 101,
a universally accessible playground
at Mitchell Park, three playing fields
at the Palo Alto Municipal Golf
Course and a host of trails and bike
boulevards. The main wildcard is
the cost. To deal with the hefty price
tags of the coveted projects, officials
are debating whether they should
offer naming rights to companies
that are willing to help turn the city’s
recreational dreams into reality. The
idea surfaced this week, during the
City Council’s joint meeting with the
Parks and Recreation Commission,
and received a mixed reception
from council members. Councilwoman Karen Holman said she is
“all for leveraging money” from the
private sector, but was skeptical
about the naming-rights proposal.
“It doesn’t fit the complexion of
the community to have, say, AT&T
Bridge over 101,” Holman said. Her
colleague Sid Espinosa was more
open to the idea and recommended
a “thoughtful discussion” about how
much is too much when it comes to
naming public facilities after donors.
Vice Mayor Greg Scharff, meanwhile, was enthusiastic and said he
would have “absolutely no problem”
with attaching company names to
the city-owned structures. “I would
have no trouble with the ‘Palantir
Bridge’ over 101,” Scharff said, referring to the downtown company
that specializes in data analysis.
“Palo Alto is intimately connected
with the innovative companies we
have here.” Councilman Larry Klein
noted that the city’s existing policy
allows the council to name things
after people but not after companies. He also argued that getting
companies to pay for naming rights
would be a tall task, particularly in a
tough economic climate. The ongoing campaign to raise money for the
city’s new Mitchell Park library, for
example, so far has secured only
one donation sizeable enough to get
a significant portion of the library
named after the donor, philanthropist Becky Morgan, Klein said.
BOW WOW! ... As the name might
imply, Aris z Kaplickeho hamru is
no ordinary dog. In fact, Aris is a
crime fighter with an extensive record of capturing thieves, burglars

and assailants and bringing them
to justice. Once, Aris tracked down
a murder suspect who was captured after a manhunt by numerous
agencies. For the Palo Alto Police
Department, Aris is also a public-relations asset, a past guest at Rotary
Club and Boy Scout meetings and
a participant in the department’s
Citizen’s Police Academy classes.
But after six-and-a-half human
years in the department, the popular
police-service dog retired in July. On
Tuesday night, Aris will receive a bureaucratic scratch on the back when
City Council passes a resolution citing the above accomplishments and
recognizing the retiring canine for
“his commitment to the community
and his consistent efforts.”
WINDS OF CHANGE ... What’s the
cleanest way to meet the world’s
energy needs? The answer to this
question is blowin’ in the wind.
That’s according to new research
from Stanford University Professor
Mark Jacobson and the University
of Delaware Associate Professor
Cristina Archer, who recently
considered the question and determined that 4 million turbines, each
100 meters high, could provide
more than half of the world’s power
demand without significant negative effect on climate. Jacobson, a
professor of civil and environmental
engineering, and Archer, an associate professor of geography, physical
ocean science and engineering,
would place about half of these
turbines over water. The rest would
be installed on land and scattered
around high-wind sites across the
globe, places like the Gobi Desert,
the American plains and the Sahara. “We’re not saying ‘put turbines
everywhere,’ but we have shown
that there is no fundamental barrier to obtaining half or even several
times the world’s all-purpose power
from wind by 2030,” Jacobson
said. “The potential is there if we
can build enough turbines.” But,
he added, the world still has a long
way to go. “Today we have installed
a little over 1 percent of the wind
power needed,” Jacobson said. To
be sure, the professors’ vision of
millions of turbines powering the
world isn’t without its complications.
The computer model they used calculated wind power potential but did
not factor in real-world barriers such
as economics or societal views toward wind power. N
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City looks to downsize massive
Page Mill Road proposal
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BUILDING

Jay Paul Company’s proposal is to build two office buildings, an apartment complex, a public-safety building,
a parking garage and a park in the California Avenue area.

Courtesy of City of Palo Alto/DES Architects + Engineers

A proposed “planned community” (PC) development by Jay Paul
Company includes a new police headquarters and parking garage on
Park Boulevard (pictured) as well as two four-story office buildings at
395 Page Mill Road and a park, an apartment building and another
parking garage, all on Sherman Avenue.
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by Gennady Sheyner
n expansive plan to build two council is set to consider a broader
office buildings, an apart- vision for the California Avenue
ment complex and a highly area. The meeting touched on everycoveted public-safety building near thing from the office buildings’ proCalifornia Avenue earned a mixed posed heights and setbacks from the
reception from Palo Alto officials street to their impact on parking.
Monday night, Sept. 10, with several
But the council largely avoided
members of the City Council argu- the topic of the city-owned Shering that the proposed buildings are man sites. Councilman Pat Burt protoo tall and too massive even for this posed considering them separately
rapidly changing neighborhood.
from the commercial development,
The council has long considered and most of his colleagues (with the
the area around California Av- exception of Greg Schmid and Gail
enue as the city’s prime location Price) agreed.
for dense new developments, parHe called it “putting the cart beticularly ones that include housing. fore the horse” because the city is
The preliminary proposal by Jay still finalizing its concept plan for
Paul Company includes as its cen- the California Avenue area. In additerpiece two buildings containing tion, the council rejected the notion
about 311,000 square feet of office of building housing on city-owned
space at 395 Page Mill Road, a site parking lots when it discussed the
on which AOL has its Silicon Val- city’s recently completed Housing
ley headquarters. Jay Paul is also Element, a state-mandated docuproposing buying three city-owned ment that lays out the city’s vision
parking lots nearby, on Sherman for housing development.
Avenue, and converting them into
Council members also voiced
a new 529-space parking garage, a skepticism about the zoning exceppublic park and a 116-unit apart- tions Jay Paul is requesting as part
ment building with parking.
of its “planned community” (PC)
But the most lucrative and intrigu- proposal — a zoning designation
ing facet of the proposal from the that allows applicants to exceed the
council’s perspective is Jay Paul’s city’s zoning regulations in exchange
offer to help the city build a police- for negotiated public benefits.
and fire-department headquarters
Jay Paul’s proposal considers the
at 3045 Park Blvd., across the street police building and redevelopment
from 395 Page Mill. Under the con- of the three Sherman Avenue parcels
cept the council discussed Monday, as beneficial to the community. The
the police building would be part of garage at 250 Sherman would add
a larger, four-level parking struc- 125 more parking spaces to the area
ture. Jay Paul would spend about than exist now, and the apartment
$26.7 million to build the shell of building at 450 would bring highthe police facilities while the city density housing and new customers
would contribute about $20.1 mil- for California Avenue retailers. The
lion to finish the project.
park at 350 Sherman would be built
The council didn’t take any votes at no cost to the city.
Monday night, but in a wide-rangThough council members agreed
ing discussion, members expressed the police building would be a critical
a mix of emotions — excitement benefit, they argued that the zoning
over the prospect of finally having exemptions sought are too much.
a safe and sufficient police building,
If approved, the commercial
amazement at the proposed density buildings at 395 Page Mill would
of the office buildings, and frustra- have density that is roughly triple
tion over the fact that this proposal what the zoning normally allows.
has surfaced just months before the They would also be 71 feet tall,

Oregon Expwy.

Palo Alto City Council concerned about proposed
commercial buildings; excited about prospect
of new police headquarters

roughly double what’s allowed in
the zone and far transcending the
city’s 50-foot height limit.
Burt stressed the need to find a
balance between the developer’s and
the community’s needs and argued
that the city should carefully consider the appropriate density for the
new office buildings.
“Basically, if you’re trying to fit
a size-13 foot in a size-9 shoe, you
really can’t wiggle and try to make
it fit,” Burt said. “It’s basically just
too much for a given site.”
Ray Paul, representing Jay Paul
Company, said the proposal considered the city’s plans for intensifying
California Avenue when it submitted its proposal. Jay Paul bought
the property, which was formerly
owned by Agilent, in 2006.
“What struck us, when you look at
an aerial map, you can see it’s mostly parking,” Paul told the council.
“We think it’s not the best use for
that parcel.”
Despite concerns about the height
and density of the proposed buildings, members were generally enthusiastic about the prospect of
finally building public-safety headquarters. The city’s police department is currently housed inside City
Hall in a space found to be unsafe
and inadequate by various experts
and citizens commissions, including the recent Infrastructure Blue
Ribbon Commission. The publicsafety building in Jay Paul’s proposal would be 44,420 square feet,
roughly two times bigger than the
existing police headquarters.
Several council members, including Vice Mayor Greg Scharff
and Larry Klein, lauded the police
building component and cited it

as an important reason to proceed
briskly with the application.
“I don’t want to see us dither on
this proposal,” Klein said. “I think
we need to decide fairly soon whether we’re going forward or not.”
He also rejected the notion that
the city should wait until it finalizes a California Avenue “concept
plan” before it rules on the Jay Paul
development.
“It might be nice to have a concept
plan in place but that’s classic Palo
Alto — ‘Let’s study this thing until it
doesn’t have any life to it,’” Klein said.
“Sometimes proposals come along in
ways we haven’t anticipated.”
Scharff voiced a similar sentiment and noted that Jay Paul will
need to perform an “environmental
impact report” for the project before
it proceeds. The detailed analysis
would indicate, among other things,
whether the new developments would
create major traffic problems for the
neighborhood. Scharff said he would
have no problem approving the tall,
dense office buildings if the data in
the report were to indicate the neighborhood wouldn’t be significantly affected by the proposed development.
“I think it’s a great idea, in concept,” Scharff said. “I think it will
anchor a strong commercial presence there that will add a lot of vibrancy on California Avenue.”
Prior to the council’s discussion
of the Jay Paul proposal, several
area residents spoke to the council,
criticizing the plan for being too
ambitious and dismissive of neighborhood concerns. Marilyn Mayo,
who lives nearby on Oxford Street,
said recent plans to allow intense
development around California Avenue makes her feel like she’s living

in a Zynga game such as Farmville
or Cityville, with people buying and
trading properties. She asked the
council to be mindful of the people
who live in the neighborhoods.
“Somehow the residents just keep
getting forgotten in all of this,” Mayo
said. “And we’re bearing the brunt.”
In addition to the Jay Paul proposal, the city is also considering a
zoning application that would convert four residentially zoned parcels
on the Page Mill block into a commercial zone that would accommodate a commercial development.
The city’s Planning and Transportation Commission discussed the
zone-change request last month and
was generally sympathetic, though
it required the applicant, Stoecker
and Northway Architects, to reach
out to the neighborhood before returning to the commission.
Fred Balin, a College Terrace
resident who has consistently called
for more transparency in the planning process, urged the council not
to rush into approving the proposal
from Jay Paul. He asked the council
to proceed with its guiding land-use
documents and to allow adequate
time for neighborhood outreach before signing off on the application.
“Zone for what you want, not for
what’s presented to you ad hoc,” Balin said.
The council flirted with the idea
of scheduling a second “prescreening” meeting with Jay Paul. But the
majority, led by Klein, ultimately rejected this plan and advocated going
through the regular application process, under which the revised application will proceed to the Planning
and Transportation Commission before returning to the council. N
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In search of high-quality preschool for all
Longtime local teacher seeks venue for mixed-income program
ith a Stanford University
education and decades of
hands-on experience with
kids, Carol Thomsen is something
of an expert on the education of
toddlers.
But in the years she spent nurturing the children of affluent families
in top local preschools — and parenting her own — the thought kept
nagging at her: “So many children
are not getting that excellent start;
it’s just a crime.”
Armed with little more than her
experience and a belief in the transformative power of high-quality
preschool, Thomsen is now seeking
a venue to launch a mixed-income
preschool like no other.
“Kelima” — meaning “all five” in
Indonesia, where Thomsen once studied and taught — would start from
birth and go to age 5, offering a fullday program along with a high dose
of parent participation and education.
“At no other time in a person’s
life does the brain develop as rapidly as during the first years,” wrote
David Kirp, author of “The Sandbox Investment,” a book Thomsen
carries in her tote bag to share with
anyone who will listen.
Even as scholars have documented
the lasting advantages of high-quality
preschool, Thomsen — who taught
for many years at Stanford’s Bing

W

Veronica Weber

Carol Thomsen sits beside a play structure at Flood Park in Menlo
Park. The longtime educator hopes to open a quality preschool that
would mix children from families with different incomes.

by Chris Kenrick
Nursery School and Menlo Atherton
Cooperative Nursery School — observes what she views as a growing
“opportunity gap” for local babies.
“I just see the socioeconomic divide in this community becoming
greater and greater, not less and
less,” she said.
“The more I learn about that divide, the more I see that early-childhood education is a great opportunity for parents to get together and see
that children aren’t that different.
“And the return on investment for
early-childhood education is just indisputable.”
Thomsen rattles off the data:
Low-income kids with quality preschool experiences “went to prison
less, committed few violent crimes,
stayed married longer, got married,
stayed in high school, went to college more frequently — everything
on the average life matrix of success, and not becoming a ‘problem’
to society,” she said.
As of 2009, California spent more
than $47,000 per prison inmate per
year, according to the state Legislative Analyst’s Office. The $20,000
price of a quality, full-day preschool
is a better investment, she argues.
She’s scouring for funding and
for the right venue — with plenty
of natural outdoor space and easy
to reach from both sides of U.S.

Highway 101 — to launch a mixedincome pilot program with 24 children in fall 2013.
Thomsen’s own two sons were
born during the 10 years she lived
year-round at Stanford Sierra Camp
at Fallen Leaf Lake, where her
husband, Chris, was director until
1996. When the family returned to
the Palo Alto area, her younger son
went through Bing Nursery School.
She takes inspiration from her
mother, a social worker whom she
used to accompany to prisons, and
her grandmother, who founded a
preschool in Massachusetts that
still operates today.
“When I think about why I’m doing this, I think they instilled in me
the idea that with privilege comes
responsibility,” she said. “Anybody
who got to go to Stanford University and have a good education is a
privileged person.
“Whether you’re an introvert or
an extrovert, the social skills you
learn in a high-quality preschool
— how to learn, that the world is
an exciting and interesting place
that you can trust, to have the confidence to go out and get it — those
skills will carry you for the rest of
your life.” N
Staff Writer Chris Kenrick can
be emailed at ckenrick@paweekly.
com.

EDUCATION

Ravenswood kicks off the year
East Palo Alto district inaugurates new Spanish-English ‘dual immersion’ program

A

chievement-test charts line the
entry hall of East Palo Alto’s
Ravenswood City School District headquarters.
Farther down, a glass-covered
poster congratulates Brentwood
Academy, the only one of the district’s schools so far to break 800 —
the statewide target — on California’s Academic Performance Index.
Ravenswood kicked off the school
year Aug. 23 with about 3,500 students and an operating budget of
$38.5 million. About $22 million of
that comes in restricted “categorical” funds, much of it targeted to
poverty-related issues.
In the shadow of the high-flying
Palo Alto Unified School District,
the K-8 Ravenswood has kept a
sharp eye on test scores and made
slow but steady progress in educating its 3,500 students, 76 percent
of whom are English learners and
more than 85 percent of whom are
considered low-income.
Ravenswood’s latest Academic
Performance Index score is 715 —
far below Palo Alto’s 926 — but up
little by little from 688 in 2010, 666 in
2009 and 637 the year before that.
“The story has changed here,”
said Renu Nanda, executive director
of the independent Ravenswood Education Foundation, who occupies

a small office down the hall from
Superintendent Maria De La Vega.
“When I moved here it was doom
and gloom. Now it’s less dramatic,
but so many positive things are happening in terms of accountability
and outcomes for kids.”
The foundation raised $1.2 million
last year — much of it from outside
sources — and has channeled that
into summer academies and extended academic hours for children.
It also helps manage an army of
volunteers, including about 100 who
visit classrooms to offer science lab
to middle-school students.
The Ravenswood Education
Foundation is supporting the launch
of a new technology initiative this
fall led by award-winning teacher
Robert Pronovost, a Stanford University graduate who has taught in
the district since 2007.
East Palo Alto’s challenges have
attracted scores of energetic young
educators like Pronovost, either to
district campuses or to the variety
of alternatives that have sprung up,
including charter schools like East
Palo Alto Charter School, East Palo
Alto Phoenix Academy, East Palo
Alto Academy and independent
schools Eastside College Preparatory School and Beechwood School.
So many alternatives are now avail-
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able to Ravenswood families that Superintendent De La Vega questions
whether the 26-year-old Tinsley Voluntary Transfer Program — which
permits up to 1,000 Ravenswood
students of color to enroll in seven
nearby districts — is still necessary.
The Tinsley program was crafted
by lawyers as part of a 1986 settlement of a desegregation lawsuit.
“Things have changed and there’s
a lot of choice now,” De La Vega
said in an interview last week.
“To me it doesn’t feel like there’s this
need to do Tinsley any more when there
are so many choices for parents.”
She figures she loses about 800
students — more than 18 percent
of Ravenswood’s potential enrollment — who exit the district every
morning for other districts under the
voluntary transfer program.
“Sure, I’d like them back. It’s always
healthy to keep children in their own
communities and also it improves the
quality of our programs,” she said.
De La Vega said she hasn’t compared achievement data to investigate whether Tinsley children are
better served than children enrolled
in Ravenswood, but “that’s a question that’s raised every year — how
are they doing over there?”
She credits the foundation with
boosting programs and morale in

Veronica Weber

by Chris Kenrick

Second-grader Joselyn Gonzalez works on her story during a writing
workshop in her class at Costano Elementary School in East Palo Alto.
the district.
“They do a lot for teachers, keeping morale going, coffee carts,
beginning-of-year gifts and adopta-classroom,” she said.
A separate foundation, East Palo
Alto Kids Foundation, last year gave
about $225,000 in grants to teachers in schools throughout East Palo
Alto and eastern Menlo Park.
After deep budget cuts last year
— leading to increased class sizes,
school closures and staff furlough
days — Ravenswood begins the
2012-13 academic year in about the
same situation, De La Vega said.
Class sizes will remain at 25 in
K-3 and 31 in grades 4 through 8
and furlough days will continue.
In a Sept. 20 grand opening, the
district will inaugurate a “new”
school — the dual-immersion Los

Robles, where Spanish speakers
will learn English and English
speakers will learn Spanish.
The objective, said De La Vega,
is that “when you get out of eighth
grade you should be able to speak
and write in both languages.” Los
Robles is opening as a K-6 campus,
with plans to add a new grade for
the next two years.
On Oct. 11, Ravenswood’s seven
principals will present their plans and
priorities to the Board of Education.
Though steady for this year, the
district is bracing for possible failure
of Gov. Jerry Brown’s November tax
initiative. That outcome would trigger a significant $441-per-student
cut in academic year 2013-14.
“We’re holding our breath for November, trying to keep the faith and
be optimistic,” De La Vega said. N

Upfront

Many of the trailer homes at Buena Vista mobile home park in Palo Alto look much as they did when they
first arrived.
another place to go now and not wait
until the last minute when they can’t
find anything.”
One person is looking for a house
in East Palo Alto, and Atayde’s parents want to find a house or another
trailer, she said. Many people are
concerned they will have to leave
their mobile homes behind. Some

Jovani, 6, and Jose, 9, play with their dog, Bumblebee, in front their
prefab home at the Buena Vista mobile home park. Moving would likely
mean having to change schools.

residents are waiting to move, so
they will receive some compensation for their investments, she said.
Moss said that Prometheus “would
absolutely” follow the city’s mobilehome ordinance.
Company representatives have
started meeting with neighbors in
adjacent apartment buildings and
single-family homes, he said.
But some Barron Park residents are
organizing to support Buena Vista
residents who want to stay. Winter
Dellenbach said she is starting the
Friends of Buena Vista Mobile Home
Park and has 12 people who are ready
to speak out against the conversion.
“It’s an issue of economic diversity. ... Here’s one of the greatest resources in the city,” she said.
“We don’t want everybody to
think there is a NIMBY thing going on here. They are our neighbors;
we are one neighborhood. I have
not received one comment about,
‘Oh, good. Let’s get rid of 115 units
of housing and cabins.’ This place
is interwoven into the fabric of the
neighborhood. It’s not just a possession of one person who can decide
the fate of a whole community of
people,” she said.
Dellenbach said she could not

imagine the outcry if any other
comparably sized part of the neighborhood was abolished. And she
thinks the city should do an impact
study. If the developers want a zoning change, the city would have leverage to retain affordable housing
units, she said.
The Jissers also own the retail
strip at 3990 El Camino and Los
Robles Avenue that fronts the mobile-home park. The lessees include
a Jamba Juice, Baja Fresh and C2
education center. A spa is scheduled
to move into the former Blockbuster
video store. They also own property
under an adjacent Valero gas station
and a quarter-acre behind it, but
those properties are not part of the
redevelopment, Jisser said.
Planning for the retail strip will
follow a different track from redevelopment of Buena Vista because
the leases still have years before expiration, he said.
Moss said Prometheus could file
a prescreening application this week
for review by the City Council. He
expects the project would come up
for initial study in November. N
Staff Writer Sue Dremann can
be emailed at sdremann@paweekly.com

HOUSING
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for two other vehicles.
Most people agreed the project
is needed and a noble one. But
residents expressed concerns over
increased traffic on already bustling Maybell, which is a major
school route.
Housing corporation officials
plan to release a traffic study at the
City Council meeting on Tuesday,
Sept. 18.
The 2.46-acre Maybell project
would be located at the corner of
Maybell and Clemo avenues, where
there are currently four homes and
an orchard. Other multifamily residences surround the site, including
Arastradero Park Apartments and
the Tan Plaza Continental. Singlefamily homes lie to the west, and
Juana Briones Park is to the south,
across Clemo.
The project would offer one-

ino

P

alo Alto could gain 59
homes for seniors if an affordable-housing project by
the Palo Alto Housing Corporation becomes a reality. Officials
unveiled plans for the apartment
project at a meeting Wednesday
night, Sept. 12.
If approved, the Maybell Avenue
project in the Barron Park neighborhood would add to the city’s
supply of very-low and low-income
housing at a time when the need is
growing. About 20 percent of Palo
Alto’s seniors live near or below
the poverty line, according to the
Council on Aging Silicon Valley.
Residents from the neighborhood Wednesday voiced mixed
reactions to the project, which
would also include 15 three-story,
for-sale single-family homes with
two-car garages and parking pads

Rd
.

Senior housing planned for old orchard
m
Ca

www.PaloAltoOnline.com
Buena Vista started as a tourist camp
for travelers in 1926. To learn more, go
to Palo Alto Online and search for “A history of Buena Vista.”

Moving “will be really hard on
my mom and my grandma. My mom
is trying to make a house for my
grandma in Mexico. We aren’t buying things. Both of my parents are
working. My dad can barely buy the
rent here,” Jose said. He also does not
want to leave his school, he said.
Noemi Atayde grew up in Buena
Vista and still lives in a home surrounded by trees, shrubs and flowers
that her mother has carefully cultivated. Atayde lives with her parents,
her 2-year-old daughter, Ellie, her
sister and her nephew. The 3-yearold boy has autism and is just starting to get help from the Palo Alto
Unified School District. Moving to
another affordable place could mean
having to switch school districts,
which concerns the family.
The move doesn’t come as a surprise, however, she said.
“They have mentioned it for many
years, and there have been rumors,”
she said. “Everybody is saying they
have to move, and nobody can do
anything about it. People are saying
that everyone should be looking for

El

READ MORE ONLINE

www.PaloAltoOnline.com
Do you favor the city involvement in
ensuring below-market housing at the
Buena Vista mobile-home park?

Veronica Weber

however, and no city commission has
reviewed the plans, officials said.
Redevelopment of Buena Vista,
which gradually became established
as a trailer park after World War II,
has been rumored for years, with the
Jissers repeatedly denying they had
such plans. But Jisser said that 12
years ago the city noted the park had
a 10-year life span before its infrastructure, including water and electrical facilities, would need upgrading.
“We’re at 12 years now. We’re starting to get a feel that the infrastructure
won’t hold up too much longer. We
figure the utilities might last another
two to five years,” he said.
“If you do upgrade, the cost would
be enormous,” he said.
Many of the pre-1950s mobile
homes would also require improvements to accommodate the new utilities, including increased electrical
power, he said.
A majority of Buena Vista Mobile
Home Park’s residents are very low
and low-income, seniors or disabled,
according to the city.
Upgrading the park to comply
with state codes would mean the
legal spacing between units would
change.
“That means a large reduction in
the number of homes. You would
almost have to start building a new
mobile home park from the ground
up,” Jisser said.
French said the proposed redevelopment is in keeping with the city’s
Comprehensive Plan, which encourages multi-family residences.
The city has no position on the redevelopment, said Curtis Williams,
the city’s planning director. But “we
need to explore if there are ways to
retain the mobile-home park or to
ensure there is an affordable component to the redevelopment,” he
added.
In 2000 the city and the Jissers
developed an agreement after rent
increases threatened some Buena
Vista residents with eviction.
The City Council, which called
Buena Vista “an essential source
of affordable housing in Palo Alto,”
subsequently adopted a mobile-home
ordinance, No. 4696. That ordinance
guarantees Buena Vista residents
help with the costs of relocating.
California’s Mobilehome Residency Law also requires that mobilehome residents be compensated prior
to the conversion of a property.
Buena Vista residents pay about
$800 to $1,300 per month for their
spaces. Although the city can’t require any of the proposed apartments be reserved for low-income
residents, the city would have to
have some serious discussions on
how to retain or replace the lost affordable housing, Curtis said.
On Wednesday afternoon, children chased each other around Buena Vista’s laundry room, and dogs
barked at passersby. Jose, 9, and his
6-year-old brother, Jovani, played
with Bumblebee, their Chihuahua,
in front of their prefab home.
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(continued from page 3)

Veronica Weber

Trailer park

bedroom apartments for approximately $551 to $918 per month,
said Georgina Mascarenhas, the
housing corporation’s director of
property management.
Penny Ellson, a longtime proponent of Palo Alto Unified School
District’s bicycle-safety programs,
said she will be interested in the

traffic-study results. But she said
that, anecdotally, seniors don’t appear to generate much traffic.
“I live across the street from
Stevenson House, and they don’t
generate a lot of trips,” she said.
Barron Park resident Doug Moran called the proposed three-story
homes “not very useful.”
“People in Palo Alto are looking for three-generation housing,
so grandma can take care of the
kids,” he said. The homes proposed are tall and narrow — difficult for older people to negotiate
stairs, he added.
The housing nonprofit anticipates
closing the land purchase by Nov.
30. Officials are in the process of
securing financing for the project,
including a request of the City of
Palo Alto for $6.5 million. N
— Sue Dremann
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Do you Snore?
Are you Often Tired?
Find out your Risk for Sleep Apnea!
Dr. Gerald Reaven and associates at Stanford University are seeking volunteers
for a research study on pre-diabetes and risk for obstructive sleep apnea.
Volunteers must:
s "E BETWEEN  AND  YEARS OF AGE
s "E IN GENERAL GOOD HEALTH
s "E OVERWEIGHT TO MODERATELY OBESE
s ./4 HAVE DIABETES AND ./4 HAVE PREVIOUSLY RECEIVED
treatment for sleep apnea
%LIGIBLE PARTICIPANTS WILL RECEIVE
s $IABETES SCREENING INSULIN RESISTANCE TEST CHOLESTEROL PANEL SCREENING
questionnaires for sleep apnea
1UALIlED PARTICIPANTS WILL RECEIVE
s /VERNIGHT SLEEP STUDY
s  MONTHS OF STUDY MEDICATION OR PLACEBO TO TEST EFFECT ON DIABETES RISK AND SLEEP
apnea
$ Monetary compensation for study participation available $
For general information regarding questions, concerns, or complaints about research, research related
injury, or the rights of research participants, please call (650) 723-5244 or toll-free 1-866-680-2906,
or write to the Administrative Panel on Human Subjects in Medical Research, Adminstrative Panels
Ofﬁce, Stanford University, Stanford, CA 94305-5401.

Upfront

CityView
A round-up of

Palo Alto government action this week

City Council (Sept. 10)

Jay Paul: The council discussed a proposal by Jay Paul Company to build two office
buildings at 395 Page Mill Road along with a new building to house the city’s police
headquarters. Council members generally supported the idea of new commercial
developments on Page Mill Road but asked the developer to reduce the size and
scale of the project. Action: None
Marijuana: The council approved a colleagues’ memo from Mayor Yiaway Yeh, Vice
Mayor Greg Scharff and Councilman Larry Klein urging opposition to Measure C,
which would allow up to three marijuana dispensaries in Palo Alto. Yes: Unanimous

Council Policy and Services Committee
(Sept. 11)

Audit report: The committee approved the quarterly work plan from Office of the
City Auditor. Yes: Unanimous

Planning and Transportation Commission
(Sept. 12)

Survey: The commission discussed a proposed Transportation Survey, which seeks
to gather data about local commute patterns. Action: None
Natural Environment: The commission discussed proposed revisions to the Natural
Environment Element in the city’s Comprehensive Plan. The commission plans to
adopt the element at a future meeting. Action: None

Council Rail Committee (Sept. 13)

Caltrain: The committee discussed but did not vote on a potential request to the
Peninsula Corridor Joint Powers Board that the board terminate its 2009 agreement
with the California High-Speed Rail Authority. The committee also discussed Caltrain’s proposed electrification project and directed staff to return with a timeline and
process for taking a position on this project. Yes: Unanimous

Public Agenda
A preview of Palo Alto government meetings next week
CITY COUNCIL ... The council plans to meet in a closed session for a
property negotiation with John Arrillaga, who has proposed building a new
office development and theater at 27 University Ave. The council also plans
to discuss a proposed senior-housing development at 567-595 Maybell
Ave.; hold a public hearing on the amended Transportation Element of the
Comprehensive Plan; discuss the work plan for the potential infrastructure
measure for the 2014 ballot; and consider a colleagues’ memo from Mayor
Yiaway Yeh and Vice Mayor Greg Scharff about funding a pilot program
for distributing neighborhood grants. The closed session will begin at 5:30
p.m. on Tuesday, Sept. 18. The rest of the meeting will follow in the Council
Chambers at City Hall (250 Hamilton Ave.).
BOARD OF EDUCATION ... The board will hear an annual report from the
citizens’ committee overseeing spending under the $378 million 2008 “Strong
Schools” bond, as well as a report from an outside auditor. The board also will
discuss policy committee recommendations on ways to make its meetings
more efficient, review several bond-construction items and vote on a technical
budget resolution. The meeting will begin at 6:30 p.m. on Tuesday, Sept. 18, in
the boardroom of school district headquarters (25 Churchill Ave.).
PLANNING AND TRANSPORTATION COMMISSION ... The commission
plans to hold a joint meeting with the Architectural Review Board. The
meeting will begin at 6 p.m. on Wednesday, Sept. 19, in the Council Chambers at City Hall (250 Hamilton Ave.).
CITY-SCHOOL LIAISON COMMITTEE ... The committee plans to review
the recent school board and City Council meetings and see a slide show
on the school district’s bond program. The meeting will begin at 8:15 a.m.
on Thursday, Sept. 20, in the Council Conference Room at City Hall (250
Hamilton Ave.).
ARCHITECTURAL REVIEW BOARD ... The board plans to discuss 1701
Page Mill Road, a request by Stanford University for a demolition of 67,000
square feet of commercial development and construction of a two-story,
116,000-square-foot research-and-development building. The board
also plans to discuss 135 Hamilton Ave., a proposal by Keenan Lovewell
Ventures for a four-story, mixed-use building at a currently vacant site.
The meeting will begin at 8:30 a.m. on Thursday, Sept. 20, in the Council
Chambers at City Hall (250 Hamilton Ave.).
PUBLIC ARTS COMMISSION ... The commission plans to elect a new
chair and vice chair, hear a presentation about the Magical Bridge Playground, hear a proposal from artist Charles Gadeken to place a temporary
sculpture downtown and consider approving artwork by Mark Verlander
for the Mitchell Park Library and Community Center teen room. The meeting will begin at 7 p.m. on Thursday, Sept. 20, in the Council Conference
Room at City Hall (250 Hamilton Ave.).
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Upfront
TRANSPORTATION

Palo Alto survey to gauge local habits
City looks to use survey results to shape future transportation projects
by Gennady Sheyner

A

s Palo Alto zooms ahead with
a broad plan to become a toptier bicycling destination,
city officials are embarking on a
data-gathering effort to determine
the best ways to meet the transportation needs of local residents and
commuters.
To compile the information,
the city’s Planning and Community Environment Department has
put together a survey that will be
mailed to residents this fall. The
data from the survey will be used
to implement future transportation
programs and projects, according
to a report from Assistant Engineer
Ruchika Aggarwal. The Planning
and Transportation Commission
discussed the proposed survey
Wednesday evening, Sept. 12.

Bond

(continued from page 3)

another priority that was highlighted
by the recent infrastructure report.
Both Station 3 at Embarcadero
Road and Station 4 at East Meadow
and Middlefield are more than 50
years old and lack sufficient space,
the report noted. The city has found
these buildings to have “extensive
structural, code, and operational deficiencies,” and a 2005 study noted
that they fail to meet a laundry list
of state and federal requirements,
including the California Building
Code, the Americans with Disabilities Act and the Occupational
Health and Safety Act.
“Both Stations 3 and 4 are earthquake vulnerable, lack sufficient
space for emergency supplies, lack
safe separation of living quarters from
the fumes of engines and hazardous
materials, and can barely hold the
two engines located at each as those
vital pieces of equipment have grown
in size and capacity over the years,”
the commission report stated.
The report estimated the cost of
building new public-safety headquarters at $65 million. Replacing
Station 3 and Station 4 is expected
to cost around $6.7 million and $7.5
million.
The commission had recommended going to the voters this year with a
measure that would fund new publicsafety facilities. But the council decided in May that the city shouldn’t
rush into a measure aimed at raising
revenue for infrastructure. Instead,
members decided to spend time
evaluating the various infrastructure
projects, polling the community and
designing a measure that would have
the best chance of passing.
At the May 21 meeting, Councilwoman Nancy Shepherd argued that
passing a bond measure is “very, very
difficult” and said the city needs to
have a “clear understanding of what
it is we want to put out there.”
The council’s cautious approach
was informed by the city’s recent

While the survey is relatively brief
(it consists of 13 questions for residents and 11 questions for employees and is meant to be completed in
five minutes), it is unusual for its
breadth of scope. Aggarwal’s report
notes that transportation surveys
are typically used by transit agencies for more focused objectives
such as identifying service routes.
Palo Alto’s first-ever Transportation
Survey, by contrast, aims to help the
city “understand how residents and
commuters travel within Palo Alto.”
It is the first such survey for local
agencies within the San Francisco
Bay Area, Aggarwal wrote.
The survey asks residents, among
other things, what part of town they
live in, how many cars and bicycles
they have in their households and

Top-priority
infrastructure
projects
1. Public-safety building
2. Fire stations
3. Byxbee Park
4. Bike/pedestrian plan and
bike bridge
5. Street/sidewalk “catch-up”
repairs
6. Parks catch-up repairs
7. Buildings catch-up repairs
8. Post office
9. Charleston/Arastradero
Road
10. Cubberley replace/expand
11. Cubberley deferred
maintenance
12. Animal services
13. Civic Center
14. Los Altos water-treatment
plant
15. Municipal airport
16. Municipal Services
Center
17. Regional Water Quality
Control Plant
18. Compost facility
19. Golf course
20. Playing fields (at golf
course)

experiences with bond measures. In
2002, a measure that sought a $49.1
million bond to renovate and expand
the Children’s Library and to build
a new Mitchell Park Library and
Community Center flopped with
61.7 percent of the voters supporting
it, short of the two-thirds majority
required for passage.
Voters were more receptive in
2008, when they approved a $76
million bond to rebuild the Mitchell
Park Library and Community Center, renovate Downtown Library and
expand Main Library. Measure N
passed with the support of 69 percent of the voters.
The same year, however, the council considered including a new police headquarters as part of the bond
package. It refrained from doing so

what time they head out for their daily
commutes. Employees are asked for
their preferred mode of transportation, their arrival and departure times
and the types of facilities they believe
would help their commutes.
Both residents and employees are
asked what they think the city can
do to help encourage them to use
an alternate mode of transportation
more regularly.
The survey will be available on
the city’s website and will remain
online for four to six weeks. Aggarwal’s report calls it a “simple,
yet powerful innovative tool to help
the city develop a more sustainable
transportation infrastructure.” N
Staff Writer Gennady Sheyner
can be emailed at gsheyner@
paweekly.com.

after poll results indicated that the
measure would likely fail.
But while the council agrees that
the public-safety building is the
city’s most urgent priority, it’s not
clear whether the November 2014
measure will include this facility.
This week, council members heard
a proposal from San Franciscobased commercial developer Jay
Paul Company that would bring
two dense office buildings to 395
Page Mill Road along with a garage
on Park Boulevard that would also
house the city’s new police headquarters. Though council members
didn’t vote on the proposal, they
generally supported the concept.
If the Jay Paul deal were to proceed, the 2014 ballot measure could
target another item on the city’s list
of coveted infrastructure projects.
These include improvements to
Byxbee Park, which until recently
housed the city’s landfill and composting operation; a new bike bridge
over U.S. Highway 101 at Adobe
Creek; and deferred repairs to aged
sidewalks, parks and buildings.
The new report from Sheila
Tucker, assistant to City Manager
James Keene, identifies the factors
that staff believes contributed to the
success of the 2008 library measure.
These include the degree of the city’s
planning in the early stages, the
community’s knowledge about the
issues involved, the type of funding
measure selected, extent of community and media support and viability
of the community campaigns.
The report suggests hiring a communication strategist and a publicopinion expert to gather data and
assist the city with outreach. It also
proposes creating a citizen advisory
committee whose purpose would be
“to supplement city leadership with
external community partners and
leaders to build broad-based consensus, provide input to finance-measure
planning, and to be visible partners in
supporting the city’s efforts.” N
Staff Writer Gennady Sheyner
can be emailed at gsheyner@
paweekly.com.

Are you originally from South Asia
or Europe AND interested in
knowing your risk of diabetes and
heart disease?
Poor sugar handling (also known as ‘insulin resistance’) promotes
diabetes and heart disease, health problems more commonly seen
in South Asians. We are studying differences in the way South
Asians and Europeans handle sugar.

"TQBSUPGUIJTTUVEZ ZPVXJMMVOEFSHPTQFDJBMJ[FE
UFTUT BUOPDPTUUPZPV JODMVEJOH

r"OJOTVMJOTFOTJUJWJUZUFTUUP
TFFJGZPVIBWFJOTVMJO
SFTJTUBODF

South Asian countries

r%&9"TDBOUPEFUFSNJOF
ZPVSUPUBMQFSDFOUCPEZGBU
r4IPSUFYFSDJTFUFTUUP
EFUFSNJOFQIZTJDBMàUOFTT
IFBSUIFBMUI
r*NBHJOHQSPDFEVSFPGZPVS
BCEPNFOUPEFUFSNJOFGBU
MPDBUJPO

European countries

r)FBSUTDBOUPEFUFSNJOF
BNPVOUPGQMBRVFJOZPVS
IFBSUWFTTFMT

After all tests are complete, you will receive a comprehensive
assessment of your future risk for diabetes and heart disease.

Call 650-723-5096
to learn more about this study
A collaborative research study sponsored by the U.S. National Institutes of Health (Project #1K23DK088942).
For general information about participant’s rights, contact 1-866-680-2906.

Inspirations
a guide to the spiritual community
FIRST CONGREGATIONAL CHURCH, UCC
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This Sunday:
The More You Tighten Your Grip...
Rev. David Howell Preaching

An Open and Affirming Congregation of the United Church of Christ

Inspirations is a resource for ongoing religious services
and special events. To inquire about or to reserve space in
Inspirations, please contact Blanca Yoc
at 223-6596 or email byoc@paweekly.com
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Upfront

News Digest
Palo Alto council takes anti-marijuana stand

LUX EYEWEAR INVITES YOU TO AN

OLIVER PEOPLES TRUNK SHOW
SEPTEMBER 15TH (10-3PM)
COME VIEW THE ENTIRE OPTICAL AND [PFV] POLARIZED SUNWEAR COLLECTION FROM OLIVER PEOPLES

 %, #!-)./ 2%!, 35)4%  s 0!,/ !,4/
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Sept. 28
5K walk, 5K & 10K run

Moonlight RUN&WALK
Register online at PaloAltoOnline.com/moonlight_run

The 2013
“Living Well”
is coming
We are pleased to once
again offer our annual publication (now all
glossy!) covering the local
needs and interests of the
50-plus market.

For infomation
on advertising in
the 2013 Living Well
please contact
Connie Jo Cotton
Sales Manager
ccotton@paweekly.com
(650) 326-8210 x5671
or your sales representative
or call 650.326-8210.
Deadline to advertise
is October 2nd.
450 Cambridge Avenue, Palo Alto | 650.326.8210 | www.PaloAltoOnline.com
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With marijuana advocates pushing for Palo Alto to allow pot dispensaries, the City Council voted unanimously Monday night, Sept. 10, against
a ballot measure that would legalize and tax up to three such shops.
Mayor Yiaway Yeh, Vice Mayor Greg Scharff and Councilman Larry
Klein authored the memo against Measure C that their colleagues supported. Marijuana shops, if legalized, “can lead to ‘secondary effects’ in
our neighborhoods, such as illicit drug sales, loitering and even criminal
activity,” the memo stated.
Klein rejected the notion that marijuana from pot shops is only smoked
by terminally ill patients and pointed to an email from a Palo Alto High
School parent whose son reportedly bought marijuana from an adult who
picked it up at a dispensary.
“This is not a benign thing or one that just affects people who have
pain problems,” Klein said. “This is really a subterfuge that we do not
want in Palo Alto.”
Not everyone shared the trio’s depiction of marijuana as a harbinger of
greater problems. Councilman Pat Burt said he was skeptical about the
notion of pot leading to harder drugs. But he joined his colleagues in opposing Measure C, saying that Proposition 15, which created the state law
permitting dispensaries, has been abused since its inception in 1996.
Councilwoman Gail Price agreed with Burt but, like Burt, she voted
to support the colleagues’ memo. N
— Gennady Sheyner

Palo Alto, Linkoping mark sisterly love
The blue and gold of the Swedish flag flapped proudly inside Palo Alto
City Hall Monday night, Sept. 10, as the city enthusiastically welcomed
a Swedish delegation and celebrated its quarter-century-old relationship
with the city of Linköping.
The two high-tech hubs formed their “sister city” relationship in 1987,
under then-Mayor Gail Woolley. On Monday night, Woolley joined a large
group of former and current elected officials to mark the 25th anniversary
of the partnership and to welcome Linköping (pronounced “Lin-cher-ping”)
Mayor Ann-Cathrine Hjerdt and a delegation from Sweden to Palo Alto.
Current Mayor Yiaway Yeh announced Sept. 10 to Sept. 14 would be
“Linköping, Sweden Week” and led off the council’s regular meeting by
reading a proclamation honoring the long friendship between the Scandinavian city, which has been around since the time of Viking invasions, and the
California one, which has a high school that boasts Vikings as its mascot.
There are other similarities. Each city boasts a major university and a
thriving high-tech sector. While Palo Alto draws much of its talent and
identity from Stanford University, its Swedish sister has Linköping University. And while Palo Alto has a large community of start-ups and major
technology firms such as Hewlett-Packard, Linköping boasts Saab AB, an
aerospace company that manufactured planes for the Swedish military.
Linköping is one of six municipalities with which Palo Alto enjoys
a sister city relationship. Palo Alto formed its first such partnership in
1963, with Palo, Philippines. Its other sister cities are Oaxaca, Mexico
(1964); Enschede, The Netherlands (1980); Albi, France (1994); and,
most recently, Tsuchiura, Japan (2009). N
— Gennady Sheyner

Paly teacher wins Dow Jones award
The Dow Jones News Fund has named Ellen Austin of Palo Alto High
School “National High School Journalism Teacher of the Year.”
As the winner, Austin, who teaches both journalism and AP literature at Paly, will speak before national conferences on journalism education and write a column for the newspaper of the Dow Jones News
Fund, which supports journalism education and
promotes careers in journalism.
The fund has selected 54 teachers of the year
since 1960, including Paly teacher Paul Kandell
in 2009.
Austin is entering her sixth year at Paly, where
she is among several teachers guiding a 500-plusstudent media arts program, which produces an
array of publications and broadcasts, including
newspaper, magazine, video and web.
Besides teaching, Austin advises the Viking sports
magazine and website and co-advises INfocus, a
live daily news broadcast. INfocus also produces Ellen Austin
30-minute feature segments six times a year.
She was the 2011 California Journalism Educator of the Year and spent
four weeks this past summer as a National Endowment for the Humanities grant recipient studying Chaucer’s life and works in London.
Austin said she plans to strike the theme of “inclusion” in her Nov. 17
acceptance speech at the National High School Journalism convention
in San Antonio, Texas.
“Two things that matter a lot to me are student press rights and freedom
of expression, and emphasizing the idea of inclusion, from the newsroom
to the stories we tell to the audience that we reach,” she said. N
— Chris Kenrick
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Upfront

Burglaries

Palo Alto home burglaries, from Jan. 1 to Sept. 10, by year

(continued from page 3)

160

Matched
CareGivers

“There’s no place
like home.”

When you, or someone
you care about,
needs assistance...
you can count on us
to be there.
We provide Peninsula
families with top,
professional caregivers.
Call now

(650) 839-2273
www.matchedcaregivers.com

bled the personnel on neighborhood
streets during the daytime, shifting
patrol schedules and assignments
and bringing administrative officers into the field. Detectives are
also spending time in unmarked
cars and plainclothes.
To aid police, residents of the
Duveneck/St. Francis neighborhood in north Palo Alto are discussing a surveillance program. Carla
Carvalho, who lives on Edgewood
Drive where one of the weekend
break-ins occurred, is starting a
buddy system. She hopes neighbors
would park their cars in the driveways of people who are on vacation
and specifically look out for each
other while walking or driving past
a neighbor’s home.
“To be in constant fear in my
house is not something I’m going
to tolerate,” she said.
Carvalho is writing a letter on behalf of neighbors to the police department to request guidance and a
neighborhood meeting. Most neighbors have responded positively to
joining the effort, but a few people
have lower expectations, she said.

TALK ABOUT IT

www.PaloAltoOnline.com
How is the recent increase in residential
burglaries affecting you? Share your
thoughts on Town Square, the community discussion forum on Palo Alto Online.
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“Some people say: ‘We can’t do
anything. It’s always been like this.’
I’d like to change that perception.
I don’t want people in Palo Alto,
Calif., to feel they can’t solve problems in their own neighborhoods,”
she said.
Residents say that one of their
greatest concerns about the burglaries is what they perceive as a
new trend: more forced entries. But
Watson said the methods of entry
have remained pretty much the
same — unlocked doors and windows, a few smashed windows and
the occasional pried opening.
Palo Alto police spokesman Lt.

2010

2011

2012

Zach Perron agreed.
“The burglars are not changing
their methods. Since this trend began earlier this year, the burglars
have always been forcing their way
into some homes that are properly
secured,” he said.
It’s more likely, however, that
thieves are entering homes with
unlocked windows and doors. Seventeen of the 31 cases from August
through Sept. 10 involved the burglars getting into a home that way.
In four of the 31 cases, burglars
smashed windows. In one case, the
burglar broke in a side door.
The point of entry couldn’t be

determined in the remainder of the
cases. Police said a door was likely
unlocked or open, or a home might
have been under construction.
But the forcible break-ins have
made residents jittery. Both incidents this past weekend occurred
in Duveneck/St. Francis during
daytime hours.
Karen White, president of the
Duveneck/St. Francis Neighborhood Association, said the incidents
have renewed discussions about
video cameras at the entrance to
the neighborhood.
“All of a sudden the fear level
escalates quite markedly. Some
neighbors are afraid to be in their
homes and are afraid to leave their
homes,” she said.
White said her family’s cars have
been burglarized in the driveway,
but that she is less concerned about
auto burglary.
“A home break-in is a whole different level of crime,” she said,
adding that a home near hers was
burglarized.
Perron said the department continues to remind residents to report
suspicious behavior immediately by
calling 9-1-1.
“That is how we’re going to have
the best chance of catching burglars
— by having an observant resident
see something suspicious, then pick
up the phone and call us so we can
investigate.”
Perron emphasized that the burglary trend is not confined to Palo
Alto.
“Our detectives are working

Upfront
hand-in-hand with our crime analyst and are in contact with investigators from other cities to address
this regional trend. ... It’s continuing to occur up and down the Peninsula,” he said.
Residents seeking more information on coordinating their
neighborhoods against crime can
take a free class through the city,
said Kenneth Dueker, director
of the Office of Emergency Services.
Crime Watch and Personal Preparedness will take place Nov. 15
from 7 to 9 p.m. More information

and registration is available by contacting Annette Glanckopf at epvolunteer@paneighborhoods.org.
More information and tips on
preventing burglaries are available at www.cityofpaloalto.org/
StopCrime. Residents can also follow the department’s activities and
obtain updates about crime news,
trends and arrests on Twitter (@
PaloAltoPolice), Facebook (www.
facebook.com/PaloAltoPolice) and
Nixle (www.nixle.com). N
Staff Writer Sue Dremann can
be emailed at sdremann@paweekly.com.

Online This Week

These and other news stories were posted on Palo Alto Online throughout
the week. For longer versions, go to www.PaloAltoOnline.com/news
or click on “News” in the left, green column.

Fire at Beechwood School in Menlo Park
Firefighters responded to a fire early Thursday morning, Sept. 13, at
the Beechwood School in Menlo Park, according to a fire dispatcher.

Seeking People
Pre-diabetes
Seeking
Peoplewith
with
Pre-diabetes
@ Stanford
StanfordUniversity!
University!
x Opportunity for
Monetary
Compensation!
x Weight Loss
Sessions at
End of Study!
x In Good Health
x 30-60 years old

Dr. Gerald Reaven at Stanford University is studying
how a medicine like aspirin works to lower blood
sugar in people at risk for type 2 diabetes.
You will be screened for diabetes, receive cholesterol
panel results & an evaluation of risk for heart disease.
If you qualify you will receive 1 month of the study
medicine or placebo (no medicine); payment for study
time AND instructions for weight loss by the dietitian!

Call Dr. Reaven & Associates
@ 650-723-7024

Find out YOUR Risk for Type 2 diabetes!

x Moderately
Overweight
BMI 25-35

For general information regarding questions, concerns, or complaints about
research, research related injury, or the rights of research participants, please call
(650) 723-5244 or toll-free 1-866-680-2906, or write to the Administrative Panel on
Human Subjects in Medical Research, Administrative Panels Office, Stanford
University, Stanford, CA 94305-5401.

(Posted Sept. 13 at 8:13 a.m.)

Bay Area reflects on anniversary of 9/11 attacks
It has been 11 years since the 9/11 terrorist attacks that killed nearly
3,000 people, and Wednesday the Bay Area marked the somber milestone with a variety of memorial events ranging from the traditional
to the creative. (Posted Sept. 11 at 2:10 p.m.)

Wind could meet world power needs by 2030
Wind holds enough energy to meet or exceed the world’s total demand for power by 2030, according to new research from Stanford
University and the University of Delaware. (Posted Sept. 11 at 12:07 p.m.)

HP to eliminate 2,000 more jobs
Silicon Valley computer and printer giant HP will cut about 2,000
more jobs than previously announced, according to a Sept. 10 filing
with the Securities and Exchange Commission. The company expects
to shed 29,000 jobs by October 2014, according to the quarterly filing.

Come with a group!
Discounts for 10 or more.

(Posted Sept. 11 at 9:53 a.m.)

Community invited to Paly-Gunn football game
The community is invited to watch football and tour construction
under way on the Palo Alto High School campus when the Gunn and
Paly football teams clash there on Friday, Sept. 21. Space for tailgating and other festivities will be available prior to kick-off. (Posted Sept.
11 at 9:23 a.m.)

David Lewis accused killer pleads ‘not guilty’
The man accused of murdering East Palo Alto community activist
David Lewis in 2010 pleaded not guilty to murder on Friday morning,
Sept. 7. (Posted Sept. 7 at 7:42 p.m.)

Auto burglars strike 17 cars in two days
Auto burglars smashed windows in 17 vehicles in two days, making
off with computer bags, laptops, electronic equipment and personal
documents, Palo Alto police announced Friday afternoon, Sept. 7.

the Palo Alto



Black
White Ball

(Posted Sept. 7 at 5:48 p.m.)

Sept. 29th

Want to get news briefs emailed to you every weekday?
Sign up for Express, our new daily e-edition.
Go to www.PaloAltoOnline.com to sign up.

Corrections
The Sept. 7 article, “Palo Alto’s social calendar packed in September,” listed
a Sept. 20 voters’ forum with state Senate and Assembly candidates. That
event has been postponed. To request a correction, contact Editor Jocelyn
Dong at 650-223-6514, jdong@paweekly.com or P.O. Box 1610, Palo Alto,
CA 94302.

Good for Business. Good for You.
Good for the Community.

Media Sponsors:

www.ThePaloAltoBlackandWhiteBall.org

Join today: SupportLocalJournalism.org/PaloAlto

Support
Palo Alto Weekly’s
print and online
coverage of
our community.
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Pulse

Suspicious circumstances . . . . . . . . . . .5
Town ordinance violation . . . . . . . . . . . .1
Unattended death. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .1
Vandalism . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .2
Warrant/other agency . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .7

Menlo Park
Sept. 5-11

A weekly compendium of vital statistics

POLICE CALLS
Palo Alto
Sept. 5-11
Violence related
Battery . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .2
Domestic violence . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .1
Family violence . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .1
Theft related
Commercial burglary . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .1
Identity theft . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .6
Petty theft . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .9
Residential burglaries . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .3
Vehicle related
Auto theft . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .1
Driving w/suspended license . . . . . . . . .3
Driving without a license . . . . . . . . . . . . .1

Misc. traffic . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .8
Theft from auto . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 21
Vehicle accident/minor injury . . . . . . . . .7
Vehicle accident/property damage. . . . .2
Vehicle impound . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .4
Alcohol or drug related
Drunk in public . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .7
Possession of drugs . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .6
Miscellaneous
Found property. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .3
Lost property . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .2
Misc. penal code violation . . . . . . . . . . .4
Missing person . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .1
Noise ordinance . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .1
Other/misc. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .1
Prowler . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .1
Psychiatric hold . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .2

Violence related
Battery . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .1
Child abuse. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .1
Robbery . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .1
Theft related
Fraud . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .2
Grand theft . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .3
Petty theft . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .6
Residential burglaries . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .5
Vehicle related
Abandoned auto . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .1
Driving w/suspended license . . . . . . . . .6
Hit and run . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .1
Vehicle accident/minor injury . . . . . . . . .3
Vehicle accident/property damage. . . . 11
Vehicle tow . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .1
Alcohol or drug related
Drug activity . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .2
Miscellaneous
Court order . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .1
Disturbance . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .1

Fire call . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .1
Found property. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .1
Info. case . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .6
Lost property . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .1
Medical aid . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .1
Other/misc. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .1
Outside assistance . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .1
Pedestrian. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .1
Property for destruction . . . . . . . . . . . . .1
Psychiatric hold . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .3
Restraining order . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .1
Suspicious circumstances . . . . . . . . . . .1
Threats . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .2
Shots fired . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .2
Vandalism . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .5
Violation of court order . . . . . . . . . . . . . .1
Warrant arrest. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .8

Atherton
Sept. 5-11
Violence related
Assault and battery. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .1
Theft related
Fraud . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .1
Petty theft . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .3
Residential burglaries . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .1
Vehicle related
Abandoned auto . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .2
Misc. traffic violation . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .2

PALO ALTO CITY COUNCIL
CIVIC CENTER, 250 HAMILTON AVENUE
BROADCAST LIVE ON KZSU, FM 90.1
CABLECAST LIVE ON GOVERNMENT ACCESS CHANNEL 26
**********************************
THIS IS A SUMMARY OF COUNCIL AGENDA ITEMS.
THE AGENDA WITH COMPLETE TITLES INCLUDING LEGAL
DOCUMENTATION CAN BE VIEWED AT THE BELOW WEBPAGE:
http://www.cityofpaloalto.org/knowzone/agendas/council.asp

Palo Alto Uniﬁed School District
REQUEST FOR QUALIFICATION OF BIDDERS

VIOLENT CRIMES
Palo Alto
Unlisted block Roosevelt Circle, 9/5, 7:42
a.m.; family violence/battery.
Unlisted block Page Mill Road, 9/6, 11:30
a.m.; domestic violence/threats.
300 block California Avenue, 9/9, 12:51
a.m.; battery/simple.
00 block University Avenue, 9/10, 2:50
a.m.; battery/simple.

Menlo Park
300 block Middlefield Road, 9/9, 12:01
p.m.; battery.
Unlisted block East Bayshore Road, 9/11,
2:15 p.m.; child abuse.
1600 block Marsh Road, 9/11, 5:49 p.m.;
robbery.

Atherton

PQ-12

(TENTATIVE) AGENDA–SPECIAL MEETING-COUNCIL CHAMBERS
Tuesday, September 18, 2012– 5:30 PM

Suspicious vehicle . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 21
Theft from auto . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .2
Vehicle accident/minor injury . . . . . . . . .1
Vehicle accident/property damage. . . . .2
Vehicle code violation . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 12
Alcohol or drug related
Drunk in public . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .1
Miscellaneous
Disturbance . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .7
Fire call . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .3
Hazard . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .7
Juvenile problem. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .2
Lost property . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .1
Medical aid . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .2
Outside assistance . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .4
Prowler . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .1
Suspicious circumstances . . . . . . . . . . .2
Suspicious person . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .3
Town ordinance violation . . . . . . . . . . . .1
Vandalism . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .1
Warrant arrest. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .1

Unlisted block Redwood Way, 9/8, 1:18
a.m.; assault and battery.

DUVENECK ELEMENTARY SCHOOL

CLOSED SESSION
1. Arillaga Property

MODERNIZATIONS & NEW CONSTRUCTION

SPECIAL ORDERS OF THE DAY
2.

Resolution of the Council Expressing Appreciation to Police Canine Aris
Upon His Retirement.

3.
4.

Proclamation in Support of Naˆtional Plug-In Day.
“Clean Bay Business” Community Partnership Recognition.

STUDY SESSION
5.
“Proposed Palo Alto Housing Corporation (PAHC) Affordable Senior
Development for 585 and 587 Maybell Avenue
CONSENT CALENDAR
6.

Policy and Services Committee Recommendation to Accept the
City Auditor’s Ofﬁce Fiscal Year 2013 Proposed Work Plan and Risk
Assessment.

7.

Adoption of a Budget Amendment Ordinance in the Amount of $250,000
to Capital Improvement Program Project PE-86070 to be used in the Alma
Street Highway Safety Improvement Program (HSIP) Project; and Approval
with Interstate Grading & Paving, Inc. In The Amount Not to Exceed
$1,401,930 for the Alma Street HSIP Project, the 4th of 6 Contracts in the
2012 Street Maintenance Program Project (CIP PE-86070).
ACTION ITEMS
8.

Public Hearing: Adoption of a Resolution Amending the Transportation
Element of the Comprehensive Plan To Incorporate Certain Findings of the
Palo Alto Rail Corridor Study and Approval of a Negative Declaration.

10. Workplan and Schedule for Potential Infrastructure Revenue Measure for
November 2014 Election.
11. Colleagues Memo from Mayor Yeh and Vice Mayor Scharff regarding
Council Contingency Funds in the Amount of $25,000 for Neighborhood
Grants.
STANDING COMMITTEE MEETINGS
The City/School Committee meeting will be held on September 20, 2012 at
8:15 AM.

The Palo Alto Uniﬁed School District is inviting qualiﬁcation information from
General Contractors to provide Construction Services for an upcoming
construction project.
Duveneck Elementary School: Construction of a new two
story classroom building, two single story classroom buildings &
modernization to multiple existing buildings.
Construction estimate is $8M.
There will be a MANDATORY prequaliﬁcation conference on Wednesday,
September 19, 2012 at 10:00 AM at 25 Churchill Avenue, Building “D”, Palo
Alto, CA. The project and the Prequaliﬁcation package will be discussed.

All responses to this RFQ must be received no later than 01:00 PM Tuesday,
October 2, 2012. Interested ﬁrms shall submit Qualiﬁcations as described in
the Prequaliﬁcation Package to:
Palo Alto Uniﬁed School District
Facilities Department
25 Churchill Avenue, Building “D”
Palo Alto, CA 94306
Attn: Lori Larson

These are not requests for bids or offers by the District to contract with any
party responding to this RFQ. The District reserves the right to reject any and
all responses. All materials submitted to the District in response to this RFQ
shall remain property of the District and may be considered a part of public
record.

Costas B. Dolkas

Today’s news,
sports & hot picks

CITY OF PALO ALTO
NOTICE OF PUBLIC MEETING

1997. He was also predeceased by brother
James Basil Dolkas.
Dean is survived by
his 3 sons: Greg (Holly), Paul (Tricia), and
Jon; 4 grandchildren:
Megan, Rachel, Galen
Alex, and Eleni, along
with cousins, nieces,
and nephews.
His family would like to thank the many
caretakers who lovingly tended to his needs.
Funeral services were held at the Greek Orthodox
Church of the Holy Cross in Belmont, CA on May
12, 2012. A private burial was held at Skylawn
Memorial Park on May 14, 2012.
PA I D
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Register online at
PaloAltoOnline.com

Direct questions regarding this Request for Qualiﬁcation (RFQ) to Lori Alvarez
Larson – lalvarez@pausd.org

December 1, 1921 – May 3, 2012
Costas Basil Dolkas, or perhaps known to you
as Constantine, Dean, Gus, or Papou, born in
Manhattan, NY on December 1, 1921, passed
away peacefully on May 3, 2012, in Palo Alto,
CA.
He studied aeronautics at Brooklyn Polytechnic,
and was an early designer of “heliocopiters” just
after WWII. He worked on the P-36 Airacobra
and the F-84 Thunderjet as well, before moving
to California to work on the ﬁrst spy satellites. He
joined the ﬂedgling NASA in 1963, and ﬁnished
his career doing life sciences research at Ames in
1989. He was a passionate devotee of Ansel Adams,
and only grudgingly started using color ﬁlm to
photograph religious art for his dear wife Helen’s
icon-making business.
He will now join Helen, who passed away in

Sept. 28

OBITUARY

NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN that the Palo Alto City
Council will hold a public meeting at the regular
Council meeting on Monday, October 1, 2012 at
7:00 p.m. or as soon as possible thereafter, in the
Council Chambers, 250 Hamilton Avenue, Palo Alto,
to Consider the Approval of the Retention of the
Charleston Road - Arastradero Road - Phase II Trial
Restriping Improvements between El Camino Real
and Gunn High School.
DONNA J. GRIDER, MMC
City Clerk

Transitions
Bill Moggridge, co-founder
of IDEO, dies at 69
Moggridge credited with designing first laptop
computer, the GRiD Compass

B

ill Moggridge, co-founder of
Palo Alto-based design firm
IDEO, died Sept. 8 of cancer.
He was 69.
Moggridge was the director of the
Smithsonian Institution’s
Cooper-Hewitt, National
Design Museum in New
York, N.Y. He is credited with designing the
first laptop computer, the
GRiD Compass, according to a Cooper-Hewitt
press release.
“Moggridge pioneered
interaction design and
integrated human factors
into the design of computer software
and hardware,” the release stated.
He was born June 25, 1943, in
London, England. Moggridge graduated from the Central School of
Design in London and was adviser
to the British government on design
education in 1974. He was a trustee
of the Design Museum in London
from 1992 to 1995 and authored
“Designing Interaction” in 2006
and “Designing Media” in 2010,
both published by MIT Press.
Moggridge founded his own design firm in London in 1969 and
expanded to Palo Alto in 1979, according to an IDEO biography. He

merged his company with those
owned by David Kelley and Mike
Nutall to form IDEO in 1991.
“With the co-founding of IDEO
in 1991 with David Kelley and Mike
Nuttall, he turned his focus to developing practices
for interdisciplinary teams
and built client relationships with multinational
companies,” the CooperHewitt release stated.
He was a visiting professor in interaction design at
the Royal College of Art
in London and a consulting associate professor in
the design program at Stanford University. He was awarded the Prince
Philip Designers Prize in 2010 and
received Cooper-Hewitt’s National
Design Award for Lifetime Achievement in 2009, the year before being
named director of the museum.
He is survived by his wife of 47
years, Karin; and two sons, Alex
and Erik.
IDEO has an office in downtown
Palo Alto at 100 Forest Ave. and
also has locations in Boston, Chicago, London, New York and San
Francisco, according to the company’s website. N
— Palo Alto Weekly staff

Lee Frederic Benton
February 18, 1944 – August 24, 2012
Lee Benton passed away in Palo Alto
on August 24, 2012 at the age of 68 due to
complications following surgery.
Born on February 18, 1944 in Springﬁeld,
Ohio, Lee was the son of the late Robert and
Candice Collins Benton. He was a graduate
of Oberlin College and received his J.D. from
The University of Chicago, where he served
as the Executive Editor of The
University of Chicago Law
Review. Lee was a teaching
fellow at Stanford Law School
before joining the San Francisco
ofﬁce of Cooley, LLP in 1970.
Lee was a founder of Cooley’s
Palo Alto ofﬁce in 1980 and was
managing partner from 1996 to
2001. He was a partner at the
ﬁrm from 1975 until 2006 and
then served as senior counsel.
During
his
distinguished
legal career he focused on
the formation, ﬁnancing and
growth of high technology companies. While
at Cooley he also served as general counsel and
a member of the senior management teams of
two publicly traded technology companies.
In addition to being an accomplished
practitioner, he was a dedicated mentor to a
generation of lawyers who value his legacy.
Reﬂecting on what Lee stood for in his life and
work, one colleague wrote, “success does not
have to come at the expense of decency and
humanity or be coupled with the sacriﬁce of

principle or soul.”
Lee was a deeply thoughtful, kind, and
caring man. In recent years he faced several
health challenges with
an indomitable
spirit. Drawing from these experiences and
the expertise he acquired, he was tireless
in extending his help to individuals and
institutions. He served on the Board of
Directors of the National
Headache
Foundation,
as
a Strategic Advisor to the
California
Institute
for
Quantitative Biosciences (QB3).
He took great pleasure in his
unique array of hobbies. Some
of his extensive collections and
research included commercial
aviation, single malt scotch,
classical music, and country
music. He was, as well, an avid
and vocal follower of sports and
politics.
Lee was a loving husband
and father and is survived by his wife Susan,
sons Timothy and Matthew, brothers Marc
(wife Trish) and Bruce (wife Andrea), and
brother-in-law David Wann.
On Saturday, October 6 at 1:00 pm, a
memorial service to celebrate Lee’s life will
be held at Trinity Church, 330 Ravenswood
Ave., Menlo Park. For contributions in his
memory, the family suggests the National
Headache Foundation, 820 N. Orleans, Suite
411, Chicago, IL 60610.
PA I D
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Philip Stein
March 16, 1932 – August 20, 2012

Memorial Services
David Louis Jefferson
Memorial services for David
Louis Jefferson will be held
Saturday, Sept. 15, at the Palo
Alto Elks Lodge at 10 a.m. A
reception will follow at 1 p.m. at
the Skating Bowling in Mitchell
Park.
Jefferson died Sept. 3 after his
car struck a tree on Middlefield
Road. He was 63.

He was a 1967 Menlo-Atherton
High School graduate and standout basketball player. He is the
father of David Jefferson, a 1993
Palo Alto High School graduate
and former Paly baseball coach.
Jefferson is the grandfather of
2011 Paly graduate B.J. Boyd,
who just finished his first pro
baseball season in the Oakland
Athletics’ farm system. N

Visit

Lasting Memories
An online directory of obituaries and remembrances.
Search obituaries, submit a memorial, share a photo.
Go to: www.PaloAltoOnline.com/obituaries

Support
Palo Alto Weekly’s
print and online
coverage of
our community.
Join today: SupportLocalJournalism.org/PaloAlto

Dr. Philip M. Stein, Bay Area psychiatrist
and psychoanalyst, fanatical tennis player, and
loving husband, father, and grandfather, died
on August 20, 2012, after contending with
Parkinson’s disease for twenty-four years.
Phil, known as “Big Phil” by family and
friends, was born in Brooklyn in 1932, the
youngest of seven children. As a kid, Phil
inhabited the streets of East
New York, playing stickball,
handball, and sandlot baseball
(he pitched). His father, Jacob,
passed when Phil was seventeen,
and Phil went to work to take
care of his mother, Rebecca. He
attended City College of New
York and Brooklyn College at
night, and was graduated Magna
Cum Laude and Phi Beta Kappa.
Phil met Bonnie Miller, of Forest
Hills, New York, in 1954, and
they were married two years
later.
Phil attended medical school at Albert
Einstein College of Medicine in the Bronx and
was a member of its third graduating class in
1961. His residency at Stanford University
Medical School took him and Bonnie to Palo
Alto in 1962. Phil’s oldest child, Andrew, later
graduated from Einstein, making them the ﬁrst
pair of father-son alums in Einstein’s history.
While Phil was on a surgery rotation during
medical school, a nurse prophetically joked that
he had “the hands of a psychiatrist.” Phil had
the mind, the empathy, the wisdom, the ear,

and the compassion of a great psychiatrist, as
well as a deep grasp of, and scholarly devotion
to, psychoanalytic theory. Combining clinical
skill and a capacious love of people, Phil had
a busy private practice in San Jose and, later,
Palo Alto until he retired in 2004. He also
became a training analyst at the San Francisco
Psychoanalytic Institute, and taught courses
in psychiatry and psychotherapy
at Stanford University Medical
School and the Paciﬁc Graduate
School of Psychology (PGSP) in
Menlo Park.
Phil is survived by Bonnie,
his wife of 56 years, and by
their four children: Dr. Andrew
Stein and his wife, Karen, of
Danville; Julie Bolanos and her
husband, Ray, of Redwood City;
Paul Stein and his wife, Sarah
Smith, of San Francisco; and
Laura Santora and her husband,
Francis, of Menlo Park. Phil had
seven grandchildren: Jordan, Becky, Hanna,
Matthew, Harriet, Walter, and Jessie. Phil is
also survived by his big brother, Alvin Stein of
Barrington, Rhode Island.
A memorial service for Phil will be held at
Congregation Etz Chayim, 4161 Alma Street
(between Charleston and San Antonio), Palo
Alto, on September 30, 2012, at 3 p.m.
The family invites you to contribute, in lieu
of ﬂowers, to the American Parkinson Disease
Association (www.apdaparkinson.org).
PA I D
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Editorial

No on Measure C
Other cities’ experiences with medical-marijuana
shops show it’s a bad idea

W

ith Peninsula cities having almost uniformly passed ordinances prohibiting so-called medical-marijuana dispensaries, Palo Alto has been targeted by medical-marijuana
advocates and libertarians as a place where a liberal electorate
might be persuaded to overturn that ban.
An initiative petition signed by almost 5,000 registered voters forced the City Council earlier this year to choose between
adopting the measure as presented or putting it on the ballot in
the November election.
To no one’s surprise, the council opted to let the voters decide,
and on Monday it voted unanimously to officially oppose the measure.
The signature-gathering effort itself was highly controversial,
with many complaints about aggressive solicitors and deceptive
descriptions of the measure.
If passed, up to three dispensaries would be entitled to operate
in Palo Alto, as long as they pay a $10,000 permit fee and a city
tax of 4 percent of all gross receipts. Hours of operation would
be limited to between 9 a.m. and 10 p.m., and they could not be
located in residential neighborhoods or near schools, parks or day
care centers. Proponents characterize the measure as a way for
terminally ill Palo Alto residents to conveniently obtain marijuana
for pain relief and for the city to raise revenue.
When California voters passed Prop. 215, the Compassionate
Use Act of 1996, they made legal the limited cultivation and physician-recommended use of marijuana and opened the door to a
proliferation of retail dispensaries.
Many cities, including Palo Alto and its neighboring communities, moved quickly to adopt prohibitions on dispensaries. Others,
including San Jose and most other large cities, adopted regulations
and rules that permitted dispensaries and have been dealing with
problems ever since.
In San Jose, dispensaries have become places attracting loitering, disorderly conduct and drug use. City officials there are now
trying to figure out how to close them down. In spite of Prop. 215’s
requirement of a physician recommendation to purchase medicinal
marijuana, in practice most dispensaries are not asking for legitimate documentation and almost anyone can purchase it.
The last thing Palo Alto or any other city needs are such problems, and we therefore urge voters to defeat Measure C.
In opposing Measure C, Palo Alto council members cited a variety of reasons, including legal uncertainties, fear of attracting buyers from throughout the Peninsula, belief that dispensaries are a
subterfuge that have little or nothing to do with medical treatment,
and the disruptive atmosphere in the vicinity of the dispensaries.
Another big part of the problem is the confused legal situation
surrounding marijuana use in California. Penalties for personal
possession of small amounts of marijuana by adults have been reduced to infraction status, and passage of the Compassionate Use
Act made it legal under state law to grow and use small amounts
of marijuana for medical use. But we don’t think many voters
envisioned that allowing limited legal cultivation would lead to
the problems created by the establishment of dispensaries and the
need and desire of local jurisdictions to impose regulations.
Since federal law contradicts California law and continues to
make all of this a crime, the latest concern of cities is that anything short of prohibiting dispensaries could leave them vulnerable to federal legal action. Several Palo Alto council members
warned that issuing permits to dispensaries could be viewed as
aiding and abetting an illegal activity by federal authorities.
On the other hand, City Attorney Molly Stump also cited several
cases before the state Supreme Court on the question of whether
cities have the right to impose any regulations due to the fact the
Compassionate Use Act created legal rights to cultivate and dispense marijuana for medical purposes.
But one Long Beach case the Supreme Court opted not to review
ruled that a Long Beach ordinance similar to the one proposed in
Measure C violated federal law.
The negative impacts of dispensaries in cities where they are
allowed are reason enough to defeat Measure C. The continuing
legal uncertainties and the fact the courts have not yet clearly
established the authority of cities to allow, regulate or prevent dispensaries are all the more reason why this ballot measure should
fail. N
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Spectrum
Editorials, letters and opinions

Service to community
Editor,
I am a community member who has
been living and working in Palo Alto
for more than 30 years. I have made
a commitment to support and gain
a better understanding of the duties
of the men and women who protect
and respond to the needs of our community. Between 11-hour ride-alongs
with PAPD and 24-hour shifts with
PAFD, I am amazed and in awe of
how demanding these jobs are.
Many of the residents of Palo Alto
that I have spoken to have no idea to
what extent first responders go to for
this city. I have witnessed first hand
the hours that are put into investigations, the personal contact with youth
who the officers know personally, the
compassion and patience with homeless and the mentally ill and the overall professionalism displayed at every
call, stop or investigation.
These men and woman are first
class and do this work because they
truly care about people and this community. Just last night several police
officers stopped by a small market on El Camino that had recently
been robbed. All the officers bought
food “to go” to try to offset some of
the money that had been taken. The
young couple has owned the market
for only seven months.
I would strongly encourage more
residents to consider going out on a
ride-along to get to know and support
the men and woman who work 24/7
to protect and serve our community.
I want to personally thank Sgt. Scott
Savage and Capt. Ken Green, and the
men and woman who work for them,
for continuing to go above and beyond
what is expected to protect and serve
this community.
Shelly Gillan
Clara Drive
Palo Alto

Demands for developers
Editor,
With the latest mega-project coming to the Palo Alto City Council
under Planned Community Zoning,
residents must be ready to verify and
quantify the proposed “community
benefit” or we will end up with future growth that causes us to shake
our heads and say “How did this happen?”
We all know about the Comprehensive Plan, which sincerely tried
to present a shared community vision
around growth.
However, our history is rich with
anecdotal evidence that the Planned
Community Zoning has readily been
hijacked. We can do better. We need
to hold the city leaders’ feet to the fire
and demand the following standards:
1. A clear and objective statement
of growth that exceeds the regular
or historical standards and what that
means for traffic, water use, sewage
use, school utilization and overall service increases.
2. A consistent and objective analy-

sis of what that proportional infrastructure use will cost. Eventually
new schools will have to be built and
new sewage plants constructed. Future costs must get funded at approval
time. Pay up on day one! Don’t hand
off the problem to the future.
3. Community benefits have to be
objectively consistently quantified.
4. And did anyone ask the residents
how they would prioritize the community benefits that might be offered
by the developer? Yes, we need a solution to our public-safety facilities, but
is that our top priority right now?
The process can be used for the
greatest good, or it can be a currency
used to achieve pet projects when it
is inconvenient to adhere to a shared
community vision. Just say no to these
potential manipulations, or dealing
out of favors, and insist on an objective and consistent process that sets
the gold standard for transparency
and inclusiveness.
Timothy Gray
Park Boulevard
Palo Alto

Missing Dinah’s
Editor,
The closing of Dinah’s Poolside
Grill saddens me greatly. It was one of

the few eating places left in Palo Alto
with a history and a heart. It was one
of the few places with an affordable
menu. We frequented it on weekend
mornings, a party of seven, eight or
nine, including rambunctious kids.
The staff at Dinah’s always went out
of their way to accommodate us, pulling together tables, bringing a pot of
coffee for the table, being patient with
the kids. They were always the same
dedicated, polite and friendly folks.
The owner of Dinah’s Garden Hotel, Julie Handley, says she is closing
it because they need to be able to
serve dinner to the hotel patrons until the replacement for Trader Vic’s is
open. Sharon Magnuson, the owner
of the restaurant, said that Ms. Handley didn’t tell her that that’s what she
wanted, and she would have been
happy to accommodate if she had
known. If that is the reason, is it not
too late to work that out? If that is not
the reason, what is it?
The last thing Palo Alto needs is
another soulless, “upscale” place with
pricey food and indifferent waiters.
Please, Ms. Handley, reconsider your
decision. You would make many Palo
Altans happy.
Kristen Anderson
Hanover Street

WHAT DO YOU THINK?
The Palo Alto Weekly encourages comments on our coverage
or on issues of local interest.

?

Are you concerned about the potential
loss of below-market housing at the Buena
Vista mobile-home park?

Submit letters to the editor of up to 250 words to letters@paweekly.com.
Submit guest opinions of 1,000 words to editor@paweekly.com. Include your
name, address and daytime phone number so we can reach you.
We reserve the right to edit contributions for length, objectionable content,
libel and factual errors known to us. Anonymous letters will generally not be
accepted. Submitting a letter to the editor or guest opinion constitutes a
granting of permission to the Palo Alto Weekly and Embarcadero Media to also
publish it online, including in our online archives and as a post on Town Square.
For more information contact Editor Jocelyn Dong or Editorial Assistant
Eric Van Susteren at editor@paweekly.com or 650-326-8210.

Check out Town Square!
Hundreds of local topics are being discussed by local residents on
Town Square, a reader forum sponsored by the Weekly on our community website at www.PaloAltoOnline.com. Post your own comments,
ask questions, read the Editor’s blog or just stay up on what people are
talking about around town!

On Deadline

Revolutionary ‘Streets Team’ expands its vision, horizons
by Jay Thorwaldson
he Downtown Streets Team once was a
small-scale experiment launched six
years ago in Palo Alto to
put homeless persons to
work and help them get
back on their feet in
multiple ways. It was
initially eyed with some
skepticism by many in
the community.
But its revolutionary
approach is drawing national attention.
Today the Streets Team has become one of the
fastest growing “start-ups” around, ballooning in
six years from a $50,000 annual budget to about
$1.8 million — 10 times its second-year budget
of $180,000.
And it is expanding to other communities
— including a franchise operation in Daytona
Beach, Fla., and “deep talks” with a major north
Bay Area county about setting up teams there.
Its original director, Eileen Richardson, who
started with one staff member (herself) and four
team members, now heads a staff of a dozen,
overseeing nearly 100 participants.
The initial team of four working to spiff up
Downtown Palo Alto streets has grown throughout Santa Clara County. Team members now
perform a huge variety of tasks, from cleaning
parking structures and garages to cleaning up after major community events, such as Palo Alto’s
Chili Cookoff, the Palo Alto Weekly’s Moonlight Run and the Palo Alto International Film
Festival.
Teams are at work in San Jose — where the
program just opened a new 2,000-square-foot
office — Gilroy, and, as of Aug. 1, in Sunnyvale.

T

The federal Environmental Protection Agency
has given San Jose a “Clean Creeks, Healthy
Communities” grant to clean up Coyote Creek,
and a team has waded in, so to speak.
But the real distinction between this “homeless” program and nearly all others is that it is
not a “deal with the homeless” effort, Richardson
insists.
“We’re not trying to ‘help the homeless,’” she
explains. “We’re trying to end homelessness. We
do that by treating them with respect and bringing them hope again. It’s one person at a time.”
Yes, people are helped, but that is a side-effect
outcome of the team’s approach, reflecting Richardson’s personal philosophy.
In contrast, many anti-homelessness efforts
“treat them without dignity,” she said. Most
homeless persons “just have to feel there’s a place
for them in society again” and be offered some
stepping stones back — offered a hand up, not
a handout.
Yet Richardson is not a soft idealist. She is
energetic, plain spoken, tough when necessary
on slackers and realistic in her expectations of
people.
She knows not everyone will respond, and a
few haven’t, including well-known Palo Alto
panhandler Victor Frost, who has been a candidate for City Council.
Yet most have responded.
To date, 120 team participants now have housing and 124 have moved on to employment in
non-team jobs, Richardson reports.
She acknowledges that the challenge countywide is immense, with an estimated 7,000 persons classified as homeless — although much
homelessness is episodic.
Richardson’s enthusiastic conviction is infectious. She has won widespread community
support in addition to backing of city officials.

The program has picked up numerous awards,
including the “Top 50 Innovations in American
Government” award from Harvard’s Kennedy
School Ash Institute and the prestigious Tall Tree
Award for nonprofit organizations in 2010.
Awards don’t pay bills and salaries, though. In
Palo Alto, Richardson has won strong backing
from a group of Palo Alto-based developers —
who have been pivotal in fostering growth during a critical time — as well as David and Dick
Peery of the Peery Family Foundation. The Peery
Foundation in 2008 committed $100,000 a year
for three years to help the program expand from
a single staff member to the present dozen.
The developers include familiar names such
as Roxy Rapp (who has purchased all the Street
Team’s T-shirts), Jim Baer, John McNellis and
Chop Keenan. Granted, there is some self-interest
in keeping communities and parking structures
clean and pleasant for visitors and tenants.
But their assistance has been pivotal nonetheless.
During one financial crisis, McNellis turned to
others at a meeting and declared: “Everyone send
her a check for $1,000 right now.” The checks
saved the day, Richardson recalls.
Keenan, who financed some downtown parking structures, faced a problem of about two
dozen homeless persons sleeping in them. Instead of spending $160,000 annually on a security service to chase them out, he spent half that
amount funding late-night Streets Team cleanup
services. Team members make contact with
homeless persons they often know personally,
Richardson said.
One major change that Richardson notes with
pride is the enthusiasm and commitment of the
team members. Initially she had to check on
participants to see if they were cutting out for
unauthorized smoking or rest breaks — using

her daughter’s car, her son’s car or even riding
her motorcycle so they wouldn’t see her coming.
Today nearly all team members work hard from
inner conviction, she said.
Richardson’s biggest single challenge was losing her voice for four months, a silent frustration
for an outgoing talker.
The reward is example after example of seeing
individuals come alive again when offered work
and help, health care through the Opportunity
Center medical clinic, and strong group support
expressed both daily and at special team meetings every Thursday.
One of Richardson’s greatest success stories
involves George, a regular panhandler who had
diabetes, high blood pressure and other health
problems, whose panhandling trademark was his
wheelchair, often parked near the Whole Foods
market.
One day Richardson was bantering with him
and said, “Why don’t you just get up out of that
chair and put on this yellow shirt?”
To her amazement, George stood up and began
to put on the shirt.
“I had no idea he could stand and walk. I was
just joking with him.”
George eventually landed a job in a jewelry
store. He re-established communication with his
long-alienated family and even was invited to
family reunions.
His health problems finally caught up with
him and he died three years ago, a different man
than he had been in terms his self-respect and
contributions to the team and his community. N
Former Weekly Editor Jay Thorwaldson
can be emailed at jthorwaldson@paweekly.
com with a copy to jaythor@well.com. He also
writes regular blogs at www.PaloAltoOnline.
com (below Town Square).

Streetwise

Where in Palo Alto is traffic the worst?
Asked on California Avenue, Palo Alto. Interviews and photographs by Helen Carefoot.

Charlotte Epstein

Retired
Waverley Street, Palo Alto
“Page Mill and El Camino.”

Lindsey Supulveda

Cashier/barista
University Avenue, Palo Alto
“On University Avenue.”

Robert Green

Retired
Kipling Street, Palo Alto
“On Stanford Avenue. With all of the
bicyclists and pedestrians, it’s an accident waiting to happen.”

Rebecca Colligan

Homemaker
Valparaiso Avenue, Menlo Park
“Traffic is horrible between Page Mill
Road and the Oregon Expressway.”

Sheralee Hill-Iglehart

Children’s book author/teacher
Tollman Drive, Stanford
“Around Town and Country Village.”
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ew worlds and new works
mark the new arts season
on the Midpeninsula in
2012-13. Stanford University will
get a sleek contemporary concert hall, while the Palo Alto Art
Center readies for thoroughly
spruced-up surroundings.
Meanwhile, the Pacific Art
League stands by to rev up on
major renovations, and Dragon
Productions is prepping to move
into a brand-new theater a few
cities north.
And premieres keep the arts
lively and innovative this season. To name a few: a musical
version of “The Importance of
Being Earnest,” a new guitar
concerto, fresh one-act plays,
and a new exhibit of sculptural installations built from such
diverse materials as discarded
wood, piano keys, instrument
strings and an iBook computer.
%FSZI'SPQER(SQMRKSXLIEYXLSVERH
WXEVSJXLITPE]¨;MPH;MXL,ETT]©[LMGL
STIRWEX8LIEXVI;SVOWMR.YRI

MUSIC
True classical-music aficionados
on the Peninsula and beyond have
Jan. 11 marked, circled or alarmed
on their calendars and phones.
That’s opening night for the new
$112 million, 844-seat Bing Concert Hall at Stanford University.
Stanford Lively Arts (recently
rechristened “Stanford Live”) will
start its new season that night:
a little late, but with many luminaries set to attend. Michael Tilson Thomas will conduct the San
Francisco Symphony, with the St.
Lawrence String Quartet, Stanford
0IJX8LI9OYPIPI3VGLIWXVESJ+VIEX
&VMXEMRGSQIWXS7XERJSVH0MZIERHXLI
RI[&MRK'SRGIVX,EPPSR%TVMP
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Jonathan Wilkinson

Arts & Entertainment

Glen Phillips sings at Red Rock Coffee on Nov. 3, while pianist Kathryn
Stott performs at the Bing Concert Hall on Jan. 27.

The Redwood Tango Ensemble players join the Oshman Family Jewish Community Center on Dec. 22 for a
tango dance party.
Chamber Chorale, Stanford Taiko
and Stanford Symphony Orchestra
also scheduled. Actor/writer Anna
Deavere Smith will be master of
ceremonies.
The next day, a free open house
will take place during the day, followed by an evening ticketed concert by Los Lobos.
Stanford Live, long known as a
presenter of music, dance and theater performances, is focusing on
classical music in the new venue’s
inaugural year. Officials promise
that more world music and dance
will return in later seasons.
Other musicians on the Bing
schedule this season include: the
Philharmonia Baroque Orchestra
in January, February and March;
pianist Emanuel Ax on Jan. 22; the
Mingus Big Band on Jan. 25; cellist Yo-Yo Ma and pianist Kathryn
Stott on Jan. 27; South African
singer Vusi Mahlasela on Jan. 30;
the modern chamber band Alarm
Will Sound on March 16; and multimedia artist Laurie Anderson
with the Kronos Quartet on April
20 and 21.
Stanford composer Jonathan
Berger will introduce two new
chamber operas on April 12 and 13
with soprano Heather Buck, New
York Polyphony and the St. Lawrence String Quartet.

Stanford pianist Thomas Schultz will perform solo piano works by John
Cage on Oct. 11 to celebrate the late composer’s 100th birthday. A Cage
symposium and concert are also planned on Oct. 12.
Ticket prices vary. For season dePhillips is scheduled to play two
tails, go to live.stanford.edu or call gigs on Nov. 3 at Red Rock, which
650-725-ARTS.
is at 201 Castro St. While most of
For those who prefer a small cafe the shows at the cafe are free, $25
to a showy hall, Red Rock Coffee tickets are on sale for these two. Go
in downtown Mountain View con- to redrockcoffee.org or call 650tinues its eclectic lineup of singers 967-4473.
and songwriters. A bigger name
Many music ensembles have
than usual (especially for those of world premieres planned, includus who were Toad the Wet Sprocket ing the San Francisco Chamber
fans in the ‘90s) is the singer Glen Orchestra, which is introducing the
Phillips, who sings with the afore- young composer Michael Gilbertmentioned alternative band and son’s Concerto for Guitar & String
also tours on his own.
Orchestra. An SFCO commission,

     

the work will feature solo guitarist Ben Pila and be performed Feb.
23 at the First United Methodist
Church of Palo Alto at 625 Hamilton Ave. Go to sfchamberorchestra.
org or call 415-692-3367.
The orchestra is conducted by
longtime local music man Benjamin Simon, who is also music
director of the Palo Alto Chamber
Orchestra (pacomusic.org), one of
the many respected youth musical
groups in the area.
PACO regularly performs local
concerts, along with the El Camino
Youth Symphony (ecys.org), the
California Youth Symphony (cys.
org), the Cantabile Youth Singers
(cantabile.org) and the Ragazzi
Boys Chorus (ragazzi.org).

California Bach Society
This Palo Alto choral group begins its season by singing J.S. Bach’s
Mass in B Minor with a Baroque
orchestra, on Oct. 13 at St. Mark’s
Episcopal Church, 600 Colorado
Ave., Palo Alto. 650-485-1097, cal
bach.org

Other highlights of the upcoming
music season include:

Fortnightly Music Club
The free season-opener on Oct.
14 features music by local composer
Nancy Bloomer Deussen, including
her “San Andreas Suite” with the
pieces “Saratoga,” “Belmont Hills”
and “Palo Alto.” At the Lucie Stern
Community Center, 1305 Middlefield Road, Palo Alto. fortnightly
musicclub.org

The Aurora Singers
This community chorus hosts its
annual winter concert on Dec. 15 at
the Unitarian Universalist Church.
505 E. Charleston Road, Palo Alto.
aurorasingers.net
Bay Choral Guild
The season includes a multifaceted work by the English composer Gabriel Jackson paying tribute
to the Spanish pilgrimage route
Camino de Santiago de Campostela. The choral group will sing it,
together with cello and percussion,
in Palo Alto in March. baychoral
guild.org

Chamber Music San Francisco
The Szymanowski Quartet
performs Feb. 11 to start off the
February-May series in Palo Alto,
followed by violinist Sarah Chang
on March 11. Concerts are at the
Oshman Family Jewish Community Center, 3921 Fabian Way, Palo
Alto. 415-759-1756, chambermusicsf.org

Ives Quartet
The Palo Alto quartet’s season
includes February performances
of San Francisco composer David
Conte’s Quartet No. 2, which he
wrote for the group. Concerts in
Palo Alto and San Jose. 650-2247849, ivesquartet.org
(continued on page 22)
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Four-Diamond rates from $119* Up to 60% OFF peak season!
Use exclusive promo code FALLDEAL2. Visit TenayaLodge.com or call 866-383-8851.
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special feature

What You Should Know about Your Vascular System
t The average adult body contains about 60,000 miles of blood vessels which
serve as the transport system for 5 to 6 quarts of blood. As oxygen-rich
blood leaves the heart, it travels through the arteries; as it returns, it is borne
by veins.
t Anything that interrupts the free flow of blood from the heart to the rest of
the body can cause problems including limb pain, heart attack and stroke.
t Blood vessels can be obstructed by fat, cholesterol, calcium and cellular
waste products. The condition is called atherosclerosis. Blood flow can also
be blocked by vessels whose lining has become inflamed.
t Risk factors for blood vessel blockage include diabetes, smoking, high
blood pressure, excess weight, age and family history.

A community health education series from Stanford Hospital & Clinics

When Vascular Disease Strikes,
Surgery May Be Best Choice

To treat the condition, Ingerman’s
surgery followed the standard procedure: The failed artery in his leg was
replaced by a vein from his other leg.
With luck, it would last several years.
Because he was showing signs of high

Join us at http://stanfordhospital.org/socialmedia. Watch the new Stanford Hospital Health Notes television show on Comcast: channel 28 on Mondays
at 8:30 p.m., Tuesdays at 3:30 p.m. and Fridays at 8:30 a.m.; channel 30 Saturdays at 10:30 p.m. It can also be viewed at www.youtube.com/stanfordhospital.

What Mell found was
that a previous bypass had failed and
couldn’t be salvaged.
“Generally, when bypass grafts fail after
a period of time it’s
usually because of
the progression of the
disease,” Mell said.

Renewed challenge
“I was doing everything right,” Ingerman said. But, eight years later, that
first fix finally failed when the artery
clogged, and Ingerman went through
another surgery. In the 18 months
that followed, Ingerman’s artery failed
three more times and his physicians
finally told him he needed to go to
Stanford. They had done everything
they could.

The average person’s body contains
about 60,000 miles
Stanley Ingerman went along for most of his life pretty much like a lot of other
of blood vessels, a
people. He endured the normal childhood diseases—he remembers measles and
combination of veins,
chickenpox.Then one night he woke up with an incredible pain in his right leg.
which carry blood to
the heart; arteries,
which carry blood from away from the
functioning artery, Ingerman would
heart; capillaries, some thinner than
lose his leg. Ingerman had a complia hair, which branch from the artercated vascular condition brought about
ies all the way out to our toes and
by the previous multiple procedures
fingers; and venules, the tiny blood
that required intervention that wasn’t
vessels that connect to the capillaries
necessarily straightforward, Mell said.
as the oxygen-depleted blood begins its
He would have to find a vein in Ingerjourney back to the heart for recirculaman’s other leg that would be a strong
tion. Between 5 to 6 quarts of blood
enough to maintain steady blood
flow around the system in the average
flow; he would also have to maneuver
adult. The accumulation of deposits
around the scar tissue from the previcalled plaque, clumps of debris called
ous surgeries to attach the new vein.
clots and inflammation of the vessels
(vasculitis) can obstruct blood flow,
causing a variety of diseases and raising the risk of stroke and heart attack.
“He took a vein from my left leg to replace the clogged artery in my right leg
and sewed everything back up,” Inger“Before this surgery, I was

“On a scale of one to 10, it was at
least a 7.5. My toes were turning
color. There was no blood flow.
The pain I was feeling was all the
muscles dying.”
– Stanley Ingerman,
Stanford Hospital & Clinics patient
Ingerman arrived at Stanford Hospital
on New Year’s Eve and found himself a
patient of surgeon Matthew Mell, MD,
medical director of Stanford’s Vascular Clinic and Lab. “He had a great
bedside manner,” Ingerman said. “He
answered every question I asked and
made sure there were no doubts in my
mind about what was going to happen.

Restored vigor

After his surgery, “I was on my feet and walking the next day. That was painful, but it was just for a short time,” Ingerman said. Getting up and moving helped him begin a regimen of walking, one of the best therapeutic treatments for PAD,
as well as for recovery from his vascular surgery. Once at home again, “I walked 10 to 15 minutes after every meal in an inside hallway and expanded that by five minutes every day until I got up to half an hour—then I started going outside.”
man said. “I was on my feet and walking the next day. That was painful, but
it was just for a short time.” Getting
up and moving helped Ingerman begin
a regimen of walking, one of the best
therapeutic treatments for PAD as well
as for recovery from his vascular surgery. Once at home again, “I walked 10
to 15 minutes after every meal in an
inside hallway and expanded that by
five minutes every day until I got up
to half an hour—then I started going
outside.”

overweight. I was a couch potato.
Now I walk 35 miles a week. I watch
the foods I eat and I’m much more
aware of what my body feels like
from day to day, and of my health.”
– Stanley Ingerman,
Stanford Hospital & Clinics patient
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Norbert von der Groeben

Norbert von der Groeben

Matthew Mell, MD, Medical Director of Stanford’s Vascular Clinic and Lab, became Ingerman’s doctor. “He had a great bedside
manner,” Ingerman said. “He answered every question I asked. He had a confidence that made me very comfortable.

Fortunately, in a short-term response,
Ingerman’s body had recruited collateral vessels near the collapsed artery
to circulate a minimal flow of blood.
But the body’s natural response would
not be enough to sustain real function
for Ingerman’s leg. If Mell could not
create a repair that would reach from
Ingerman’s groin to below his knee
as a substitute for the length of non-

Mell points out the long stretch of artery in Ingerman’s leg where blood no longer
flowed. In the surgery he performed on Ingerman, Mell borrowed a vein from
Ingerman’s other leg as a substitute.

As many as 40 percent of people with
PAD won’t experience
symptoms. For those
who do, treatment
depends on the length
of the blockage. “Some
people have a very
limited disability
because there are so
many collateral ways
for the blood to get

where it needs to go that symptoms
aren’t very severe,” Mell said. Because
surgical fixes don’t last forever—as
Ingerman’s experience shows—choosing surgery as a treatment means
weighing its benefits. In Ingerman’s
situation, “his risk of amputation was
significantly high if we didn’t do something,” Mell said.

“Going to Stanford—just the
reputation of the hospital−was
enough to put me at ease.”
– Stanley Ingerman,
Stanford Hospital & Clinics patient
Researchers are investigating substitutes for the veins and arteries physicians now harvest from a patient’s
body to replace blocked arteries. Having an alternative—possibly some sort
of synthetic tubing—would reduce the
technical challenges of this type of
vascular surgery and speed recovery,
Mell said. “But so far nothing has sur-

passed the long term durability of a
patient’s own vein,” he said.

Steadied future
Ingerman is much healthier now.
“Before this surgery, I was overweight. I was a couch potato. Now I
walk 35 miles a week. I watch the
foods I eat and I’m much more aware
of what my body feels like from day
to day, and of my health. I’ve become
sensitized to that. This was a wakeup call.”
Mell has told him that even doing
everything right, he may develop
another clogged artery and might
need another surgery. But Ingerman
was not overly concerned. “Going to
Stanford—just the reputation of the
hospital—was enough to put me at
ease,” he said. With Mell as his doctor, and the success of his most recent
surgery, “I’m very calm about things
at this point.”

Norbert von der Groeben

Ingerman, his doctor said, had developed peripheral artery disease, PAD
for short. Like a lot of other people
with the condition, he had been a
smoker—smoking increases the risk of
PAD by two to six times—he was over
60 and the disease’s symptomatic pain
was in his legs. The arteries carrying
blood to his legs had become clogged
with fatty deposits. An estimated 8
million people in the United States
suffer from PAD.

He had a confidence
that made me very
comfortable.”

Norbert von der Groeben

“On a scale of one to 10, it was at least
a 7.5,” Ingerman said. “My toes were
turning color. There was no blood flow.
The pain I was feeling was all the
muscles dying. I sat there and cried. I
was in the doctor’s office the first thing
in the morning.”

blood pressure, he was advised to
reduce the amount of salt in his diet,
to lose some weight and to start exercising regularly. He followed all that
advice.

For more information about vascular disease care at Stanford,
call 650.725.5227 or visit stanfordhospital.org/vascularcare.

Norbert von der Groeben

Stanley Ingerman went along for most
of his life pretty much like a lot of
other people. He endured the normal
childhood diseases—he remembers
measles and chickenpox. As an adult,
he hit six feet tall and managed to
maintain a healthy weight, give or
take a few pounds, into his mid-50s.
Then one night he woke up with an incredible pain in his right leg.

t One in four Americans have some form of cardiovascular disease. Between
12 and 20 percent age 65 and older have peripheral artery disease. More
than two-thirds will not have any symptoms.
t Symptoms can include pain when walking, as well as aching, cramping,
weakness and numbing in the hip, thigh, buttocks or calf. Sores or ulcers on
the feet or legs can also be an indication of disease.
t Non-surgical treatments include medication to reduce cholesterol, thin
blood and control diabetes. Quitting smoking, losing weight and exercising
also help.

Ingerman is much healthier now. “Before this
surgery, I was overweight. I was a couch potato.
Now I walk 35 miles a week. I watch the foods I eat
and I’m much more aware of what my body feels
like from day to day, and of my health. I’ve become
sensitized to that. This was a wake-up call.”

Stanford Hospital & Clinics is dedicated to providing leading edge and coordinated care to each and every patient. It is
internationally renowned for expertise in areas such as cancer treatment, neuroscience, surgery, cardiovascular medicine and
organ transplant, as well as for translating medical breakthroughs into patient care. Throughout its history, Stanford has been
at the forefront of discovery and innovation, as researchers and clinicians work together to improve health on a global level.
Stanford Hospital & Clinics: Healing humanity through science and compassion, one patient at a time. For more information,
visit www.stanfordhospital.org.
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Fall arts preview
(continued from page 19)

Magnificat
This San Francisco choral and
instrumental group will give only
one concert in Palo Alto this season, performing Marc-Antoine
Charpentier’s “Nativity Pastorale”
on Dec. 7. At the First Lutheran
Church of Palo Alto at 600 Homer
Ave. 415-265-2948, magnificatbaroque.com
Music@Menlo
The Miró Quartet starts the
chamber-music festival’s winter series with a program of Beethoven’s
“Razumovsky” quartets on Sept.
30, and the Danish recorder player
Michala Petri presents Baroque
chamber music on Feb. 10. Summer concerts are in Palo Alto
and Atherton; the winter series
is in the Center for Performing
Arts at Menlo-Atherton High
School, 555 Middlefield Road,
Atherton. 650-330-2030, musicat
menlo.org
New Century Chamber
Orchestra
Last year, soprano Melody Moore
starred in the world premiere of
Christopher Theofanidis’ “Heart
of a Soldier” at San Francisco Opera. This month she’ll solo with the
New Century Chamber Orchestra
to mark the 100th birthday of English composer Benjamin Britten.
She’ll sing a program including

Britten’s “Simple Symphony” and
“Les Illuminations” on Sept. 18 at
the Center for Performing Arts at
Menlo-Atherton High School, 555
Middlefield Road, Atherton. 415357-1111, ncco.org
Palo Alto Philharmonic
The orchestra season-opener is
set for Oct. 20, with mezzo-soprano
Alexandra Mena soloing in De Falla’s “El Amor Brujo.” The program
also features Brahms’ “Academic
Festival Overture,” Prokofiev’s
“Lieutenant Kije” and RimskyKorsakov’s “Capriccio Espagnol,”
performed at Cubberley Community Center Theatre, 4000 Middlefield Road, Palo Alto. paphil.org
Peninsula Women’s Chorus
The chorus globe-trots this winter with a multinational holiday
program including music by Polish
composer Krzystztof Penderecki,
Argentinian composer Emilio
Dublanc and Filipino composer
Saunder Choi. Performances on
Dec. 8 and 15 in Palo Alto and on
Dec. 16 in Menlo Park. pwchorus.
org
Peninsula Symphony
This year at its holiday concerts
with the Stanford Symphonic Chorus, the symphony will perform
Fauré’s Requiem and Mozart’s
“Solemn Vespers” on Nov. 16 and
18. At Stanford University’s Memorial Church. 650-941-5291, peninsulasymphony.org

“Where the Beginning Meets the End” is a sound sculpture that Stanford artist Terry Berlier crafted with
salvaged materials: an upright piano, an iBook computer, a computer-keyboard micro-controller. Her work is
on exhibit at the Thomas Welton Stanford Art Gallery from Oct. 9 through Nov. 18.
Philharmonia Baroque
Orchestra
Famed pianist Emanuel Ax joins
the period-instrument orchestra
Nov. 8 to play Beethoven’s fourth
piano concerto on the fortepiano.
The concert, which also features the
master’s fourth symphony, will be
at the Center for Performing Arts at

City of Palo Alto Presents the 28th annual

Menlo-Atherton High School, 555
Middlefield Road, Atherton. philharmoniabaroque.org
Redwood Bluegrass Associates
The Kathy Kallick Band kicks
off the season Oct. 27 with a concert celebrating the band’s new
album, “Time.” RBA promises a

newly remodeled venue with a new
stage and floor, and padded chairs.
At the First Presbyterian Church,
1667 Miramonte Ave., Mountain
View. 650-691-9982, rba.org
Saint Michael Trio
The threesome delves into the
mind and music of Felix Men-

PRE-REG D
E
TODAY AT M ADLINE
IDNIGHT!

5K walk, 5K & 10K run
A benefit event for local non-profits
supporting kids and families

Friday

Sept. 28 7pm

Corporate Sponsors

Event Sponsors

Community Sponsors

REGISTER ONLINE: PaloAltoOnline.com/moonlight_run
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Christian Marclay’s “Video Quartet,” a four-channel video production with sound, contains montages
compiled from more than 700 Hollywood movies. The 2002 work will be on exhibit at the Cantor Arts Center
from Nov. 14 through Feb. 10.

“Felt Memories III” by Bita
Ghezelayagh will be at the Cantor
Arts Center starting in December.
delssohn with a concert that weds
performance with commentary,
slides and demos. The free concert (reservations recommended)
will be on Oct. 26 at Stanford University’s Dinkelspiel Auditorium.
saintmichaeltrio.com
San Francisco Early Music
Society
It’s all about the oboe on Sept.
21, when the society presents Les
Délices ensemble playing 17th-century oboe music by François Couperin, François Chauvon and other
composers. At the First Lutheran
Church, 600 Homer Ave., Palo
Alto. 510-528-1725, sfems.org

Manli Chao’s painting “Blossom” is on exhibit at Stanford Art Spaces
through Nov. 8.

Schola Cantorum
For its November concerts, Schola teams up with student a cappella
group Stanford Talisman to perform music by composers from
the Southern Hemisphere: Stephen
Leek, Christopher Marshall, Douglas Mews and David Hamilton.
Palo Alto performances this season are at the First Congregational
Church of Palo Alto, 1985 Louis
Road. 650-254-1700, scholacantorum.org
Soli Deo Gloria
Christmas comes on Dec. 8 this
year with the choral group, who
will sing J.S. Bach’s “Christmas
Oratorio” with Orchestra Gloria at
the Unitarian Universalist Church
of Palo Alto, 505 E. Charleston
Road. 888-SDG-SONG, sdgloria.
org
Stanford Jazz Workshop
Tickets go on sale next May for
the summer flurry of concerts,
workshops, classes and jam sessions that make up the annual festival of jazz at Stanford University.
650-736-0324, stanfordjazz.org

“Portola Creek” is among the oil paintings by Jared Sines on display
through the end of the month at the Portola Art Gallery in Menlo Park.
Stanford Music Department
The late composer John Cage gets
the royal treatment next month for
a celebration of his 100th birthday.
Stanford faculty pianist Thomas
Schultz will perform Cage’s piano
works at a concert on Oct. 11, and
the music department will host a
Cage symposium with a panel discussion and chamber concert on
Oct. 12. Both events are in Campbell Recital Hall. music.stanford.
edu

Twilight Concert Series
Free outdoor concerts happen in
parks around Palo Alto each summer, organized by the city. Details
should be up next year at cityofpaloalto.org.

September 8-23, 2012
BUY YOUR TICKETS NOW!

OPERASJ.ORG 408.437.4450

World Music Day
June 16, 2013, also known as Father’s Day, is the big date next year
for this free downtown Palo Alto
(continued on page 24)
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Fall arts preview
(continued from page 23)

music festival. Now in its fifth year,
the local event was the brainchild
of organizer Claude Ezran, inspired
by the original World Music Days
in France. pamusicday.org
Other local venues for live music
include:
CoHo Stanford Coffee House
The indie scene here includes
the South Bay Acoustic Meetup
on Sept. 21, when acoustic musicians tote in their guitars, violins,
harpsichords and other stringed
instruments for a jam session. 459
Lagunita #1, Stanford University.
650-721-2262, coho.stanford.edu
First Congregational Church
of Palo Alto
Concerts this season include
renditions of Bruckner’s Mass in
D Minor and Haydn’s “Little Organ Mass” on Nov. 18, given by the
Congregational Oratorio Society
and Orchestra with resident organist Joe Guthrie. The Ragazzi Boys
Chorus sings a Christmas concert on Dec. 1, and Oxford Street
Brass contributes “Cowboys and
Overtures” on Feb. 24. 1985 Louis
Road, Palo Alto. fccpa.org
Community School of Music
and Arts
Periodic free concerts include an
Oct. 4 world-jazz show featuring
the music of bassist Lukas Vesely,
who has taught at Stanford Jazz,
and South Bay guitarist Neil Kelly.
Poet Mina Kelly will join CSMA
faculty member Daniel Magay, who
plays clarinet, alto sax and flute.
230 San Antonio Circle, Mountain
View. 650-917-6800, arts4all.org
Menlo Hub
Musicians who regularly play at
this restaurant include the College
of San Mateo Big Band on Mondays and jazz pianist Neil Adler
on Wednesdays. 1029 El Camino
Real, Menlo Park. 650-321-6882,
menlohub.com

HOSPITALS
NATIONAL
CANCER

Prostate cancer screening can help identify cancer early on,
when treatment is most effective. Knowing your PSA score is
the first step a man over 40 can take to understand prostate
cancer risk, and decide what to do about it. Talk to your doctor,
and make a plan to screen for prostate cancer. Learn more at
stanfordhospital.org/prostatehealth
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Mountain View Center for the
Performing Arts
The guitar gets two nights in the
spotlight at the CPA’s SecondStage
on Oct. 23 and Jan. 30. Los Altos
guitarist Josh Friedman will bring
along his cohorts Yuri Libezon and
Patrick O’Connell, as well as several music students, to play solo and
ensemble numbers ranging from
classical to modern in “An Evening
With the Guitar.” 500 Castro St.,
Mountain View. 650-903-6000,
mvcpa.com
Oshman Family Jewish
Community Center
San Francisco songsmith Pamela
Rose brings her “Wild Women of
Song” show to the JCC on Oct. 11,
singing jazz and blues and telling
tales about the women songwriters
of Tin Pan Alley. In March, Rebecca Joy Fletcher conjures up the
cabaret days of the 1920s and ‘30s
in her “Cities of Light” vocal and
theatrical show. 3921 Fabian Way,
Palo Alto. paloaltojcc.org

ART
CLASSES

Arts & Entertainment

ADULTS & KIDS

.10%

OFF

Use coupon code

wfall10
Fall classes start
September 17
PACIFIC ART LEAGUE
668 Ramona Street
Palo Alto, CA 94301
www.pacificartleague.org

650.321.3891
The Palo Alto Art Center,
Bay Area Glass Institute,
and the Palo Alto Art Center Foundation
present

“Pine Forest, Mt. Baker Wilderness,” a photo by Arthur Cohen.

MUSEUMS AND
COLLECTIONS
After being closed for more than
a year for extensive renovations, the
Palo Alto Art Center reopens on
Oct. 6 at 1313 Newell Road with a
dedication, free art activities, tours,
and music and dance performances.
The spruced-up galleries will hold
installations created by contemporary artists in partnership with the
community, including photography,
audio art and sculpture.
A week before the re-opening,

the center will hold its annual Great
Glass Pumpkin Patch, which it
presents with the art-center foundation and the Bay Area Glass Institute. Some 8,000 hand-blown glass
pumpkins made by 30-plus artists
will be shown Sept. 25-28 and for
sale Sept. 29 and 30, at Rinconada
Park at 777 Embarcadero Road. Go
to greatglasspumpkinpatch.com.
Across El Camino at Stanford
University, the Cantor Arts Center’s
galleries are continually filled with
a changing panoply of exhibits. The

Anderson Collection
Chuck Close, Richard Diebenkorn, Nathan Oliveira: just a few of
the 200-plus artists represented in
this large private Menlo Park collection of 20th-century American
visual art. Free public tours happen
the third Thursday of most months,
with reservations required. Upcoming dates include Oct. 18 and Nov.
15. Call 650-854-5160 or email
ksaracino@aacollection.com.
Computer History Museum
Calamity predictions flopped
on Y2K. But just in case 2012 is
actually the end of the world, the
museum is hosting a “Doomsday
Show,” with a live production of
the Big Picture podcast and radio
show, with skits and interviews
with scientists on end-of-world
hypotheses, on Oct. 27. 1401

no sales during exhibition



"!

 
 

Pumpkin Sales

®

Glass pumpkin by Johnny Glass. Pumpkin photograph by Drew Loden, Laguna Beach, CA

calendar includes “Christian Marclay’s Video Quartet,” a four-channel video projection showing montages that the artist compiled from
700-plus Hollywood movies. All
clips in the 14-minute-long project
share a musical theme, with the actors singing or playing an instrument. The video installation will be
up Nov. 14 through Feb. 10.
Another exhibition looks at the
Jameel Prize, an international
award given to contemporary artists every two years by a panel of
judges chaired by the director of
London’s Victoria & Albert Museum. The program seeks to encourage debate and learning about
Islamic culture. The Cantor’s show
focuses on prize-winning Algerian artist Rachid Koraichi, whose
works are inspired by Arabic calligraphic scripts.
The Cantor is at Lomita Drive
and Museum Way on the Stanford
campus, and admission is free. Go
to museum.stanford.edu or call
650-723-4177.

September 24-27
10 a.m.-7 p.m.
September 28
10 a.m.-5 p.m.


“Drakes Beach, Pt. Reyes, California” is among the photos by Bay Area photographer Arthur Cohen that will
be on exhibit in the lobby of the Mountain View Center for the Performing Arts from Feb. 12 through April 15.

Exhibition Only

Saturday & Sunday
September 29 & 30
10 a.m.-5 p.m.

Event Location
Rinconada Park
777 Embarcadero Road
Palo Alto, CA

Free Admission
Children always welcome.
Live torchworking demonstration
on exhibition days only.
For more information call 650.329.2366
or visit www.greatglasspumpkinpatch.com

Back by Popular Demand...
Historic Walking Tours
of Palo Alto
Palo Alto Stanford Heritage (PAST), as part of its commitment to support the preservation of historic architecture of the greater Palo Alto-Stanford area through
education, is again offering walking tours in Palo Alto.
Beginning on September 8th and continuing on two more
consecutive Saturdays, interested parties are invited to
join these docent led tours. The tours will include identifying architectural points of interest as well as colorful
tales of some of its early residents.
Tours begin at 10:30.
September 8th – Professorville
meet at Addison/Bryant
September 15th - Downtown Palo Alto
meet at City Hall
September 22nd- Historic Homer Avenue
meet at Homer/Cowper

(continued on page 26)
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VOTED BEST
AUTO REPAIR 2012
Entrust the care of your Subaru vehicle to
us, and enjoy expert service in a stress-free
environment with a lot of TLC.

“...extremely pleased
with the consistent
excellence provided by
the staff at Dean’s...
individual and
collective courtesy,
mechanical acumen
and excellence in
the repair arena is
incomparable...”
J. B., Mountain View

2012
2011

2009
To schedule your appointment, please call us today at 650-961-0302

2037 Old Middleﬁeld Way
Mountain View, CA 94043

Open Monday-Friday 8am-5:30pm

650-961-0302

Find us on
Facebook

Visit us at: www.deansautomotive.com

Live Pain Free
The New LiteCure® Laser

As Seen On
CBS and
NBC News

MEDICAL BREAKTHROUGH IN PAIN RELIEF:
HIGH RATE OF SUCCESS AFTER FIRST TREATMENT!
“Experience Healing in a 5-Star Environment in the
Hands of the Nation’s Leading Pain Experts with
Over 29 Years of Success”
This unique FDA-cleared Class IV Laser from Advanced
Health Center, where doctors themselves seek
treatment, offers profound healing relief for those
suffering from debilitating pain.
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408-912-2359
Advanced Health Center
591 W. Hamilton Ave., Ste 160
Campbell, CA 95008

Drs. Brian and Jeff Coyle, DC., F.A.S.B.E
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The New LiteCure® Laser is an innovative, scientiﬁc and researchbased therapeutic modality that offers advanced pain relief and
highly expedited healing times. This FDA-cleared device delivers deep
penetrating, photonic energy to increase circulation, stimulate an
increased level of tissue healing and create decreased levels of pain
and inﬂammation. During the treatment, you will experience pleasant,
deep-soothing warmth and there are no known side effects or risks that
may occur.
“I began a search for truth on how to get and stay well as my
professional career advanced. This search literally took me to the
back alleys of Tokyo, Taipei, Bangkok and elsewhere as I sought to
handle my body...I came to the Advanced Health Center with a fully
ruptured disc in my back and left there cured! Thanks to the center I
am ﬁnally near the end of my journey and at the start of
good health.” Tim Ireland, Professional Baseball Coach

EXCLUSIVE SPECIAL OFFER

2 Visits for Only $97*
2 Visits Include: 100% Money Back Guarantee!
s  LiteCure® Class IV Laser Therapy Treatments
s  /XYGEN 4HERAPY 4REATMENTS
s  VAX-D® Spinal Decompression Therapy Sessions
(if needed) Synaptic Bio-electric Nerve Block
s #HIROPRACTIC %VALUATION
%XPIRES &IRST  #ALLERS s (408) 912-2359
* Valid one time per person only. Normal value of two visits up to $900.
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Fall arts preview
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N. Shoreline Blvd., Mountain
View. 650-810-1010, computer
history.org

“We go beyond auto repair to auto care.”
SERVICE EXCELLENCE
WITH A PERSONAL TOUCH

Arts & Entertainment

PAW

Los Altos History Museum
It’s time for trains on Sept. 22
and 23, when the annual Train Days
event brings in scaled renditions of
engines and theme cars traversing
widespread track layouts. 51 S. San
Antonio Road, Los Altos. 650-9489427, losaltoshistory.org
Museum of American Heritage
Lectures at the museum include
a Sept. 20 talk on coin collecting,
with Richard Douglas; and an Oct.
18 lecture by Jeff Risberg on design and technology in the 1930s.
An exhibit on American innovations from 1901 to 1941 is ongoing
through Jan. 13. 351 Homer Ave.,
Palo Alto. 650-321-1004, moah.
org
Palo Alto Junior Museum and
Zoo
“Tortoise Hill,” with a big reptile
named Edward, is the newest exhibit at the kids’ zoo, which houses
50-some species including bobcats, snakes, fish, birds, bats and
raccoons. 1451 Middlefield Road,
Palo Alto. 650-329-2111, cityofpaloalto.org
Stanford University Libraries
Special Collections
The latest exhibit of works from
the libraries’ collection is “Scripting the Sacred: Medieval Latin
Manuscripts,” which will showcase
Western European liturgical texts
such as miniature prayer books and
examples of script and illustration.
The show runs Sept. 17 through
Jan. 6 in glass cases in the Peterson Gallery and Munger Rotunda.
Green Library, Stanford University. www-sul.stanford.edu/depts/
spc/exhibits/index.html

GALLERIES
One of the newest gallery spaces
in Palo Alto is about to celebrate its
first birthday in the city. The Fibre
Arts Design Studio, located at 935
Industrial Ave., combines curated
exhibition spaces for both group
and solo shows with an interiordesign studio and a shop selling
lots of artsy, designy things: earrings, teapots, handbags, wooden
animal figurines.
Now playing in the airy groupexhibition space: “Food,” in which
12 artists look at the intermingling
of food, life and art. Included are
Bernadette DiPietro’s batik-painted
eggs, farmers-market photography
by Maynard Hale Lyndon, and
whimsical pasta-themed drawings
by Palo Alto graphic designer Sam
Smidt. The show is up through Oct.
21.
A solo exhibition by painter
Alan Chan is set to open at Fibre Arts Design on Sept. 20. The
2005 Academy of Art University
graduate says his work is all about
“liminality”: transitional periods,
“literal and metaphorical space between two naturally opposing forces,” gray area. His thick abstract
oil paintings make heavy use of

what he calls “in-between colors”
that are “muted and subdued”: the
browns, grays and not-quite blacks
of a shadowy Earth.
Chan says he lets intuition control his brush, but at the root of everything is also his classic training
in traditional painting techniques
and his love of Rembrandt.
Chan’s exhibition is scheduled to
run Sept. 20 through Nov. 4, with
an opening reception on Sept. 20.
The gallery spaces at Fibre Arts
Design are open Tuesday through
Friday from 10 a.m. to 5 p.m. and
Saturdays and Sundays from noon
to 4 p.m. Go to fibreartsdesign.
com
Also opening this fall is a display of innovative installations by
Terry Berlier, an assistant professor
in Stanford’s department of art and
art history. Her sculptures have an
unusual mix of environmentalism
and music, as in “Where the Beginning Meets the End,” in which
she’s reconfigured a piano into a
“circular group-playing device”
fashioned from materials she got in
a San Francisco dump. Discarded
wood is combined with an upright
piano, a working iBook computer
and other parts.
“When Comes the Sun” plucks
out an acoustic version of the Beatles tune “Here Comes the Sun,” fueled by solar power. And in “This
Side Up, Handle With Care,” Berlier has made a wooden-frame model
of her own home, with half of it
right-side-up and half of it upsidedown. In the middle of the model
are instrument strings that can be
played.
The free exhibition opens Oct.
9 at the Thomas Welton Stanford
Art Gallery on campus, then runs
through Nov. 18, open Tuesday
through Friday from 10 a.m. to 5
p.m. and weekends from 1 to 5 p.m.
A reception is set for Oct. 11 from
5:30 to 7:30 p.m. Go to art.stanford.edu or call 650-723-2842.
Bryant Street Gallery
Geometry, kelp and California’s
central coast inspire artist Tracey
Adams, who is showing her mixedmedia and encaustic works through
the end of September. 532 Bryant
St., Palo Alto. 650-321-8155, bryantstreet.com
Gallery House
Lidija Tkalcevic’s spirited, curious sculptures of people and animals are in the spotlight with Gertrude Mellon’s abstract landscapes
through Oct. 13. 320 S. California
Ave., Palo Alto. 650-326-1668, galleryhouse2.com
Gallery 9
A starfish windsurfing, a bamboo fountain, the dark silhouette
of a woman gazing at the ocean.
These are among the images in an
all-gallery exhibit called “Water”
that runs through Sept. 29. 143
Main St., Los Altos. 650-941-7969,
gallery9losaltos.com
Mohr Gallery at the Community School of Music and Arts
Painter James Allison is showing a series called “A Few Seconds
From Above,” that takes an aerial
view of cops and buses at an intersection. He’s holding a talk and
reception on Sept. 21; the show is

Arts & Entertainment

up through the end of the month.
CSMA, 230 San Antonio Circle,
Mountain View. 650-917-6800,
arts4all.org
Mountain View Center for the
Performing Arts
Audience members or downtown-Mountain View lunchtime
wanderers find that the MVCPA
spotlights fine arts as well as the
performing ones, in its lobby. Upcoming solo shows include the otherworldly black-and-white nature
photography of Arthur Cohen on
display Feb. 12 through April 15.
500 Castro St., Mountain View.
650-903-6000, mvcpa.com

Smuin Ballet dancer
Susan Roemer.

Cubberley Community Center
4000 Middleﬁeld Rd., Palo Alto

It Can Happen and Will Happen...
You have only minutes to escape;
Where do you go?
What do you take?
What about your pets?

Do you know what to do?
Participate and learn in this simulated disaster.

Register: www.paneighborhoods.org/ep
Questions? Lydia Kou (650) 996-0028
or lkou@apr.com

SPONSORED BY:

CAUTION CAUTION CAUTION CAUTION CAUTION CAUTION

 


Portola Art Gallery
Water scenes — streams,
lakes and the Pacific Coast —
are major inspirations for fine
and commercial artist Jared
Sines. His paintings are on display

Oshman Family Jewish
Community Center
“Symmetrism,” a show of oil
paintings by Chinese artist Lu JianJun, marks 20 years of diplomatic
relations between Israel and
China. The exhibit,
one of several
scheduled at
the JCC this
season, will
be up Nov. 2
through Jan.
4 at the Schultz
Cultural Arts
Hall; call 650223-8699 or
email boxoff ic e @ p a lo a ltojcc.org
to
schedule a viewing. 3921 Fabian
Way, Palo Alto
u tter

through the end of the month. On
Oct. 13, the Allied Arts Guild gallery gathers 25 artists for a “paintout” at the guild; visitors can watch
art in action, then purchase it
to take home. 75 Arbor Road,
Menlo Park. 650-321-0220, portolaartgallery.com

Keit h S

Pacific Art League
The art league is scheduled to
close in early January for major
renovations and seismic work.
Before that time, exhibitions will
include solo shows by oil painter
Decker Walker and nature painter
Marjory Wilson in November. 668
Ramona St., Palo Alto. 650-3213891, pacificartleague.org

Palo Alto City Hall
The city’s building also houses
periodic art exhibitions in its lobby.
From Oct. 3 through Oct. 30, the
22 resident creative types from
Palo Alto’s Cubberley Studios will
have a show of many media called
“Graphite, Inks and Other Means,”
with a reception Oct. 5. 250 Hamilton Ave., Palo Alto. cityofpaloalto.
org

SAT Sept 22nd
2 PM

Smith Andersen Editions
The group show “Gender
Specific: Take It or Leave It”
spotlights local women’s artwork
including photography mashups, paintings, prints and jewelry
through Oct. 31. Associated workshops on mixed-media art (Sept.
29) and Xerox-transfer monotype
(Oct. 20) are planned. 440 Pepper Ave., Palo Alto. 650-327-7762,
smithandersen.com

CAUTION CAUTION CAUTION CAUTION CAUTION CAUTION CAUTION CAUTION CAUTION

Jeremy Lawson

Two big-name authors have talks scheduled at the Oshman Family Jewish Community Center in Palo Alto:
Amy Tan on Sept. 27, and Scott Turow on Sept. 19.

CAUTION CAUTION CAUTION CAUTION CAUTION CAUTION CAUTION CAUTION CAUTION

CAUTION CAUTION CAUTION CAUTION CAUTION CAUTION

Learn.
Create.
Be inspired.
Discover the artist
in you!

 
  


Tours, art activities for all ages,
music and dance performances,
art cars, food trucks and more!

 

Join us as the Art Center reopens
to the public after an 18-month,
$7.9 million transformation.



www.cityofpaloalto.org/artcenter

The Palo Alto Art Center’s grand reopening is funded by Applied Materials Excellence in the Arts Grants, a
program of Arts Council Silicon Valley and the Wells Fargo Foundation. Our media sponsor is the Palo Alto
Weekly. The Palo Alto Art Center, Division of Arts and Sciences, City of Palo Alto is funded in part by grants
from the Palo Alto Art Center Foundation; Arts Council Silicon Valley, in partnership with the County of
Santa Clara and the California Arts Council, and private donations.

(continued on page 28)
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Fall arts preview
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Stanford Art Spaces
All nature is interconnected, and
it doesn’t have to be perfect to be
beautiful. These are the themes at
the core of Lucy Liew’s paintings.
While drawing on her life growing
up in Malaysia, Liew is unafraid
to leave out the spots, wrinkles
and other imperfections in her visions, she says. Her paintings will
be on display with the season- and
nature-themed paintings by Manli
Chao and the East-West paintings
by Zhang Jingui, through Nov.
8. Paul G. Allen Building, Stanford. 650-723-3622, cis.stanford.
edu/~marigos/
Viewpoints Gallery
Somehow, artist Taryn Curiel
manages to be minimalist and
evocative at the same time, not an
easy feat in watercolor and pastel.
“Seeing Through Lines,” a show of
her new work, runs Oct. 2 through
Nov. 3, with a reception on Oct. 6
from 5 to 8 p.m. 315 State St., Los

Altos. 650-941-5789, viewpointsgallery.com

THEATER
Composer and writer Paul Gordon is taking on another literary
icon. He penned the book to the
musical “Emma” (which is based
on the Jane Austen classic and was
a 2007 hit at TheatreWorks), and
the score to the Broadway musical
“Jane Eyre” (based on the Charlotte
Brontë novel), which earned him a
Tony nomination in 2001.
Next April, Gordon and co-composer Jay Gruska will be back at
TheatreWorks to premiere “Being
Earnest,” a 1960s-themed musical
version of the Oscar Wilde play
“The Important of Being Earnest.”
The Bay Area got a chance to see
an in-progress version of the musical this summer at TheatreWorks’
New Works Festival, and now a
polished version will be taking the
stage on the Peninsula.
Other new and newer productions
at TheatreWorks this season will
include: the regional premieres of
Moisés Kaufman’s “33 Variations,”

a play about a musicologist and her
estranged daughter, in October;
Matthew Lopez’ “Somewhere,”
about a Puerto Rican family and
the American dream, in January;
and Katori Hall’s “The Mountaintop,” which imagines the last night
of Dr. Martin Luther King Jr., in
March.
Other shows put on by the theater
company this season are: the musical “Big River” and the play “Wild
With Happy.”
TheatreWorks performances are
at the Mountain View Center for
the Performing Arts, 500 Castro
St.; or at the Lucie Stern Theatre,
1305 Middlefield Road, Palo Alto.
Call 650-463-1960 or go to theatreworks.org.
Meanwhile, Dragon Productions
is planning to move from its small
downtown-Palo Alto space to a new
theater in Redwood City’s theater
district at the end of the year. Work
is well underway on the new space,
and in the meantime there are two
more productions planned in Palo
Alto: the Douglas Carter Beane
play “The Little Dog Laughed”
through Oct. 7, and the Sharyn

Rothstein play “March,” Nov. 9
through Dec. 2.
For the time being, the Dragon
Theatre is at 535 Alma St. and can
be reached at 650-493-2006. More
information is at dragonproductions.net.
Bus Barn Stage Company
“The 25th Annual Putnam
County Spelling Bee” (through
Oct. 6), “It’s A Wonderful Life,”
“On Golden Pond,” “The House of
Blue Leaves” and “Avenue Q.” 97
Hillview Ave., Los Altos. 650-9410551, busbarn.org
Foothill Music Theatre
The season includes the musical
“Spring Awakening,” which will
open in February. 12345 El Monte
Road, Los Altos Hills. 650-9497360, foothill.edu/theatre
Palo Alto Children’s Theatre
This venerable group marks its
80th anniversary this season with
a champagne reception on Sept. 15.
Its mainstage lineup is: “Sleeping
Beauty,” “The Wind in the Willows,” “Goodnight Moon,” “Oli-

ver” and “Pippi Longstocking.”
1305 Middlefield Road, Palo Alto.
650-463-4930, cityofpaloalto.org
Pear Avenue Theatre
“The Cherry Orchard,” “The Real
Thing,” “Intimate Apparel,” “The
Apple Never Falls” (world premiere by Bay Area playwright Paul
Braverman), “Pear Slices 2013”
(new short plays by local writers),
“Hanging Georgia” and “Superior
Donuts.” 1220 Pear Ave., Unit K,
Mountain View. 650-254-1148, the
pear.org
Palo Alto Players
“Legally Blonde: The Musical”
(through Sept. 23), “You Can’t
Take It With You,” “Looking For
Normal,” “Miss Saigon” and “Boeing Boeing,” 1305 Middlefield
Road, Palo Alto. 650-329-0891,
paplayers.org
Peninsula Youth Theatre
CenterStage Musicals performed
at the Mountain View Center for
the Performing Arts: “Beauty and
the Beast,” “Fiddler on the Roof,”
“The Pirates of Penzance,” “Charlotte’s Web” and “Legally Blonde.”
500 Castro St., Mountain View.
650-988-8798, pytnet.org

DANCE AND OPERA

Introducing Your Style, Your

NEIGHBORHOOD
Our Apartment Homes.

Welcome to Webster house, Palo Alto’s most gracious senior living community, now a member of
the not-for-proﬁt organization that owns and operates Canterbury Woods, Los Gatos Meadows, Lytton
Gardens, San Francisco Towers, Spring Lake Village, and St. Paul’s Towers.
Here, you’ll enjoy the rare combination of ideal location, dedicated staff, amenities, and services,
all within walking distance of downtown Palo Alto, where you’ll ﬁnd a mix of shops, restaurants, and
art galleries. You’ll also ﬁnd peace of mind and a welcoming community offering the advantages of
continuing care. To learn more, or for your personal visit, please call 650.838.4004.

Your style, your neighborhood.

401 Webster Street, Palo Alto, CA 94301

websterhousepaloalto.org

A non-denominational, not-for-profit community owned and operated by Episcopal Senior Communities. License No. 435294364 COA #246. EPWH645-01AA 091412
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Downtown Mountain View is a
prime place on the Peninsula for
dance buffs, with several troupes
paying regular visits to the Mountain View Center for the Performing Arts (perhaps after an interlude
at Castro Street’s enduringly lively
dining scene).
San Francisco’s Smuin Ballet
will be back again this season for
several performances. From Feb.
20 through Feb. 24, the company
will present a program that includes
“Oh, Inverted World,” a work that
recently premiered in New York.
Choreographed by Trey McIntyre,
the work is set to music by the
indie-rock band The Shins. Also
on the bill are “Cold Virtues,” choreographed by Adam Hougland to
Philip Glass’ Violin Concerto; and
the African-rhythm-fueled “Homeless,” by the late Michael Smuin.
From May 22 through May 26,
the company brings a program that
features Smuin’s work “Chants
d’Auvergne,” which is set to 13 traditional French songs arranged by
Joseph Cantaloube.
For details about Smuin Ballet’s
season, call 415-556-5000 or go to
smuinballet.org.
Other dance troupes planning
performances at the center include
Theatre Flamenco on Nov. 3; Pacific Ballet Academy, Nov. 23-25;
Western Ballet Company, Dec. 7-9;
and Bayer Ballet Academy, Dec.
14-16. 650-903-6000, mvcpa.com.
San Francisco Opera Guild,
Peninsula chapter
Opera scholars educate audience
members in advance by giving local
preview lectures for San Francisco
Opera productions. Talks for “The
Capulets and the Montagues” and
“Moby Dick” are planned for Sept.
25 and Oct. 2, respectively. At First
Presbyterian Church of Palo Alto,
1140 Cowper St. 650-329-1374,
sfopera.com / Learn /Adult-Programs/Preview-Lectures.aspx

Arts & Entertainment

James Kasyan

William Giammona, Jennifer Lucas and Henry Robert Nolin in Dragon
Productions’ “The Little Dog Laughed.”
Stanford Savoyards
While a season has not been announced, this student-run company
typically puts on Gilbert and Sullivan shows on campus at Stanford
University. stanford.edu/group/
savoyards
West Bay Opera
This season, West Bay brings
this trio to the stage: Offenbach’s
“Les contes d’Hoffman,” Donizetti’s “Lucia di Lammermoor”
and Verdi’s “Otello.” Free previews, with cast members perform-

ing highlights of the operas, take
place the week before the operas
at Avenidas, 450 Bryant St., Palo
Alto. Main performances are at the
Lucie Stern Theatre, 1305 Middlefield Road, Palo Alto. 650-8433900, wbopera.org

BOOKS AND FILM
One of the lords of law lit comes
to Palo Alto next week. Author and
attorney Scott Turow, he of “Presumed Innocent,” “Reversible Errors” and many other books with

punchy legal-centered titles, will
speak at the Oshman Family Jewish Community Center on Sept. 19,
in conversation with KQED radio
host Michael Krasny.
Later this month, the JCC hosts
veteran Bay Area author Amy Tan,
best known for her book “The
Joy Luck Club.” She will speak
with physician and writer Louann
Brizendine on Sept. 27 about the
connections between science and
creativity.
The center is at 3921 Fabian Way
in Palo Alto. Go to paloaltojcc.org/
arts for information about author
talks and other events at the JCC,
including concerts and films.
Meanwhile, the group formerly
known as the French Film Club of
Palo Alto has been branching out
beyond its regular movie nights.
While the screenings of French
films (with English subtitles) continue, the club has also been holding classical-music concerts and
other types of events
Movie-night audiences have also
gotten bigger: typically more than
100 at each event, according to a
recent email from the club. So the
group has changed its name to Le
French Film Club to be more geographically diverse.
The club is planning events including: a performance by guitarist
James Robinson on Nov. 2, and a
flute concert by Robert Stallman
and Isabelle Chapuis in 2013. Upcoming movie screenings include
“Asterix and the Vikings” on Sept.
29 and “La Grande Bouffe” on
Nov. 2. Events are at All Saints’

Episcopal Church of Palo Alto, 555
Waverley St. lefrenchfilmclub.com
Book Arts Jam
This annual love letter to the art
of the book (and to print and paper artists) includes exhibits, artist
talks, demos and letterpress printers at work. It’s on Oct. 20 this
year, at the Lucie Stern Community Center, 1305 Middlefield Road,
Palo Alto. bookartsjam.org
Kepler’s Books
Big names in upcoming author
talks include Salman Rushdie in
conversation with Tobias Wolff on
Sept. 25, T.C. Boyle on Sept. 26,
and Michael Chabon on Oct. 25.
1010 El Camino Real, Menlo Park.
650-324-4321, keplers.com
Palo Alto International Film
Festival
Some 75 feature films and shorts
are planned for this year’s festival,
all related to innovation, technology or adventure. Special events include talks, workshops, a short-film
contest and free outdoor screenings. Events run Sept. 27 through
Sept. 30 in Palo Alto, at the Aquarius Theatre, 430 Emerson St.; the
“Festival Village” at 539-549 High
St.; CineArts at Palo Alto Square,
3000 El Camino Real; and the Garden Court Hotel, 520 Cowper St.
650-641-8947, paiff.net
Silicon Valley African Film
Festival
Films, performances by dancers
and African drummers, talks by

filmmakers and an awards ceremony are planned for the annual festival, held Oct. 12-14 at the Community School of Music and Arts,
230 San Antonio Circle, Mountain
View. 415-774-6787, svaff.org
Silicon Valley Jewish Film
Festival
The annual festival runs Oct. 20
through Nov. 18 this year, starting
with the film “An Article of Hope,”
about the late Israeli astronaut Ilan
Ramon, who died in the Columbia
shuttle disaster in 2003. His wife,
Rona Ramon, will attend the 8 p.m.
screening and speak. At the Oshman Family Jewish Community
Center, 3921 Fabian Way, Palo
Alto. 408-899-6013, svjff.org
United Nations Association
Film Festival
The festival celebrates its 15th
birthday this year with the theme
“Human Dignity.” Documentaries
from a myriad of countries, exploring topics both weighty and inspiring, will be screened Oct. 18-28
at Stanford University and in Palo
Alto, East Palo Alto and San Francisco. unaff.org N

About the cover:
Ravid Kahalani and Yemen
Blues will perform blues,
funk and jazz on Nov. 17 at
the Oshman Family Jewish
Community Center in Palo
Alto.

Outdoor Furniture Clearance
On Now!
Save up to 50%
on America’s finest outdoor furniture

)OHJHOV

Menlo Park
870 Santa Cruz Ave.
650.326.9661

Interior Design & Distinctive Furniture

www.flegels.com
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Arts & Entertainment

Peppy in pink
Palo Alto Players does its zippy best with a dippy show
by Chad Jones
migod you guys! It’s one of
THEATER REVIEW
the dumbest musicals of all
time! Well, dumb but fun.
cal mom-and-daughter experience
And dumb but kinda sweet.
“Legally Blonde the Musical” the producers seemed to be going
was Broadway’s answer to the for. Little girls certainly liked all
blockbuster known as “Wicked.” the pink, and the squealing sororIf green girl power could sell out ity girls had their appeal, as did the
houses all over the world, then just Chihuahua and the bulldog. But
think what a pink-clad blond lawyer in the end, “Legally Blonde” was
could do to empower women every- Broadway fast food: slick, temporarily satisfying and a little guiltwhere!
There’s just one problem with inducing.
Now “Blonde” is spreading its
that idea. “Wicked” had all the
“Wizard of Oz” mythology to draw patronizing feel-good energy in
from, while “Legally Blonde” had a community theaters around the
mostly forgotten novel by Amanda country. Outside of the highly efBrown and the 2001 movie starring ficient Broadway machinery of the
Reese Witherspoon, which is not original production, how does the
exactly an abundance of riches. And show hold up?
The answer, at least on the evi“Wicked” had composer Stephen
Schwartz (not even at his best), dence of the remarkably efficient
while “Blonde” had composer/lyri- Palo Alto Players production at the
cists Laurence O’Keefe (“Bat Boy”) Lucie Stern Theatre, is that it does
and it doesn’t. Minus all the Broadand his wife, Nell Benjamin.
The musical version of “Legally way glitz and a giant set that never
Blonde” debuted in San Francisco seemed to stop moving, the first act
for its pre-Broadway run in 2007, of “Blonde” has a whole lot more
opening just a few months later on heart. Set designer Patrick Klein
Broadway, where it ran for more makes some ingenious choices to
than a year and inspired an MTV keep the show moving. For instance,
reality show to find a replacement rather than build a clunky sorority
house set for the opening number,
star.
The pink “Wicked,” as I like “Omigod You Guys,” he just has the
to think of “Blonde,” never quite sorority sisters bouncing around gicaught fire or became the theatri- ant Delta Nu letters. Or when the
action shifts to a clothing boutique,

Joyce Goldschmid

O

ing “omigod you guys”
earworm and the most
unrealistic but most
fabulous application to
Harvard Law School
imaginable. When sorority girl Elle Woods
(Courtney Hatcher)
aims to follow her exboyfriend to law school
and win him back, she
does it in a big way that
includes a veritable parade through the Dean
of Admissions’ office in
the number “What You
Want.”
Once Elle realizes
that she’s smart and
worthy by the end of
Act 1, that doesn’t leave
much for Act 2. That’s
when the show’s serious
Courtney Hatcher, bottom center, as Elle
flaws begin to show. The
Woods with her sorority sisters.
focus shifts to a murder
trial, and without the
the set is dominated by a giant, elegantly draped padded hanger. The maniacally energetic original choaction moves swiftly in this show, reography of Jerry Mitchell, the
and though it has more locations filler numbers like “Whipped Into
than it really needs, Klein’s designs Shape,” “Bend and Snap” and “Gay
help keep the show moving in cre- or European” just fall flat.
Act 2 also hosts the title song, a
ative ways.
Director Daniel Demers is equal- sad ballad sung by Elle and Emly efficient in keeping the pace swift met, the scruffy law student she’s
and the energy high: If either lags, meant to love (Adam Cotugno). Just
the show crumbles under the weight what does “legally blonde” mean?
of its silliness. Demers’ winning We first hear it when Elle’s mean
cast of 27 seems to understand this, law professor (Cameron Weston)
so they all zip through the show’s uses the phrase as an insult, imtwo-and-a-half hours at a break- plying Elle is a ditz who shouldn’t
even try to be a lawyer. During the
neck speed.
Highlights of Act 1 include the ballad, when Elle keeps repeating
opening number with its unforgiv- the phrase, it’s hard to tell what

City of Palo Alto
ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT REPORT
NOTICE OF PREPARATION
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN that the Palo Alto Department of Public Works intends to prepare
an Environmental Impact Report under the California Environmental Quality Act for the project
listed below. A Scoping Meeting will be held September 18, 2012 from 6:30 PM
to 9:00 PM at Palo Verde Elementary School Multi-Purpose Room, 3450 Louis
Road, Palo Alto, CA 94303. An Environmental Assessment under the National Environmental
Policy Act will also be prepared. Scoping comments will be accepted beginning September 19,
2012 through October 18, 2012 at the following email pwecips@cityofpaloalto.org or by mail at
the following address: c/o Elizabeth Ames, Palo Alto Department of Public Works, 250 Hamilton
Avenue, Palo Alto, California 94301.
Highway
101
Pedestrian/Bicycle
Overcrossing PE-11011: is proposed
by the City of Palo Alto and would build a
year-round, grade-separated pedestrian
and bicycle crossing of Highway 101
connecting south Palo Alto neighborhoods
with the Baylands Nature Preserve and
recreational and employment opportunities.
The overcrossing is generally proposed as
a 12-18’ wide pedestrian and bicycle bridge
which would include a minimum 10’ wide
travelway that would allow for a shared
facility. Several alternative alignments will
be proposed and considered. Potential
environmental impacts could include
changes to the visual landscape, biological
impacts to surrounding wetlands and,
temporary impacts during construction from noise, increased trafﬁc and potential disruption to
utilities.
Curtis Williams,
Director of Planning and Community Environment
Persons with disabilities who require auxiliary aids or services in using City facilities, services or programs or who
would like information on the City’s compliance with Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA) of 1990 may contact
(650) 329-2550. Sign language interpreters will be provided upon request with 72 hours advance notice.
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she means when she says it. And at
the end of the show, we’re told by
the cast to go home and be legally
blonde. What? Is the insult suddenly turned around and meant to be a
form of empowerment?
It’s all too much, and so is “Legally Blonde.” For all its high
energy and good intentions — a
happy blond airhead realizes she
has a brain and the world is saved!
— “Legally Blonde” feels cobbled
together by committee. The peppy,
poppy score goes in one ear and out
the other, with absolutely no promise of a single song taking on a life
outside this candy-coated trifle.
There’s an awful lot of effort put
into this show for very little result.
It’s a minor distraction, a slight
entertainment, a musical comedy
without much comedy and forgettable music. “Legally Blonde”
strains so hard to be disarming and
fun that it just becomes irritating
and disappointing. In that regard,
very little has changed since the
Broadway production. N
What: “Legally Blonde the Musical,” by Nell Benjamin and Laurence
O’Keefe (music and lyrics) and Heather Hach (book), presented by Palo
Alto Players
Where: Lucie Stern Theatre, 1305
Middlefield Road, Palo Alto
When: Through Sept. 23, with 8 p.m.
shows Thursday through Saturday
and 2:30 p.m. matinees on Sundays
Cost: Tickets are $32 general; $4 discount for students and seniors.
Info: Go to paplayers.org or call 650329-0891.

NOTICE OF A SPECIAL PUBLIC MEETING
of the Palo Alto
Planning & Transportation Commission

Please be advised the Planning and Transportation Commission (P&TC) shall conduct a Special public meeting at 6:00 PM,
Wednesday, September 19, 2012 in the Council Chambers,
Ground Floor, Civic Center, Palo Alto, California. Any interested
persons may appear and be heard on these items.
Staff reports for agendized items are available via the City’s main
website at www.cityofpaloalto.org and also at the Planning Division
Front Desk, 5th Floor, City Hall, after 2:00 PM on the Friday preceding the meeting date. Copies will be made available at the Development Center should City Hall be closed on the 9/80 Friday.
NEW BUSINESS.
Joint Study Session of the Planning & Transportation Commission and the Architectural Review Board from 6:00 to 8:00
pm to discuss the process, sequence, and board/commission
representation for developments subject to review by both bodies (Planned Communities and Site and Design Review), and
to share views on the El Camino Real Design Guidelines and
update.
Questions. For any questions regarding the above items, please
contact the Planning Department at (650) 329-2441. The ﬁles relating to these items are available for inspection weekdays between the
hours of 8:00 AM to 5:00 PM. This public meeting is televised live on
Government Access Channel 26.
ADA. The City of Palo Alto does not discriminate against individuals
with disabilities. To request accommodations to access City facilities,
services or programs, to participate at public meetings, or to learn
more about the City’s compliance with the Americans with Disabilities Act of 1990 (ADA), please contact the City’s ADA Coordinator at
650.329.2550 (voice) or by e-mailing ada@cityofpaloalto.org.
***
Curtis Williams,
Director of Planning and Community Environment

Eating Out

Michelle Le

Michelle Le

FOOD FEATURE

In the wide open spaces of the new Dittmer’s, the store sells its own sauces and marinades.

Paprika sausage hangs in a Dittmer’s refrigerator.

Smoke gets in your eyes
Fans rejoice as Dittmer’s Gourmet Meats and Wurst
Haus reopens, bigger and better

N

ow we can relax: The new
Dittmer’s smells the same as
the old Dittmer’s — smoky.
Over a year and a half since fire
destroyed the original location, and
nearly 5,000 Facebook “likes” later, Dittmer’s Gourmet Meats and
Wurst-Haus reopened Aug. 8. The
man who postponed his wedding
in order to have fresh sausages can
go ahead and reschedule.
In other good news, sandwiches
and salads are back, too. The community’s joy in Dittmer’s resurrection has been wonderful, but also a
bit overwhelming. It took a month
to gear up the deli, and sometimes
they run out of certain sausages.
The spacious new location, a
former Wells Fargo Bank branch,
greets the customer with gleaming hardwood floors and miles of
meats that are dried, smoked, parboiled and fresh.
“People walk in and take a deep
breath, inhaling the scent,” said
Petra Silva, general manager and
daughter of founder Dittmer Bubert.
With 5,000 square feet on the
ground floor and offices upstairs,

Dittmer’s has more than doubled in
size. No more squeezing into tight
spaces between crowded displays.
The restroom and floor space are
fully accessible.
Besides Silva and her brother,
Mark Bubert, and of course Dittmer Bubert himself, 10 of the staff
members from the old store are
back.
The family hasn’t spent the year
and a half on vacation. First, there
was insurance and remaining inventory to deal with, then real estate, architecture, planning and the
usual construction delays.
They scrubbed out everything
from the bank except for two immovable objects: the vault and the
fireplace. Why did a bank have a
fireplace? Never mind. Now it is
Santa Claus red and has a candy
display next to it. The vault has
been insulated and reborn as a
meat cooler.
Light green tiles with a horizontal interest stripe decorate the
back of the meat and deli/sandwich
counter. Across the way, by the
front door, is a stand-alone checkout counter. Eventually there will

Michelle Le

by Sheila Himmel

Dittmer’s employee Eduardo Martinez packs freshly cut meat.

be seating outside.
After a hungry childhood in
postwar Germany, Dittmer Bubert
apprenticed himself to a sausage
maker. Germany has more than a
thousand types of sausage. He im-

migrated to Canada, then came to
the Bay Area and worked at Safeway markets in Redwood City and
San Mateo. Meanwhile, he made
sausages at home, often incorporating recipes from the non-Germans

he’d met. Then, as now, the community wanted more sausages.
In 1978, Bubert opened his own
shop in the back of a small cen(continued on page 32)
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Eating Out

Michelle Le

What school is meant to be.

Longtime customer Stacy Rademacher, right, tells Dittmer’s employee
Araceli Campos how much she has missed the market, which was closed
after a fire in 2011.

Open Houses:
Upper School
Oct. 28, Dec. 2
Middle School
Oct. 7, Nov. 4

(continued from page 31)

ter on San Antonio Road. He kept
adding varieties, such as the Sheboygan brats so dear to customers
from Wisconsin. With a minimum
order of 25 pounds, Dittmer’s will
custom-make a sausage.
Perennial favorites range from
one-note frankfurters to spicy paprika sausage.
While 40 types of sausages are
the heart and soul of Dittmer’s, there
are other products. In the cheese
case, find goose fat in a 14-ounce

www.menloschool.org/admissions
PENINSULA

Discover the best places
to eat this week!
CHINESE

Armadillo Willy’s

Chef Chu’s

941-2922
1031 N. San Antonio Road, Los Altos
www.armadillowillys.com

948-2696
1067 N. San Antonio Road
www.chefchu.com

Cheese Steak Shop

Ming’s

326-1628
2305-B El Camino Real, Palo Alto
www.cheesesteakpaloalto.com

856-7700
1700 Embarcadero East, Palo Alto
www.mings.com

The Old Pro

New Tung Kee Noodle House

326-1446
541 Ramona Street, Palo Alto
www.oldpropa.com

947-8888
520 Showers Drive, Mountain View
www.shopmountainview.com/luunoodlemv

STEAKHOUSE

INDIAN

Sundance the Steakhouse

Janta Indian Restaurant

321-6798
1921 El Camino Real, Palo Alto
www.sundancethesteakhouse.com

462-5903
369 Lytton Ave.
www.jantaindianrestaurant.com

Read and post reviews, explore restaurant
menus, get hours and directions
and more at ShopPaloAlto, ShopMenloPark
and ShopMountainView

Dittmer’s Gourmet Meats and
Wurst-Haus, 4540 El Camino
Real, Los Altos; (650) 941-3800;
dittmers.com
Hours: 9 a.m.-6 p.m. Mon.-Fri.,
9 a.m.-5 p.m. Saturday. Closed
Sunday.

Michelle Le

AMERICAN

On display at the new store:
paraphernalia from the old,
burned-down store.



tub. Palo Alto Firefighters’ Pepper
Sauce sits next to Curry Gewurz
(that is, spicy) Ketchup. Pickles and
sauerkraut abound. Vacuum-packed
meats and fish in the cool case include pickled pork hock, tri-tip,
butter chicken and smoked salmon.
And in the extensive freezer section,
find ground lamb, beef bones, caul
fat and veal loaf (with cooking directions on top).
As ever, Dittmer’s does not ship or
deliver. Dittmer’s products are not
available elsewhere, not even online.
There is a knife-sharpening service
one Saturday each month. The point
is to come in and experience a real
butcher shop.
The Village Court Shopping
Center, on the Los Altos side of El
Camino Real at San Antonio Road,
has seen a lot of coming and going.
With continuing construction in one
area and desperate people sniffing
out the scent of sausage, pay attention to your parking. N

   
   
SCOTT MANTZ, ACCESS HOLLYWOOD

Thaiphoon
323-7700
543 Emerson Ave, Palo Alto
www.ThaiphoonRestaurant.com

Lose your hang-ups. Find your calling.
#ForAGoodTimeCall

powered by

Facebook.com/ForAGoodTimeCall

    
     
   
 
     
  





    
  

Watch the trailer at ForAGoodTimeCallMovie.com
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Movies
MOVIE TIMES

All showtimes are for Friday through Sunday only unless otherwise noted.
For other times, as well as reviews and trailers,
go to PaloAltoOnline.com/movies.

2016: Obama’s America (PG) (Not Reviewed)
Century 16: 11:35 a.m.; 4:25, 6:50 & 9:05 p.m.; Fri. also at 1:55 p.m.; Sat. & Sun. also at 2:10 p.m.
All Quiet on the Western Front (1930) (Not Rated) (Not Reviewed)
Stanford Theatre: Fri.-Sun. at 7:30 p.m.; Sat. & Sun. also at 3:50 p.m.
Arbitrage (R) (((
Aquarius Theatre: 1:45, 4:15, 7 & 9:30 p.m.
The Birds (1963) (Not Rated) (Not Reviewed)
Century 16: Wed. at 2 & 7 p.m. Century 20: Wed. at 2 & 7 p.m. Palo Alto Square: Wed. at 2 & 7 p.m.
Bombay Mail (1934) (Not Rated) (Not Reviewed)
Stanford Theatre: Fri.-Sun. at 6:10 & 9:50 p.m.
The Bourne Legacy (PG-13) ((
Century 16: Noon, 3, 6:20 & 9:35 p.m. Century 20: 1, 4, 7 & 10 p.m.
The Bridge on the River Kwai (1957) (Not Rated) (Not Reviewed)
Century 16: Thu. at 2 & 7 p.m. Century 20: Thu. at 2 & 7 p.m.
The Campaign (R) ((1/2
Century 20: 12:25, 3, 5:25, 7:50 & 10:20 p.m.
The Cold Light of Day (PG-13) (Not Reviewed)
Century 16: 11:25 a.m.; 2, 4:35, 7:30 & 10:10 p.m.

Century 20: 12:30, 5:40 & 10:20 p.m.

The Dark Knight Rises (PG-13) ((((
Century 16: 11 a.m.; 2:30, 6:05 & 9:35 p.m. Century 20: 12:50, 4:40 & 8:20 p.m.
Diary of a Wimpy Kid: Dog Days (PG) ((
Century 20: 11:30 a.m.; 1:50, 4:15, 6:35 & 9 p.m.
The Expendables 2 (R) (Not Reviewed)
Century 16: 11 a.m.; 1:30, 4, 7:10 & 9:45 p.m. Century 20: 11:55 a.m.; 2:30, 5, 7:30 & 10 p.m.
Finding Nemo 3D (G) (Not Reviewed)
Century 16: 12:10 p.m. (standard 2D); In 3D at 11 a.m.; 1:40, 3:10, 4:25, 6:10, 7:10, 8:50 & 9:55 p.m. Century 20: 12:55 & 3:35
p.m. (standard 2D); In 3D at 11:15 a.m.; noon, 1:50, 2:40, 4:25, 5:20, 6:15, 7, 8, 8:55, 9:35 & 10:35 p.m.
For a Good Time, Call... (R) (Not Reviewed)
Century 16: 11:30 a.m.; 2:15, 4:40, 7:35 & 10 p.m.
Glenn Beck’s Unelectable II Live (PG-13) (Not Reviewed)
Century 16: Thu. at 8 p.m. Century 20: Thu. at 8 p.m. Palo Alto Square: Thu. at 8 p.m.
The Good Fairy (1935) (Not Rated) (Not Reviewed)
Stanford Theatre: Wed. & Thu. at 5:40 & 9:15 p.m.
Hope Springs (PG-13) (((
Century 16: 11:20 a.m.; 1:55, 4:20, 7 & 9:25 p.m. Century 20: 11:20 a.m.; 1:45, 4:10, 6:50 & 9:20 p.m.
Ice Age: Continental Drift (PG) (Not Reviewed)
Century 20: 11:35 a.m.; 1:55, 4:30, 6:50 & 9:10 p.m.
Lawless (R) (((
Century 16: 11 a.m.; 1:35, 4:10 & 9:40 p.m.; Sun. also at 7 p.m. Century 20: 11:40 a.m.; 2:15, 4:55, 7:35 & 10:15 p.m.
Little Man, What Now? (1934) (Not Rated) (Not Reviewed)
Stanford Theatre: Wed. & Thu. at 7:30 p.m.

OPENINGS
Arbitrage --(Aquarius) The “having it all” lifestyle of the CEO played by Richard
Gere in “Arbitrage” may not be very
relatable, but his nightmare scenario
of losing it all should ring a bell for
most people.
Gere’s smugly successful Robert
Miller — currently presiding over a
deal to sell his venture-capital company — convincingly holds court,
all smiles, at the office and at home.
But away from his family (socialite
wife Susan Sarandon, ineffectual
son Austin Lysy, and earnest daughter Brit Marling), Miller has a sleek,
coke-tooting European mistress
(Laetitia Casta). And away from his
co-workers, he’s hiding financial improprieties that could mean financial
ruin and jail time.
And yet, that’s all of relatively minor concern to Miller, who becomes
shaken only when facing involuntary
manslaughter charges after crashing
his luxury sedan. True to form, he
immediately abdicates responsibility
and begins covering up his misdeeds.
Disconcertingly, he ropes in Jimmy
Grant, a young black man (Nate Parker) with whom Miller has personal
history, to assist him in fleeing the
scene of the crime. The Chappaquiddick-esque scenario proves instantly
recognizable as a symbol of corrupt
power allowing the rich and influential to “get away with murder.”
However, as written and directed
by Nicholas Jarecki, “Arbitrage” is at
its most interesting when exploring
the choices facing Miller and Grant
when the police swiftly identify the

younger man and begin turning the
screws on him. Grant feels an obligation to Miller, but how far should it
go? And though Miller needs Grant
(and respects Grant more than his
own son), will he nevertheless sell
his savior down the river? Mostly unspoken, but loud and clear as subtext,
are the matters of race and patriarchal
white privilege.
At its essence, “Arbitrage” is a
potboiler, heating up with tension as
Miller finds his lies catching up with
him. Surprisingly, the most suspenseful scene — also the most sharply
scripted and played — may be the
climactic deal negotiation between
Miller and his potential buyer (perfectly played by “Vanity Fair” editor
Graydon Carter). Never to be underestimated, Tim Roth tickles as the
Columbo-esque detective motivated
by class resentment to bring Miller
down.
Before the film arrives at its cliched
foregone conclusion, Jarecki succeeds
in giving his thriller enough thematic
texture to set it apart, and his star a
showcase that reminds us of Gere’s
ability. Playing a character that’s almost entirely unsympathetic, Gere
demonstrates the outward charm
that’s allowed Miller to accumulate
his wealth and status, as well as the
abyss-staring soul his showmanship
conceals.
Rated R for language, brief violent
images and drug use. One hour, 48
minutes.
— Peter Canavese

The Odd Life of Timothy Green (PG) (Not Reviewed)
Century 16: 11:10 a.m.; 1:40, 4:10, 6:40 & 9:10 p.m. Century 20: 12:15, 2:45, 5:10, 7:40 & 10:15 p.m.
ParaNorman (PG) ((1/2
Century 16: 11:20 a.m.; 1:40, 4:05, 6:30 & 9 p.m. Century 20: 11:15 a.m.; 1:35, 3:55, 6:40 & 9:05 p.m.
The Possession (PG-13) (Not Reviewed)
Century 16: 11:40 a.m.; 2:05, 4:30, 7:20 & 9:40 p.m. Century 20: 11:30 a.m.; 1:45, 2:55, 4:05, 6:55, 8 & 9:15 p.m.
Premium Rush (PG-13) (Not Reviewed)
Century 16: 11:50 a.m.; 2:25, 4:40, 7:40 & 10 p.m. Century 20: 11:45 a.m.; 2:15, 4:35, 7:05 & 9:25 p.m.
Queen: Live in Budapest (Not Rated) (Not Reviewed)
Aquarius Theatre: Thu. at 7:30 p.m.
Resident Evil: Retribution (R) (Not Reviewed)
Century 16: 1:30 p.m.; In 3D at 11 a.m.; 4:15, 7:20 & 10:10 p.m. Century 20: 11:25 a.m. & 4:15 p.m.; In 3D at 12:35, 1:50, 3, 5:25,
6:45, 7:55, 9:15 & 10:25 p.m.
Robot & Frank (PG-13) (((
Century 20: 11:50 a.m.; 2:20, 4:45, 7:10 & 9:30 p.m. Palo Alto Square: 2, 5 & 7:25 p.m.; Fri. & Sat. also at 9:45 p.m.
Ruby Sparks (R) (((1/2
Palo Alto Square: 1:45, 4:30 & 7:15 p.m.; Fri. & Sat. also at 9:50 p.m.

Support
Local Business

Century Theatres at Palo Alto Square
Fri & Sat 9/14 – 9/15 Robot & Frank – 2:00, 5:00, 7:25, 9:45
Ruby Sparks - 1:45, 4:30, 7:15, 9:50
Sun thru
Tues 9/16-9/18
Robot & Frank – 2:00, 5:00, 7:25
Ruby Sparks - 1:45, 4:30, 7:15
Weds 9/19
Robot & Frank – 2:00
Thurs 9/20
Robot & Frank – 2:00, 5:00, 7:25
Ruby Sparks - 1:45, 4:30

Tickets and Showtimes available at cinemark.com

Samsara (PG-13) (Not Reviewed)
Guild Theatre: 1:30, 4:15, 7 & 9:30 p.m.
Sleepwalk with Me (Not Rated) ((1/2
Aquarius Theatre: 2:30, 4:45, 7:30 & 9:55 p.m.
The Words (PG-13) ((
Century 16: 11:15 a.m.; 1:45, 4:30, 7:30 & 9:55 p.m. Century 20: 11:45 a.m.; 2:25, 4:50, 7:20 & 9:45 p.m.

( Skip it (( Some redeeming qualities ((( A good bet (((( Outstanding
Aquarius: 430 Emerson St., Palo Alto (266-9260)
Century Cinema 16: 1500 N. Shoreline Blvd., Mountain View (800-326-3264)
Century 20 Downtown: 825 Middlefield Road, Redwood City (800-326-3264)

Sept. 28

CinéArts at Palo Alto Square: 3000 El Camino Real, Palo Alto (493-3456)
Guild: 949 El Camino Real, Menlo Park (266-9260)
Stanford: 221 University Ave., Palo Alto (324-3700)
Internet address: For show times, plot synopses, trailers and more information about films playing,
go to PaloAltoOnline.com/movies

Register online at PaloAltoOnline.com/moonlight_run
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Movies
counterbalance the poignancy of his fading
days. Though the audience may be tempted
to humanize the robot (Peter Sarsgaard), the
film excels most as a showcase for the stillcrafty, supremely human Langella. Whether
being grumpy or sly or existentially fretful,
Langella makes a great case for the power of
the screen to be a looking glass. Rated PG-13
for language. One hour, 30 minutes. — P.C.
(Reviewed Aug. 24, 2012)

NOW PLAYING
The following is a sampling of movies
recently reviewed in the Weekly:
The Bourne Legacy -(Century 16, Century 20) Meet the new
Bourne, same as the old Bourne. That’s the
impression left by “The Bourne Legacy,” a
would-be franchise refresher in which Jeremy
Renner grabs the baton from Matt Damon.
Everything in this film you’ve seen before,
whether it be recycled from the “Bourne”
trilogy or even Joe Wright’s “Hanna,” fer
gosh sakes. What is this movie about? A
chemically enhanced super soldier (Renner)
discovers his masters have turned on him.
Cross tracks down Marta Shearing (Rachel
Weisz), the only surviving doctor who used to
maintain him; now she too has been targeted.
Renner and Weisz are as solid as one might
respectively expect, but the film doesn’t make
us care much about them, or say anything
more pointed about the state of American covert affairs than “We are morally indefensible
and absolutely necessary.” Instead, the film
expends acres of talk on military doublespeak
and technobabble. As Scott Glenn’s CIA director confesses early on, “I’ve kind of lost my
perspective on what’s possible.” Just remember, kids, you’re not paranoid if they’re really
out to get you ... or your movie dollars. Rated
PG-13 for violence and action. Two hours, 15
minutes. — P.C. (Reviewed Aug. 10, 2012)
Compliance --(Century 16) Fair warning: “Compliance”
will make you squirm. This psychodrama of
ill-advised behavior may well leave you feeling dirty as well, for what you’ve watched
helplessly and perhaps for what you’ve
countenanced as an American citizen. On the
face of it, the film dramatizes an incident of
sanctioned abuse. It’s a hectic night at ChickWich, made worse when manager Sandra
(Ann Dowd) gets a call from a man (Pat Healy)
claiming to be a police officer named Daniels.
Daniels explains that a customer has reported
a theft and pins the crime on low-level em-
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Tommy Lee Jones and Meryl Streep in “Hope Springs.”
ployee Becky (Dreama Walker). Claiming to
be tied up with a search of Becky’s home,
Daniels enlists Sandra to serve as an unofficial deputy: She will have to search Becky,
he explains, and hold her until he can arrive.
Daniels consistently tests Sandra’s limits,
which seem to know no bounds. She agrees
to strip-search Becky, and this first in a series
of violations emboldens Daniels to sexually
tempt men to do his bidding. These crimes
of obedience may at first seem as incredible
as they are outrageous, but it doesn’t take
much digging to recall historical precedents.
Or one can simply take “Compliance” as a
seedy true-crime story, made more unsettling
by a crack cast of character actors. That view
has led many to reject the controversial film
as mere exploitation, but Zobel’s narrative
control shows restraint, betraying none of
the characters’ concealed pleasure or willful
moral denial. Rated R for language and sexual
content/nudity. One hour, 30 minutes. — P.C.

(Reviewed Sept. 7, 2012)
Hope Springs --(Century 20) “I want a real marriage again.”
With those words in the dramedy “Hope
Springs,” Meryl Streep’s housewife throws
the gauntlet before her husband of 31 years,
played by Tommy Lee Jones. Streep’s Kay
Soames ropes her husband Arnold into a
weeklong program run by “You Can Have the
Marriage You Want” author Dr. Bernard Feld
(Steve Carell). The master class in acting put
on by Streep and the particularly pitch-perfect Jones is the big draw here. While Carell,
like his character, expertly facilitates, the
leads put themselves under the microscope,
finding fascinating rhythms in their give-andtakes, and speaking volumes with body
language. “Hope Springs” turns out to be a
different kind of mainstream movie, wielding
star power to turn a giant, unsparing mirror
on its target audience: in this case, baby
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boomers in stale marriages. There’s a riveting
intensity and a sense of privilege to the way
the movie takes us into squirmy private moments and focuses nearly every scene on the
sometimes funny, more often sad dynamic
between the two leads. A handful of comic
flourishes lean toward jokiness at odds with
the film’s greater scheme, of dramatic cultivated awkwardness between two people
facing hard truths. Also, one might well wish
for a chink in the armor of Carell’s too-perfect
shrink. But the commitment to character and
performance is enough to give “Hope” a try.
Rated PG-13 for mature thematic content
involving sexuality. One hour, 40 minutes. —
P.C. (Reviewed Aug. 10, 2012)
Lawless --(Century 16, Century 20) Down where the
willows weep, in rural Virginia, three brothers
made names for themselves as moonshiners. Their story comes back to life in “Lawless,” a fact-based crime drama that’s as
tough-minded as they come. Shia LaBeouf
is a Prohibition-era bootlegger, running liquor
around the county, one car-length ahead
of opportunistic rivals and federal agents.
The screen Jack has an inferiority complex:
Treated like the runt of the litter by brothers
Forrest (Tom Hardy) and Howard (Jason
Clarke), immature Jack lets his eagerness
to prove his worth inform his every decision.
On the face of it, “Lawless” may seem like
nothing more than an artfully rendered tale of
turpitude, and perhaps it isn’t. But to some
degree, the pointlessness is the point. As
Jack explains in voice-over, there’s something “indifferent” about the universe that allowed these events to unfold, and references
to “war” easily imply a correspondence to
the pointless “War on Drugs” and modern
Prohibition. It’s also a story of men immune
to Depression, as they break the law with impunity. The film proves equally adept at dealing out swift brutality and lively marginalia.
The film focuses on an ages-old masculine
code of survival at any cost and prideful protection of reputation and, by extension, legacy. In recounting “the Great Franklin County
Moonshine Conspiracy,” “Lawless” does not
lack for local color and local legend. Rated
R for strong bloody violence, language and
sexuality/nudity. One hour, 56 minutes. —
P.C. (Reviewed Aug. 31, 2012)
Robot & Frank --(Palo Alto Square) In “Robot & Frank,” a robot
helps a fading old man to see life, and himself,
more clearly. The robot is a gift from son
(James Marsden) to father (Frank Langella),
intended to troubleshoot the dementia of
retired “second-story man” Frank. Frank’s
initial reaction — “You’re going to leave me
with this death machine?” — turns to opportunism when he realizes that the robot isn’t
programmed to be law-abiding or moralistic:
Its only concern is Frank’s mental and physical health. And so Frank makes the case that
the best way to keep his mind active isn’t the
gardening the robot proposes, but planning
burglaries. The film operates on a humble
scale, with small gestures of futurism and
an uncluttered visual and narrative style.
There’s a deftly handled subplot involving
the local librarian (Susan Sarandon), who
takes an interest in Frank. And there’s some
good humor in the robot/Frank relationship to

Ruby Sparks ---1/2
(Palo Alto Square) “Ruby Sparks” is the brainchild of Zoe Kazan, who wrote the screenplay
and plays the title role ... of a brainchild. Ruby
is the perfect woman for young, frustrated
novelist Calvin Weir-Fields (Paul Dano). He
knows this because he wrote her on his
typewriter to break through his writer’s block.
Ruby literally comes to life and once Calvin
takes the magical-realist leap and accepts
that Ruby isn’t going anywhere, he starts
enjoying life with the girl of his dreams. “Ruby
Sparks” makes an entertaining admonishment for anyone navigating the tricky terrain
between initial attraction and a lasting relationship, a lesson in seeing the real person
behind the exterior that attracts us. There’s
plenty of quirky humor. Dayton and Faris also
get serious comic mileage from Calvin’s lifeloving mother (Annette Bening) and stepfather
(Antonio Banderas), joyous contrasts to Calvin’s fretfulness. But “Ruby Sparks” proves it’s
something special by being unafraid to follow
its premise to a dark place, the dream turning
into a nightmare. In a time of mind-numbing
rom coms, “Ruby Sparks” uses fantasy to
get real about modern romance. Rated R for
language including sexual references, and for
some drug use. One hour, 44 minutes.— P.C.
(Reviewed Aug. 3, 2012)
Sleepwalk with Me --1/2
(Aquarius) In association with WBEZ Chicago,
it’s this American life: Mike Birbiglia’s. The
comedian brings his best-known story to the
big screen in “Sleepwalk with Me,” an indie
comedy-drama co-written and co-produced
by “This American Life” host Ira Glass. That
Birbiglia has already told this story before
— on “This American Life,” in his one-man
off-Broadway show, and a best-selling nonfiction book — is part of the problem. Film
isn’t the best medium for this story. Nevertheless, “Sleepwalk with Me” gets by on its
humble charms as it tells the story of aspiring
stand-up comic Matt Pandamiglio (Birbiglia,
natch) and his struggles with commitment
and REM behavior disorder. Matt has an
eight-year relationship with girlfriend Abby
(Lauren Ambrose), but he’s pushing his luck
by dodging the question he ought to be popping. Matt’s hapless clambering in the comedy world, a painful ascent that’s realistically
slow, is the film’s most convincingly portrayed
aspect and presents the most intriguing
dilemma. As a veteran comic (Marc Maron)
teaches Matt that he’s going to have to start
telling some hard truths about his life: That’s
where the good material lives. But once Matt
goes there, he has an act he doesn’t feel
comfortable letting Abby hear. At the bottom
line, Birbiglia’s film version of “Sleepwalk with
Me” may be a bit fitful and tentative, but the
story remains resonant, with its hidden-inplain-sight metaphor of drifting unconsciously
through life.Not rated. One hour, 30 minutes.— P.C. (Reviewed Aug. 31, 2012)
The Words -(Century 16, Century 20) Identity theft gets
a fresh spin in “The Words,” an ensemble
drama exploring moral crimes in the literary
sphere. The film’s framing device finds bestselling author Clay Hammond (Dennis Quaid)
conducting an extensive public reading
including to hot literary groupie Daniella (Olivia
Wilde). Hammond’s story tells of Rory Jansen
(Bradley Cooper). Talented but unpublishable, Rory accidentally gets his hands on a
long-lost unpublished manuscript while on a
Paris honeymoon with sweetheart Dora (Zoe
Saldana). It’s a soulful novel that shames Rory
in its brilliance. He makes a Faustian bargain
with himself, seizing his dreams by selling
someone else’s soul. That’s all well and good
until an old man (Jeremy Irons) shows up to
claim authorship of the now widely acclaimed
bestseller. “The Words” is a fairly straightforward yarn with bluntly articulated themes of
Regret, Guilt, Misplaced Trust and the Vagaries of Fate. The direction by Brian Klugman
and Lee Sternthal is sturdy enough, as are the
performances by Irons and Cooper. But while
Marcelo Zarvos’ Philip Glass-lite score tries
to convince us we’re watching “The Hours,”
it’s hard to care about much of anything in
this work of fiction about a work of fiction
that’s either a couched confession or an artful
“lie that tells the truth.” Rated PG-13 for brief
strong language and smoking. One hour, 36
minutes. — P.C. (Reviewed Sept. 7, 2012)

Sports
Shorts

STANFORD FOOTBALL

It’s time
to get
defensive

NEWEST LAKER . . . When the Los
Angeles Lakers open training camp
next month, Greg Somogyi will hold a
special distinction on the team’s roster.
The 7-foot-3 Somogyi, the first Priory
graduate to join an NBA team, will be
the tallest player in camp. That’s the
good news. The flip side is that Somogyi joins a team that recently added
All-Star center Dwight Howard, a mere
6-11. The Lakers signed Somogyi,
a UC Santa Barbara grad, to a nonguaranteed contract last week. He’ll
arrive in training camp as a practice
player. Somogyi, a native of Hungary,
played all four years for the Gauchos
and posted career averages of 3.5
points, 2.9 rebounds and 1.5 blocks
in 12.2 minutes. Somogyi averaged a
block for nearly every eight minutes
played throughout his college career.
In one of his most impressive games.

Cardinal goal is to
find a way to slow
USC’s potent offense
by Rick Eymer

R

OF LOCAL NOTE . . . The annual Tony
Makjavich Memorial Golf Tournament will be held Saturday, Sept. 22,
at Monarch Bay Golf Course in San
Leandro. The tournament honors the
former Palo Alto Oaks’ baseball manager, who guided the team for more
than 50 years. The tourney format is a
scramble with a shotgun start at 1:30
p.m. The entry fee of $150 includes
green fee, cart, prizes, range balls and
a tri-tip dinner. For those wishing to
attend the banquet (with raffle) only,
the cost is $35. For a copy of the entry
form, send an e-mail to steve@paoaks.
com or phone (650) 302-3279. The entry form also can be downloaded from
the Palo Alto Oaks’ web site at www.
paoaks.com. Checks should be addressed to Palo Alto Oaks Baseball.

Bob Drebin/stanfordphoto.com

PREP ALUMS . . . Senior outside hitter
and Palo Alto High grad Allison Whitson turned an outstanding effort at
the Fresno State Classic Tournament
into the UC Davis women’s volleyball
team’s first Big West Conference Player of the Week award of the year after
leading her team in kills, attacks and
hitting average through three games
over the weekend in Fresno. It is the
second career Player of the Week
honor for Whitson, who currently ranks
third on UC Davis’ all-time career kills
leaderboard with 1,295. The 6-foot-1
Whitson was selected tournament
MVP, averaging 4.58 kills and 3.42 digs
per game to go with a .265 hitting percentage. Palo Alto High grad Davante
Adams set a Fresno State single-game
record for most receptions by a freshman by catching 12 passes (for 92
yards) in a 42-25 loss to Oregon on
Saturday. A week earlier, Adams made
his debut for the Bulldogs by catching
seven passes for 118 yards and two
touchdowns.

Stanford defensive backs (L-R) Barry Browning, Ed Reynolds and Kevin Hogan (8) helped shut down the Duke offense
in a 50-13 win last week, but they’ll face one of the nation’s top offenses in USC on Saturday in Stanford Stadium.

(continued on page 37)

Palo Alto not ready for prime time television
Vikings don’t get the fan votes, but they’ll nonetheless
host Mitty in yet another entertaining showdown
by Keith Peters
f one were to gauge the importance of the Palo Alto-Mitty
football game, based on fan
votes on KTVU’s High School
Football Game of the Week, that
lack of interest would be staggering.
As of Thursday morning, the
Sonoma Valley-American Canyon titanic had 39,575 votes to be
televised. The more interesting El
Cerrito-Campolindo game had
35,381 votes. Next was Tennyson vs.
Acalanes with 210 and then BethelConcord with 90.
The Mitty at Palo Alto game, set
for Friday at 7:30 p.m., had just 60
votes — holding off Los Gatos-Oak
Grove (48 votes) for last place.
While fans in the East Bay obviously could care less and South Bay
fans obviously could care less about
voting, the Palo Alto-Mitty matchup
is significant, nonetheless.

I

ON THE AIR
Saturday
College football: USC at Stanford,
4:30 p.m., Fox (2); KNBR (1050 AM);
KZSU (90.1 FM)

Wednesday
Women’s volleyball: Cal at Stanford, 7
p.m.; Pac-12 Networks; KZSU (90.1 FM)
Jim Shorin

READ MORE ONLINE

www.PASportsOnline.com
For expanded daily coverage of college
and prep sports, please see our new
site at www.PASportsOnline.com

edshirt sophomore free safety
Ed Reynolds will be lining up
against one of the top offensive teams in the nation on Saturday. USC quarterback Matt Barkley
is the early favorite for the Heisman
Trophy and receivers Robert Woods
and Marquise Lee have been called
the best tandem in America.
The way Reynolds sees it, though,
he’s been up against Heisman Trophy candidates and future NFL
receivers every one of his healthy
practice days the past two years.
“When you go up against guys
like Andrew Luck, Coby Fleener,
Griff (Whalen) and Chris Owusu
when he was healthy, it’s a great experience to have,” Reynolds said. “I
don’t think there is anything better.
That helped me grow as a player.”
Those practices may be the closest thing to simulating what Barkley, Woods and Lee bring to the table when the No. 21 Cardinal (2-0)
and No. 2 Trojans (2-0) open Pac-12
football Conference play in Stanford
Stadium in a nationally televised
game (FOX) at 4:30 p.m.
The USC offense is ranked 12th
in the nation and no one has thrown
more than Barkley’s 10 touchdown
passes. He’ll top the conference
charts in that regard soon enough
and can also become USC’s leading
passing and total offense leader.
Woods, an All-American last
year when he broke the Pac-12 re-

Palo Alto junior quarterback Kelley Chryst threw for 248 yards and four
touchdowns in a 40-21 win over San Benito to open the season.

The teams have played five times
(including twice in 2010) since beginning the rivalry in 2008, with
Palo Alto winning three times despite scoring 94 points while allowing 120.
Paly coach Earl Hansen said starting the series was a no-brainer.
“No one wanted to play us on that
date,” he said of the second week of
the season. “And, I wanted an ‘A’
league team to play.”
Prior to starting up with Mitty,
the Vikings played Burlingame
three straight years in Week 2, beat
Mountain View in 2004 and Sequoia in back-to-back seasons. The
last time Paly lost the second game
of the season was in 2000 to South
San Francisco.
Hansen said top teams from out
of the Central Coast Section have
shown interest in a two-year, home(continued on next page)
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(continued from previous page)

A test
against
the best
Stanford men’s water polo
hosts nation’s top 12
teams in NorCal tourney
by Rick Eymer

T

Richard C. Ersted/Stanfordphoto.com

he top 12 men’s water polo
teams in the nation will be in
action at Avery Aquatic Center this weekend as Stanford hosts
the annual NorCal Invitational Saturday and Sunday.
Joining the Cardinal (No. 4 in
the CWPA Varsity Top 20 poll) at
this weekend’s tournament are No.
1 USC, No. 2 UCLA, No. 3 California, No. 5 UC Santa Barbara,
No. 6 UC Irvine, No. 7 Pacific, No.
8 Pepperdine, No. 9 Long Beach
State, No. 10 Loyola Marymount,
No. 11 UC San Diego (11), No. 12
UC Davis, No. 14 Santa Clara, No.
16 Air Force, No. 19 Concordia (19)
and Pomona-Pitzer.
“Our team is eagerly looking
forward to the challenges of the upcoming season,” said Stanford head
coach John Vargas.
In 2012 the Cardinal returns AllAmericans Alex Bowen (53 goals
in 2011) and Forrest Watkins (42
goals), in addition to senior leaders
Paul Rudolph (25 goals) from Sacred Heart Prep and Travis Noll (16
goals).
Nearly every team entered has at
least one local player on its roster.
Stanford features junior goalie
Scott Platshon (Menlo School), senior Alex Avery (Menlo), redshirt
freshman Robert Dunlevie (Sacred
Heart Prep), senior Paul Rudolph
(SHP) and freshman Adam Warmoth (Los Altos).
UCLA (8-0) has junior David
Culpan (SHP), who scored two
goals in a 20-3 win over Princeton
on Sunday in the final game of the
Princeton Invitational.
Princeton (3-2) has junior goalie
Ben Dearborn (SHP), who had six
saves against the Bruins. Freshman
Alex Gow (Menlo-Atherton) is

Stanford senior Paul Rudolph from Sacred Heart Prep scored 25 goals
last season and will be busy this weekend in the NorCal tourney.
sharing time in the goal and started
in a 13-7 win over Harvard, where
he had six saves. The Tigers also
have senior Tim Wenzlau (Palo
Alto), who scored four goals against
Harvard; junior Connor Still (SHP),
junior Alex Rafter (Portola Valley) and sophomore Kevin Zhang
(Gunn).
USC (4-0), the defending NorCal
champion, features the brother duo
of redshirt senior goalie Will Simon
(Palo Alto) and freshman Peter Simon (St. Francis).
California (5-0), which won five
matches at the Princeton Invitational (but did not face UCLA), has
redshirt freshman Colin Mulcahy
(Los Altos), redshirt freshman
Thomas Agramonte (St. Francis),
who scored seven goals in the five
matches; freshman Mitchell Hamilton (Los Altos Hills/Bellarmine
Prep) and junior Miguel Martin de

2012 NORCAL INVITATIONAL
At Stanford’s Avery Aquatic Center
SATURDAY
Avery Pool
8 a.m. — USC vs. Pomona-Pitzer
9:25 a.m. — Pepperdine vs. Long
Beach State
10:50 a.m. — Stanford vs. Santa
Clara
12:15 p.m. — UCSB vs. UC Davis
2 p.m. — USC/Pomona-Pitzer loser
vs. Pepperdine-LBS loser
3:25 p.m. — USC/Pomona-Pitzer winner vs. Pepperdine-LBS winner
4:50 p.m. — Stanford-Santa Clara
loser vs. UCSB-UC Davis loser
6:15 p.m. — Stanford-Santa Clara
winner vs. UCSB-UC Davis winner
Belardi Pool
8 a.m. — UCLA vs. Concordia
9:25 a.m. — Pacific vs. Loyola Marymount

10:50 a.m. — Cal vs. Air Force
12:15 p.m. — UC Irvine vs. UCSD
2 p.m. — UCLA-Concordia loser vs.
Pacific-LMU loser
3:25 p.m. — UCLA-Concordia winner
vs. Pacific-LMU winner
4:50 p.m. — Cal-Air Force loser vs.
UC Irvine-UCSD loser
6:15 p.m. — Cal-Air Force winner vs.
UC Irvine-UCSD winner
SUNDAY
6:15 p.m. — Championship
4:50 p.m. — Third place
3:25 p.m. — Fifth place
2 p.m. — Seventh place
12:15 p.m. — Semifinal
10:50 a.m. — Semifinal
9:25 a.m. — consolation game
8 a.m. — consolation game
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Bustamante (St. Francis).
Pomona-Pitzer has sophomore
Andrew Savage (SHP) and senior
Mark Hudnall (Menlo); Loyola
Marymount has redshirt sophomore Peter Olson (Los Altos Hills/
St. Francis); UC Irvine includes
redshirt freshman Graham McClelland (Menlo-Atherton); UC Davis
has senior Kevin Meisel (SHP); UC
Santa Barbara has freshman Mark
Garner (Los Altos Hills/St. Francis) plus Evan Dellinger (St. Francis) and is coached by Stanford grad
Wolf Wigo; and Long Beach State
has freshman Patrick Goodenough
(St. Francis).
Men’s soccer
Stanford earned an exciting overtime victory on Wednesday night in
a home opener at Cagan Stadium as
Austin Meyer scored just 1:02 into
the extra period to defeat San Jose
State, 2-1, and move Stanford to
3-2-0 on the season.
Women’s soccer
Senior captain Mariah Nogueira
headed in two goals to lead fifthranked Stanford to a 6-0 victory
over visiting No. 23 Georgetown,
allowing the Cardinal to win the
four-team Stanford Nike Invitational on Sunday and extend its home
unbeaten streak to 58.
Stanford (4-1-1) resumes play on
the road against No. 20 San Diego
State (7-0) on Friday at 5 p.m. in
the Santa Clara Classic and expects
to have Chioma Ubogagu available.
The sophomore forward missed
Stanford’s first six matches while
in Japan playing for the victorious
United States at the FIFA Under-20
Women’s World Cup, which concluded Saturday with a 1-0 U.S.
victory over Germany. N

and-home series with the Vikings
— including schools from as far
away as Atascadero.
“I’m not interested in making
those kind of trips,” Hansen said.
Mitty has provided plenty of competition for Palo Alto, which lost to
the Monarchs in 2011 by 27-21. The
teams, in fact, have traded victories
during the regular season since ‘08.
This is Paly’s year to get back in the
win column.
“We’ve got to pick up our defensive speed, and our offensive speed,”
said Hansen. “Just be more consistent. The younger players need to
understand what kind of game we’re
going to be in.”
Hansen expects a tougher test than
in last Friday’s season-opening 4021 victory over host San Benito.
The Vikings gained 541 yards on
offense (248 passing, 293 rushing)
while pulling away in the second
half after some early jitters.
Senior co-captain Matt Tolbert
rushed for a career-high 201 yards
on 15 carries and junior Keller
Chryst completed 12 of 30 passes
for 248 yards to lead the Vikings.
Paly rallied from three deficits,
the final one when junior Malcolm
Davis scored on a 26-yard run with
2:21 left in the third. That gave the
Vikings a 26-21 lead they never
relinquished. Davis finished with
three TDs.
Paly pulled away after that with
Chryst hitting Davis on a 19-yard
scoring play. A two-point conversion made it 34-21.
A 25-yard touchdown pass from
Chryst to Tolbert with 2:40 left
wrapped up the Vikings’ seasonopening win.
Chryst also threw a 58-yard touchdown pass to Davis and a 36-yarder
to Jayshawn Gates-Mouton, finishing with four scoring passes. Tolbert
added a 74-yard TD jaunt, giving
Paly a short-lived 20-14 lead.
Tolbert averaged 13.4 yards per
carry in addition to catching two
passes for 33 yards and leading
the defense with 6.5 tackles. Davis caught six passes for 116 yards
while Erik Anderson and Jayshawn
Gates-Mouton had 5.5 tackles each
on defense.
In other games in Week 3:
Gunn (2-0) goes for a third
straight victory against visiting Capuchino on Friday at 7:30 p.m. On
Saturday, Sacred Heart Prep (2-0)
will host Los Altos at 1 p.m., Priory
(1-0) will host El Sobrante Christian
School at 1 p.m., and Menlo-Atherton (1-1) will visit St. Ignatius at 2
p.m. Menlo School has a bye.
In other games last week:
Gunn 28, Carlmont 6
Gunn went into Friday night’s
home opener with the possibility
of going 2-0 for the first time since
2002. Thanks to big plays by Kevin
Sharp and Andre Guzman, the Titans reached their goal with a solid
nonleague victory win over Carlmont.
Gunn is off to its best start since
the 2002 team started the season 6-0
en route to an 8-4 season that saw
the Titans advance to a CCS semifinal game. The Titans’ opening two
wins extends their winning streak to

four game as they won the last two
of 2011 campaign. The four-game
win streak is also the longest win
streak since the 2002 season
Thanks to scoring plays of 95, 93
and 70 yards in the first half and
32 yards in the second, the Titans
got off to a quick lead and never
trailed.
The game started out in strong
fashion when Sharp took the opening kickoff and found a nice hole,
thanks to great blocking, and went
untouched for a 95-yard touchdown
and a 6-0 lead. Later, Guzman hit
Sean Lydster on a screen pass and
Lydster went 93 yards for the touchdown.
Guzman later hit Mike Jorgensen
in stride at midfield and Jorgensen
ran into the end zone for a 70-yard
touchdown and Sharp caught a 32yard TD to give Gunn a 28-0 lead.
Guzman finished 13 of 16 for 274
yards with three touchdowns.
Sacred Heart Prep 27, Mt. View 3
Senior Ryan Gaertner scored two
touchdowns for the second straight
week to lead Sacred Heart Prep to
a solid nonleague victory over host
Mountain View on Friday afternoon.
Gaertner scored on a pair of 2-yard
runs after Derek Hunter hauled in
a 50-yard scoring toss from Kevin
Donahoe, who added a one-yard TD
run in the third quarter.
Sacred Heart Prep (2-0) gained
234 yards on the grounds as Ben
Burr Kirven (84 yards on 10 carries), Ryan Gaertner (66 yards on
15 carries) and Jack Del Santo (59
yards on 7 carries) led the way.
Los Gatos 42, Menlo-Atherton 6
Menlo-Atherton limited the host
Wildcats to 201 total yards, but gave
up a 93-yard kickoff return and an
87-yard punt return while dropping
a lopsided nonleague game on Friday night.
Menlo 56, Mission 24
Rolling up another dominating
victory with some big plays, Menlo
School (2-0) cruised past MissionSan Francisco at Kezar Stadium on
Saturday in nonleague action.
Menlo junior Travis Chambers
rushed for 112 yards on 11 carries
and a touchdown as the Knights
rolled up 462 total yards. Senior
quarterback Matt Bradley completed 8 of 12 passes for 170 yards and
three TDs, and junior Jack Heneghan
added another 78 passing yards and
the game’s first touchdown pass —
a 27-yard strike to senior Connor
Stastny.
Wiley Osborne finished with seven catches for 103 yards and a pair
of touchdowns.
Priory 44, Rincon Valley 36
James McDaniel rushed 18 times
for 246 yards and scored four touchdowns to help Priory open its eightman season with a big nonleague
victory over visiting Rincon Valley
Christian on Saturday in Portola
Valley.
Will Latta added 60 rushing yards
on seven carries with one touchdown, had 35 receiving yards plus
another TD and intercepted two
passes. Malik Reid rushed six times
for 32 yards for the Panthers (1-0)
and added two running conversions
following touchdowns. N
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USC preview

by Rick Eymer
alo Alto High grad Kevin
Anderson received high
marks from Stanford football coach David Shaw following
the Cardinal’s 50-13 nonconference win over Duke on Saturday
in Stanford Stadium.
Shaw said the redshirt freshman
outside linebacker has been productive when he’s played and will
remain part of the rotation.
“We need him to continue to
progress,” Shaw said. “He’s still
growing. He’s ready for a limited
role and you have to remember
he’s basically a freshman.”
Anderson backs up Trent Murphy on one side, although Alex
Debniak will occasionally spell
Murphy, too.
Anderson has played both
games this season and is credited with two tackles, one a solo
tackle. He was a key member of
Palo Alto’s 2010 state championship season.
Menlo-Atherton High grad Sam
Knapp, a senior wide receiver for
the Cardinal, is still looking for
his first reception of the season.
He appeared in three games two
years ago, catching a pass for seven yards against Wake Forest.
Sacred Heart Prep grads Chris
Gaertner and Brian Moran have
yet to see any action.

P

What, me worry?
Stanford senior cornerback
Terrence Brown, who grew up in
Torrance and attended Orange Lu-

Hyping the Heisman
Former Stanford standouts
James Lofton and Will Svitek
will be on hand for the Sports Illustrated Heisman Tour, presented
by Nissan, on Saturday prior to the
Stanford-USC game at 4:30 p.m.
Sports Illustrated and Nissan
have teamed up to celebrate the
Heisman Memorial Trophy and
the most electrifying players in
the history of college football with
a 10-stop national tour at marquee
matchups this season. Admission
to the tour is free, and fans are encouraged to pick up a Sports Illustrated special edition: “Running
to Greatness” . . . compliments of
Nissan.
Svitek, a former Cardinal lineman, will appear from noon to
1:30 p.m., participating in both
an “SI Chalk Talk” session with
Sports Illustrated writer Andrew
Perloff. An autograph session will
be from 12:30-1:30 p.m. Lofton,
a former All-America wide receiver and NFL standout, will
participate in an “SI Chalk Talk”
session with Perloff from 2-2:30
p.m., followed by an autograph
session from 2:30-3:30 p.m.
The sessions will be held at the
Pac-12 Plaza off Sam McDonald Mall and Nelson Road, near
Sunken Diamond.
Bring on the Trojans
The Cardinal opens its conference schedule with No. 2 USC
on Saturday. Stanford has won
three in a row against its longtime
Southern California rival and four
of the past five . . . Stanford defeated USC in a 2011 triple-overtime thriller in Los Angeles, 5648, the second straight year that
the Cardinal clipped the Trojans
on the final play of the game . .
. Saturday marks the first Pac-12
game for both Stanford and USC
in 2012. N

Shayne Skov (left) and his defensive teammates limited Duke to 13
points last week, but USC will provide a tougher test on Saturday.
their play makers in the open field.
That’s where linebackers Trent Murphy, James Vaughters, Shayne Skov
and Chase Thomas are so important. They are capable of covering
sideline to sideline and both Skov
and Thomas are sure open field
tacklers.
“It will be all about gang tackling,” said Shaw. “If you miss you
can’t catch them. It’s an advantage
to USC for having guys who can
score any time they touch the ball. I
have never seen a college team with
two receivers like those guys. It’s
not even close.”
Stanford owns a three-game winning streak against the Trojans,
though the past two years have
been decided on the final play of
the game.
The key may be in how much
pressure Stanford can put on Barkley, who plays the game with enthusiasm and rarely seems flustered.
“I think they can put incredible
pressure on Barkley,” Stanford offensive lineman David Yankey said.

Bob Drebin/stanfordphoto.com

Three Peat
Freshman tackle Andres Peat
continues to make progress and
will continue to see playing time
as he learns the structure of the
offense and offensive line.
“He played well,” Shaw said.
“He had a setback with his hand
(which will remain in a cast for
at least another week) and missed
time at camp, which was a setback. He’s confident with his hand
and what he was doing.”
Peat also receives instruction
from junior guard-tackle David
Yankey, who lines up next to the
freshmen.
“Just like Jonathan Martin did
with Yankey, Yankey is doing
with Peat. David knows what he’s
supposed to do and he also knows
what everybody else is supposed
to do,” Shaw said. “So he can tell
Peat where he’s supposed to be.”
Yankey, a natural guard, said
Martin did more than instruct.
“He showed me how to lead
by example,” Yankey said. “He
also showed me how to be a vocal
leader and that’s why I can give
(Peat) tips. He’s extremely physically talented.”
Peat came to Stanford ranked
among the top 10 recruits by most
of the scouting publications.

theran, has a winning streak over
USC quarterback Matt Barkley,
who went to Mater Dei.
Stanford has defeated the Trojans the past three years and
Brown can take that even further
having played against Barkley in
high school.
“I believe I was 2-0 against
him,” Brown said. “Matt is a great
quarterback, a great player and a
great leader.”
Brown did not root for USC
growing up, picking the Miami
Hurricanes instead because of
their flashy defense.
Cardinal quarterback Josh
Nunes, an Upland resident, didn’t
much care for the Trojans either
growing up.
“I had an uncle who went to
UCLA so we were a Bruins’
household,” Nunes said. “I’ve
always had a general distaste for
USC.”

cord with 111 receptions, is among
the school’s career leaders and Lee
ranks among the nation’s top six in
several receiving categories.
Last year, Stanford head coach
David Shaw said Stanford defended
the Trojan receivers “OK” for much
of the Cardinal’s 56-48 triple-overtime thriller at the Los Angeles
Coliseum. Last year, they combined
for 16 catches, 183 yards and two
touchdowns. In 2010, Woods had
12 catches for 224 yards and three
touchdowns.
“We take that as a challenge for
the whole defense,” Reynolds said.
“They both have the ability to run
once they have the ball in their
hands.”
Stanford’s redshirt junior cornerback Terrence Brown agrees the two
receivers will pose a difficult challenge.
“They are both great athletes,” he
said. “They are fast, they can block
and they use deception in their
routes.”
Brown also agreed that facing the
likes of Luck and Fleener has been
useful.
“Definitely beneficial to our defense,” Brown said. “That prepared
us to face the best.”
Stanford quarterback Josh Nunes
has seen a talented defensive secondary, which also includes junior
corner Barry Browning, strong
safeties Jordan Richards and Harold Bernard and nickel back Usua
Amanam.
“I didn’t like going up against
those guys in spring or summer,”
Nunes said. “They got me so many
times. They have a great feel of
reading the quarterback. I have tons
of confidence in what they can do.”
Stanford’s defensive front will
also be tested like never before. In
addition to facing one of the nation’s
top quarterbacks, guys like Henry
Anderson, Terrence Stephens, Ben
Gardner, Josh Mauro, David Parry
and Charlie Hopkins will be contending with two of the top running
backs on the West Coast in Penn
State transfer Silas Redd and returning starter Curtis McNeal.
San Jose State and Duke both
went to the bubble pass in an attempt to neutralize the Cardinal
defensive front and get the ball to

Dave Bernal/stanfordphoto.com

(continued from page 35)

Stanford defenders (L-R) Trent Murphy, Alex Debniak and Ben Gardner
will have their hands full again Saturday against No. 2 USC.

“One of the best defenses we go
against is in practice.”
The Stanford offense looked
sharper in Week 2, a 50-13 romp
over Duke last Saturday, and with
the possible addition of fullback
Ryan Hewitt, the Cardinal will be a
little more diversified.
Stepfan Taylor continues his
climb up the Stanford career rushing charts in search of his third
consecutive 1,000-yard season and
Drew Terrell and Ty Montgomery
are beginning to create their own
reputation as receivers.
The most encouraging aspect of
Stanfordís win over Duke, for Shaw,
was the Cardinalís ability to throw
the ball downfield effectively when
faced with a team that dared it to do
just that.
Duke often produced nine players
in the box to concentrate on stopping the run and forcing Stanford
to pass. Nunes responded well by
completing 16 of 30 passes for 275
yards and three touchdowns.
What excited Shaw was not only
the effectiveness of the Cardinal
passing attack, but that opponents
now have to prepare themselves for
it too. Nunes threw deep to Montgomery, and went downfield to tight
ends Zach Ertz and Levine Toilolo.
All must be accountable in an opponentsí film room.
The one thing Shaw warns against
is Nunes’ temptation to try and compete against Barkley, who has started all four years at USC.
“He just needs to keep doing what
he has been doing.” Shaw said. “Get
us to the right play, don’t hold onto
the ball and continue to play smart.
The worst thing he can try to do is
try to compete with Matt Barkley.
We’re not in that business. We’re not
in that game. We’re going to play our
style of football. We’re not going to
compete statistically. That’s not our
goal. Our goal is to get in the fourth
quarter and have a chance to win it
at the end.” N
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Avenidas presents the 9th Annual

Family Caregiver Conference
Saturday, September 15, 9 am - 3 pm
Mountain View, CA
Topics will include:
 Forgiving yourself
 Long-term care costs
 Safe medication use
 Dementia care challenges
 Avoiding burnout
 Help for hoarding
Free tours of
Avenidas Rose Kleiner
Center at 3 pm!
Register at Avenidas.org
or call (650) 289-5435.

Resources and programs for positive aging
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PREP ROUNDUP

ATHLETES OF THE WEEK

Water polo
teams will
be busy
Local teams competing
in three tournaments to get
the season under way
by Keith Peters
acred Heart Prep water polo
coaches Jon Burke and Brian
Kreutzkamp probably won’t
be worried all that much about results from their respective tournament play this weekend.
Burke has his SHP girls competing in the St. Francis Invitational
while Kreutzkamp has his boys in
a tourney in Santa Barbara. Burke’s
squad went 2-2 last year while
Kreuztkamp’s team was 1-3 in 2011.
Neither performance hurt.
The SHP girls went on to win a
fifth straight Central Coast Section
Division II title while the boys captured their fifth section crown while
making a ninth straight appearance
in the CCS finals.
The Menlo School boys, meanwhile, captured last year’s Scott
Roche Invitational but wound up
falling in the CCS Division II semifinals.
All three perennial CCS powers will be busy this weekend in
their respective 16-team, two-day
tournaments that kick off the high
school water polo season.
While the SHP boys will be facing many of the top SoCal teams,
the SHP girls will be limited to facing some of the top NorCal squads
like St. Francis (Mt. View and Sacramento), Clovis West, Leland, Davis and Menlo-Atherton.
Sacred Heart Prep and MenloAtherton will meet in the first round
on Friday in the Gators’ pool at 3:30
p.m. Palo Alto will face St. Francis
(Sacramento) at the same time in
the host Lancers’ pool.
In the Roche Invitational, La Jolla
is traveling from Southern California but the remainder of the entrants
hail from the north.
Menlo (1-0) will host Mt. Carmel
on Friday at noon while Palo Alto
will host De La Salle at 1 p.m. Menlo-Atherton will play St. Mary’s in
the Vikings’ pool at 3:45 p.m.
The Roche championship will be
held Saturday at Menlo at 4:35 p.m.,
with the St. Francis title being decided in the Lancers’ pool at 4 p.m.
Both SHP teams tuned up for the
weekend by opening their respective West Catholic Athletic League
seasons with impressive victories on
Wednesday.
With senior Bret Hinrichs scoring four goals, the SHP boys also
opened their season with a 16-4
season-opening victory over visiting St. Ignatius.
The Gators also got two goals
apiece from Zach Churukian, Zoltan Lazar, Michael Swart, Alex
Swart, Michael Holloway and Paly
transfer Nelson Perla-Ward. Senior
goalie Will Runkel was solid in the
cage with 10 saves.
In girls’ action, senior P.J. Big-

S

Shelby Knowles

Matt Tolbert

Palo Alto High

Palo Alto High

The senior outside hitter
had 79 kills and 59 digs
during a 5-2 volleyball week
that included a fifth-place
finish at the Deer Valley
Tournament, where she produced 50 kills and 34 digs
for the Vikings.

The senior running back/
defensive back ran for a career-high 201 yards, scored
two touchdowns and had
a team-leading 6.5 tackles
as the Vikings opened the
2012 football season with a
40-21 win over San Benito.

Honorable mention
Sophia Bono

Matt Bradley

Palo Alto volleyball

Menlo football

Christine Eliazo

Keller Chryst

Menlo tennis

Giannina Ong
Menlo tennis

Marine Hall-Poirier
Priory volleyball

Sonia Abuel-Saud
Sacred Heart Prep volleyball

Briana Willhite
Priory volleyball

Palo Alto football

Malcolm Davis
Palo Alto football

Andre Guzman
Gunn football

James McDaniel
Priory football

Kevin Sharp
Gunn football
* previous winner

To see video interviews of the Athletes of the Week, go to www.PASportsOnline.com

ley poured in four goals and junior
Morgan McCracken added three
to pace SHP to a 14-6 victory over
host St. Ignatius in another WCAL
opener. Senior Bridgette Harper,
junior transfer Caitlin Stuewe and
freshman Malaika Koshy all scored
two goals while junior goalie Kelly
Moran came up with 14 saves for the
Gators (1-1).
In other water polo action this
week:
Gunn opened defense of its
SCVAL De Anza Division title with
a 10-3 victory over host Los Altos
on Tuesday. After scoring 19 goals
in four matches last weekend at the
Acalanes North Coast Invitational,
junior Caroline Anderson poured in
five goals for the Titans (1-0, 5-2).
“It was a nice way to open the
league season,” said Gunn coach
Mark Hernandez. “It was the first
time, in a long time, that we’ve beaten Los Altos at Los Altos during the
league season. They’re always one
of the top teams in the league, and
it’s nice to beat them — though, we
know we still need to get better every day.”
Despite returning only three players off last season’s 21-7 squad that
reached the CCS Division I semifinals before losing to eventual champ
Leland, the Titans appear ready to

defend their SCVAL title.
Gunn beat Los Altos last season at home to clinch the division
crown, then topped the Eagles (also
at Gunn) to win the playoff title. On
Saturday, Gunn defeated Los Altos,
10-2, at the Acalanes tournament as
a tuneup for Tuesday’s showdown.
Maggie Sockness added two goals
for Gunn while Laura Hendricks,
Bianca Batista and returnee Lauren
Lesyna all scored once.
In boys’ water polo this week:
Palo Alto opened its SCVAL De
Anza Division season with an 11-4
victory over visiting Homestead on
Tuesday night, but Gunn dropped
a 13-10 division-opening match to
host Los Altos.
Bret Pinsker paced Paly with
five goals while Quinn Rockwell
added three and Andrew Cho had
two. Jake Weinstein had five saves
in goals while Brent Schroeder allowed no goals for the Vikings, who
gave first-year coach Brandon Johnson his first triumph.
In nonleague action, Morgan Olson Fabbro scored seven goals during a 14-12 overtime loss to visiting
Bellarmine on Tuesday. Zach Deal
and Harrison Holland-McCowan
each added a pair of goals for the
(continued on next page)
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nicipal Golf Course. Jessica Koenig
shot 49 and Emma Dake 51 for the
Gators (2-0, 2-1).

Bears (3-2).

Girls’ tennis
With Alice Li, Stephanie Zhang
and Apple XU all winning in singles, Gunn opened its SCVAL El
Camino Division season with a 6-1
victory over visiting Fremont at
Cubberley Community Center on
Tuesday. The Titans improved to
3-3 overall before dropping a 4-3
nonleague decision to host Mountain View on Wednesday.
In other openers, host Palo Alto
dropped a 6-1 decision to Saratoga
in SCVAL De Anza Division action.
Junior Felicia Wang produced Paly’s only point, at No. 2 single, and
Menlo-Atherton blanked host San
Mateo, 7-0, to open the PAL Bay
Division campaign. Erin LaPorte
won at No. 1 singles for the Bears,
2-6, 6-0, 10-6.
Menlo-Atherton (2-0) returned to
the courts on Wednesday and handed visiting Hillsdale a 6-1 loss.
During the weekend, Menlo
School finished fourth in the tough
California Classic on Friday and
Saturday, compiling a 2-2 record
against some of the top teams in the
state while playing in 100-degree
heat in the Fresno area.
The Knights (4-2) opened with a
4-3 win over San Ramon and followed that with a 4-3 triumph over
Corona del Mar in the quarterfinals.
In the semifinals, Menlo dropped a
5-2 decision to top-seeded Dana
Hills. Playing for third place, the
Knights fell to Santa Barbara, 4-3.

(continued from previous page)

Cross country
The Menlo-Atherton girls got
three top-10 finishes and ran off
with the title in Half Moon Bay at
the first of three Peninsula Athletic
League meets this season on Tuesday.
Junior Taylor Fortnam led the
Bears with a second-place finish
of 15:27 while M-A freshmen Annalisa Crowe (ninth in 15:59) and
Maddie Worden (10th in 16:00) also
contributed big time as the Bears
(54 points) ran past Half Moon Bay
(83) and Carlmont (96).
Junior Annika Roise (16th in
16:23) and freshman Katie Beebe
(17th in 16:33) rounded out M-A’s
scoring. Fortnam was ninth in the
Junior Girls’ race at Saturday’s Early Bird Invitational at Toro Park in
Salinas.
In the boys’ meet, Menlo-Atherton finished fourth. Zach Plante
led the Bears by clocking 12:47 for
11th place. John Lovegren was 13th
in 12:52 for M-A, which was missing standout George Baier (sprained
ankle).
Girls’ golf
Freshman Maddy Ellison’s 7-over
par 44 paced Sacred Heart Prep to
an eight-shot shot victory over visiting Notre Dame-San Jose, 249-257,
in West Bay Athletic League action
on Wednesday at Palo Alto Mu-

Keith Peters

Prep roundup

Priory senior Briana Willhite (left) and junior Marine Hall-Poirier helped
the Panthers win the Laguna Blanca volleyball tourney last weekend.
Monta Vista (Cupertino) won the
title by beating Dana Hills.
Senior Giannina Ong and junior
Christine Eliazo won all four of
their singles matches, Ong at No. 3
and Eliazo at No. 4, while sophomore teammate Liz Yao won three
times at No. 2. The Menlo doubles
teams, however, showed a weak spot
while failing to win a single match.
At the Palo Alto Invitational, the

host Vikings fashioned a 3-1 record
and finished second.
Girls’ volleyball
Palo Alto’s young team continued to make improvement as junior
Becca Raffel had 12 kills to help the
Vikings defeat host Castilleja, 2516, 25-20, 25-11, in nonleague action on Tuesday.
The visiting Vikings (6-2) also

got 10 kills and eight digs from senior Shelby Knowles and 30 assists
from fellow co-captain and senior
Sophia Bono. Junior Bella Graves
had six kills and junior Keri Gee
provided 18 digs.
Castilleja (4-3) was led by senior
Lucy Tashman’s 15 kills and 21 digs.
Sophomore Jennifer DiSanto added
17 digs and senior Hannah Hsieh
provided 18 assists. Junior Nessica
Norum finished with 15 digs for the
Gators.
In San Mateo, senior Sonia AbuelSaud produced 17 kills and 10 digs
as Sacred Heart Prep rolled to a 2515, 25-22, 25-17 nonleague triumph
over San Mateo.
The Gators (8-1) also got six kills
and three aces from senior Payton
Smith and seven kills each from senior Ellie Shannon and sophomore
Victoria Garrick. Senior Helen Gannon added 12 digs and sophomore
setter Natalie Marshall finished
with 22 assists.
In Portola Valley, junior Marine
Hall-Poirier had 14 kills, three aces
and hit .370 to pace Priory to a
25-13, 25-18, 25-15 nonleague victory over visiting Mills on Tuesday
night. Briana Willhite added nine
kills and hit .500 for the Panthers,
who won the Laguna Blanca tournament in Santa Barbara on Saturday.
Hall-Poirier was named MVP of the
tourney and Willhite was named to
the all-tournament team.
In Atherton, host Menlo-Atherton (0-2) ran up against a tough St.
Francis squad and dropped a 23-25,
25-23, 25-15, 25-20 nonleague decision. N

BEST OF PALO ALTO 2012
For a full list of the 2012 Best Of Palo Alto winners, go to PaloAltoOnline.com/best_of
SERVICE

BEST AUTO CARE

Dave’s Auto Repair
830 East Charleston Rd., Palo Alto
BEST DRY CLEANER

AJ’s Green Cleaners
395 California Ave., Palo Alto

AJ’s Quick Clean

BEST HOTEL

BEST EYEWEAR

Garden Court Hotel

Lux Eyewear

520 Cowper St., Palo Alto

1805 El Camino Real, Palo Alto

BEST ORTHODONTISTS

Midpeninsula Orthodontics
– Dr. Stacey Quo
965 High St., Palo Alto

3175 Middlefield Rd., Palo Alto

BEST PERSONAL TRAINERS

BEST FITNESS CLASSES

2741 Middlefield Rd. #102, Palo Alto

FOOD & DRINK

BEST BAGELS

House of Bagels
526 University Ave., Palo Alto

NoXcuses Fitness
BEST BAKERY/DESSERTS

Prolific Oven

Uforia Studios
819 Ramona St., Palo Alto

BEST PLUMBERS

550 Waverley St., Palo Alto

BEST FRAME SHOP

Palo Alto Plumbing Heating
and Air/Dahl Plumbing

University Art

716 San Antonio Rd. # F, Palo Alto

BEST MEAL UNDER $20

267 Hamilton Ave.
BEST SKIN CARE
BEST GYM

Destino Spa

Oshman Family JCC

4335 El Camino Real, Palo Alto

3921 Fabian Way, Palo Alto
BEST HAIR SALON

Hair International
232 Stanford Shopping Center, Palo Alto
BEST MEN’S HAIRCUT
HALL OF FAME:

Hair International

BEST BOUTIQUE,
BEST GIFT/NOVELTY SHOP
AND BEST JEWELRY STORE

BEST AMBIANCE
AND BEST BAR/LOUNGE, BEST LATIN
AMERICAN RESTAURANT,
BEST ROMANTIC RESTAURANT

La Bodeguita del Medio
463 South California Ave., Palo Alto
BEST NEW RESTAURANT

AND BEST SALAD

Sprout Cafe
168 University Ave., Palo Alto

LYFE Kitchen
167 Hamilton Ave., Palo Alto
BEST OUTDOOR DINING

Café Riace
200 Sheridan Ave., Palo Alto

BEST PIZZA
R E TA I L

R E S TA U R A N T S

Patxi’s Chicago Pizza
441 Emerson St., Palo Alto

BEST SPORTS BAR
HALL OF FAME:

The Old Pro
541 Ramona St., Palo Alto

BEST YOGURT

BEST VEGETARIAN RESTAURANT

Shady Lane

Fraiche

Calafia Cafe and Market A Go Go

441 University Ave., Palo Alto

200 Hamilton Ave., Palo Alto

855 El Camino Real # 130, Palo Alto
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Open House | Sat. & Sun. | 1:30 - 4:30

1380 Cloud Avenue, Menlo Park
$ 1,595,000

Beds 4 | Baths 3 | Home ~ 1,900 sq. ft. | Lot ~ 6,300 sq. ft.
Video Tour | www.schoelerman.com

schoelerman

Call Jackie & Richard to
Sell or Buy Your Home

(650) 855-9700

(650) 566-8033

jackie@apr.com

richard@apr.com

DRE # 01092400

DRE # 01413607

www.schoelerman.com
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